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WEEKLY -KENTUCKY NEW _ ERA. 
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
ATTEMPT
TO BLOW UP
I FORT
AFTER UNCLE SAM'S
PROPERTY.
VERY NARROW ESCAPE
Of The Soldiers Stationed In
Fort Stevens Early This
Morning.
AID ARRIVED FOR MINERS
(Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, July :M.-Incen
diaries are making repeated attempts
to destroy Fort Stevens, the new
military post near Astoria, Ore.
Had their plans succeeded they
would have blown the fort to atoms
and perhaps killed hundreds of per-
sons early this morning. They set
fire to the torpedo storehouse but
the building is fire proof and their
Attempt failed.
(Special to New Era. a
INDIANAPOLIS. led., July TI -
The $50,000 contribution of the Illi-
nois miners arrived at the national
miners headquarters and will be im-
mediately distributed by Secretary
Wilson to the strike districts.
This is the largest single contribu-
tion expected.
It arrived strictly on time.
(Special to New Era)
NEW YORK, July .-The Sun
today secured a statement that al-
though the Southern Motion and L.
& N. merger had been considered
such a combination would positively
not be made eo long as any litigation
over the status of northern securities
company existod.
Death Bear Julian.
Oscar Maddox, the fourteen-year-
old son of Mr. J. 31."Maddox. of the
Julian vicinity, died Tuesday after-
noon, of typhoid fever after an ill-
ness of eight weeks. The funeral
services were hell this afternoon at
three o'clock at the residence and
interment took place in the family
burying ground.
. levee Two From Death.
-Our little daughter had an almost
fatal attack of whooping cough and
bronchitis, writes Mrs. W. K. Havi-
land. of Armonk, N. Y., -but when
all other remedies failed, we saved
her lifeswith Dr. King's New Dis-
covery. Our niece, who had Con-
sumption in an advanced stage. also
used this wonderful medicine apd
today she is perfectly well." Des-
perate throat and lung diseases yield
to Dr. King's New Discovery as to
no other medicine on earth. Infal
lible for coughs and colds. 50e and
$1.00 bottles guaranteed by Anderson
& Fowler. J. 0. Cook, L. L. Elgin
and C. K. Wyly. Trial bottles free.
A Brand New Cirl.
The wife of Mr. Harry Lebkeueher
the popular cigar manufacturer, pre-
sented him with an eight-pound
daughter this morning.
• Bank Incorporated.
The Break of Guthrie, Todd county,
with $15,000 capital stock, hoe been
incorporated in the office of secretary
at State. Edward Sinclair, of Rus-
sellville; D. B. Smith and D. T.
Mimnue of Guthrie. are the incorpo
rigors.
SHOT BY ACCIDENT.
BUD STEWART SUSTAINS
PAINFUL WOUND.
From Mondays daily
Bud Stewart, of Fruit Hill. acci-
dentally shot himself with a pistol
just at twelve o'clock today. He
makes regular trips to town for Mr.
David Smith of Fruit Hill. and had
gone to Forbes Bros'. establishment
for some articles. W hen he started
to drive off he gave the lines a jerk
which in some wanner fired a pistol
which was in the breast pocket of
his coat. The bell struck just below
the hip joint, slightly on the outside
and ranged downward into the
fleshy part of his thigh. He was car-
ried to • room over Hord's grocery
and Drs. Jackson and Sargent per-
-formed an operation for the removal
of the bullet. The wound is not con-
sidered dangerous, hut will be very
painful for some time.
Charged With Hog Steeling.
Last month some one stole a hog
from \mink Young, colored, a resi-
dent of the San Domingo settlement,
south of town, and she swore out a
warrant charging a young colored
man by the name of Louis Brandon
with the theft. Yesterday afternoon
Officer Mack Cravens located him
near ithe workhouse and arrested
him. He had his examining trial in
the city court this morning, Special
Judge Clifton Long being on the
belle-, and was held to answer the
action of the grand jury. His bond
was fixed at $101, in default of which
he was committed to jail.
T.... signature is on th wrapper of
bottle of the genuine OWENS- PINK
0411MTURIE--the baby's friend from birth
he has his teeth. All druggists.
FOUND GUILTY
Of Assault and Battery and
'Given Nine Months.
Lincoln Holloway was tried before
County Judge Fowler on a charge of
committing assault and battery of
Lola Steger, a fourteen year old girl.
He was found guilty and sentenced
to nine months confinement in the
workhouse.
Both parties are colored, and re-
side In the Pee Dee neighborhood.
NEW TRAP A SUCCESS
Large Crowd Attended Cun
Club Shoot.
By far the largest crowd which
has ever attended one of the regular
shoots of the Gun club was preeent
yesterday afternoon to see the new
Megan trap operate, and its work
was a revelation to those who had
ever seen any but the old trap throw
the targets. A little confusion was
experienced at first on tiecouuit of
the large crowd 'and the new system
of having five men up, but they soon
became accustomed to the change
and everything afterward paesed off
smoothly and no further trouble is
anticipated. In all there were forty-
four men up, and a total of eleven
hundred targets were thrown, the
whole consuming but little over an
hour. This is quite a change from
the old system which took at least
twice the time and did not throe the
targets with anything like the regu-
larity and precision of the new trap.
Some of the leading scores, each
man being allowed t ililty-tive shots.
follow:
A. S Gant 21
A. C. Overshiner 20
G. L. Campbell. 30
Capt. Prowse •  19
H. Wood, Jr   19
E. M. Moss • 19
H. 0. Edwards' 18
U. C. Long, Sr 18
Dr. Haynes  18
G. C. Long. Sr . .17
G. W. Phelps . .17
Some one left an umbrella on, the
ground. which can be recovered by
applying to Mr. A. S. Gant at the
Bank of Hopkinsville.
_s 
CATCH 'EM SURE
A New Invention Makes
Fishing Certain.
Mr. E. M. Moss of this city has
made application for a patent on an
electrical device for catching fish.
A small, but powerful battery is fit-
ted into the butt of the fishing rod,
and two minute wires. doubly insula-
ted, run from it to the water. One of
the wires is loose in the water while
the other connects with the hook,
and when a fish touches it be is stun-
ned by the current and is easily cap-
tured. The hook is insulated in the
center so as to protect the minnow.
Mr. Moss expects to reap a hand-
some harvest from the product of his
genius.
- -
An Unusual Accident.
The Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle
tells of an spnusual accident which
resulted in he death of Will Moore,
a planter. of Montgomery county,
yesterday while he was at work
clearing the right of way for the new
railroad. Moore was engaged in cut-
ting down some trees. One of them
fell across a stump, and he was en-
deavoring to prize it off with a long
pole, when it fell suddenly. One end
of the pole was caught beneath the
falling tree, and the other end flew
up, striking him under the chin. He
was pitched up about six feet WI the
air, and fell on his back. his head
striking a large rock. Upon exatni-
nation it was found that the pole had
struck him with such force that his
jaw bone was broken in three places.
and his skull fractured lay thi• blow
back of the head.
M'LAURIN
SPRINGS
SURPRISE.
(Special to New Era. i
OYESTER BAY, N. Y.. July 22.-
Sesator MeLeurin, of South Caro-
lina, has sprung a surprise on Presi-
dent Roosevelt by declining the
profferred appointment to the va-
cancy on the berch of the United
States court of claims. In his letter
to the president he incloeed a news-
piper clipping, charging that he had
«eld himself for the office.
Attractive Office.
Circuit Clerk J. Mat Starling is oc-
cupying his office agent after having
it thoroughly renovated. The wood-
work has been freshly painted and
varnished and the walls and ceiling
newly papered: A new hard wood
floor was also put in. The eftice
now presents a very attractive inter-
ior.
Mr. Jernigan Very Ill-
Mr. W. H. Jernigan, one of the
wealthiest and must influential citi-
zens of Pembroke, is seriously ill at
his residence in that city from a
vary severe attack of typhoid fever.
Dr. Andrew Sargent of this city is
&Mending him besides the local phy-
ekien. Mr. Jernigan married Miss
Ida McCarley of this city.
Begins His Sentence.
- ---
John Winters, who killed a man
named 1‘'ooteti. tu ar Clarksville,
about eighteen motif hi. ago and who
fled and was finally captured On a
farm near Croften in this county,
was yesterday taken ti.. the peniten-
tiary at Nashville, to verve a sen-
tence of five years. Ott his first trial
the jury fixed his punishment at ten
years' imprisonment, but on j sec-
ond trial this we- reduced b' one-
half.
Winters formerly resided in Chrbk
.
county. " •
- 
--es. • see- - 
Had Good Time.
Miss Agnes Flack entertained
quite a number of her little friends
last night at the residence of her
father Mr. E. M. Flack, on South
Main street. Every one present had
a "perfectly splendid"' time and all
will long be grateful to their charm-
ing hostess for the happy occasion.
Seasonable ref resii re e n t • were served
at ten o'cloca.
-
Were Caught Here.
__-
Will Williams and Mat Davis. two
colored citizens of Clarksville. who
tamped from the chain gang there
last May, were captured here yester-
day afternisiin at Dalton's rock
quarry, where they were working.
They telephoned to Clarksville and
arranged for the payment 'if their
fine and were released.
Paine-Carnett.
AN EXCITING GAME
OF BALL PLAYED AT THE
ASYLUM YESTESDAY
The Asylum Team Was Very
Badly Done Up by the
Virginias.
tom Wednesday's daily.
The baseball team at the aaylum
seems to have been down on their
luck lately, for not only have the
Virginias beaten them twice in suc-
cession, but they have beaten them
badly both times. The game played
yesterday afternoon,aa the score will
show, was most too one-sided to be
entertaining.
The line up and score of the teams
yesterday was as follows:
Edwards, Mullen. p; Whitlow,
Waller, c; emitter, Onan, 1st b; B.
S1'infree, Noe, 2nd b; Haddon, In-
man, 3rd b; J. Winfree, Elliott, s s;
Evans, Ray, I f: Carney, McCulloch.
f; Shaw, Windows, r f.
Score .. .1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-Total
Virginias 0 0 2 1 0 3 3 3 2- 14
Asylum  0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0-- 2
Struck out by Edwards, 16; by
Mullen, 12; Waller hurt and Elliott
catches after 3rd inning.
Tiro base hits, Edwards, Hadden,
Evans; three base hits, J. Winfree,
Edwards, Evans. Base on balls,
Mullen. 4. Frank Bassett. umpire.
A Word to Women.
Any sick woman is invited to eon-
suit by letter with Dr. R. V. Pierce,
chief consulting physician of the In-
valid's Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y. In at. active practice
of more than thirty years, assisted
by a staff of nearly a score of associ-
ated physicians. Dr. Pierce has treat-
ed and cured over half a million wo-
men. All diseases peeuliar to women
are treated with success. This con-
sultation by letter is absolutely free.
Every letter is treated as strictly pri-
vate and sacredly confidential. Ans-
wers are mailed prompt'y giving the
hest of medical advice. All answers
are sent in plain envelopes bearing
on them no printing of tans kind.
Write without fear and without fee
to Dr. R. V. Pieree, Buffalo. N. Y.
Delightful Entertainment.
- -
Mrs. T. I). Armistead entertained
last night at her home on South
Main street in honor of her attract-
ive and accomplished sister. Miss
Bertha Thompson, of Louisville,who
is visiting her. The guests gathered
early and the occasion proved firl en-
joyable that it was after midnight
before they could tear themselves
away. Delicious ices and cakes
were served. Those present were
Misses Mildred Hubbard, Cecyl
Gaines, Del Gaines, Bettie Lee
Smith, Jean tioldthwaite, Edith
Waller, Maggie Ellis, Joy Herndon,
Pattie Bartley, May Jessie Brownell,
Edwards, Mo.; lone Stayers, Bet
Ware, Susie Garnett, l'ornelia
DeTreville, Minnie Armistead, Ber-
tha Thompson, Louisville.
Messrs. Ross Dryer, Ellis McKee,
Jim Forbes, Lawson Fleck, Ben
Winfree, Douglas Hanclock, Hugh
Wood, Beale Smith, Holland Gar-
nett, Roy Garnett, Dick DeTreville,
Leslie Garnett, John Trice, Edward
McClure, Emmet Jones, John Hub-
bard, Rodman Nfeachaiii, Byron
Meador.
e. ,-
How Aro Tear Wass/ye
Dr. Hobbs' !Sparsity's Pillamirs all Sider/rill& lam
Oa tem. •44. Marling 5j Co.. Camas, or N. T
WAS KNOWN HERE
Mr. Solomon Shyer Passed
Away at Nashville.
Mr. Solomon Shyer, who eat( well
known to many Hopkinsville people,
died in Nashville a day or two ago.
aged sixty-six years. He was the
father of Messrs. Charles and N. B.
Shyer, who were engaged in wish-
ness in this city some years ago.
Mr. Shyer is survived by his wife
and the following children: Charles
R. Shyer, of Huntsville, Mrs. B. M.
Hirsch, of St. Louis; N. B. Shyer,
Sam Shyer, Mrs. Glick and Miss
Celia Shyer.
Nuptials of much interest Mil be
solemnized Tuesday at Pembroke
Dr. J. R. Paine, a leading Christian
county physician, and Mrs. Maggie
T. Garnett, a popular lady will be
married at the home of the bride.
STATE OF OHIO, CITY Or TOLEDO 0
LUCAS COVNTY. "
Frank J. Cheney makes esti) that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co. doing business.; in
the City of Tolrefo,county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember, A. 
D., 
ISM •
I A. W. 011.1KASON.
REAL. Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally and acts directly on the blood
and mucous oedema of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
Address. F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0. Sold by Druggist, 76c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
Are
You A
Coming
Mother?
Are You Expectant?
MOTHER'S FRIEND
makes childbirth easy and aimost 
painless. by
pseparing the vystern for pArtoilt,m, t
hus assist-
ing Nature, and ..hortening 
The painful
ordeal of hildidith is robbed id it. 
terrors, and the
danger thereof greatly les.enevt, to 
both mother
and child. The period ot 
ontairment Is also
greatly ahortened, the mother re. t"?, 
and the child
fu:ly developed, strong and i.e.'
Morning sicknevs, or tisosea a•---Ing fr
om pees,
nancy is prevented by relieving tt. 
•11.ins. h fnets
the pressure brought t” tear 
on,, 1.y the expand-
ing organ, and by which it Is intLenc
ed through
sympathy.
As pregnancy advances, the b
reasts enl•rge,
became swollen, hard and tight. Long
 before the
child is born, they are vectoring f
or the secretion
of milk- It is itr.portant to aux 
ceasful child mar-
inc that these glands receive 
early conaideration.
lli-ther's Friend softens the skin 
relieves tile
primiiiire, and facilitates the serrAio
n of Life
V I Undeysinped and occluded duets, arid
Weis.' • hard-caked shixtly after 
delivery, are
result of non-treatment and likely tu 
culminate in
Mammary Abscess from which the patient sof-
fees exensetattne pain and le left with 
thew
functional or vs permanently 
impaired.
Illother's Tetrad is al ways applied externally
and rubbed Into the !Isiah over the 
regioo of pair.
Softness, pliability and expansion 
are given to
the muscles, tissues, fibres and s
inews, showing
the elasticity orecessarY to i'ring
 comfort "ill"
with heavy burden, and num, e
asy tissue of the
child. 'try it. Of all druggists ill 00.
 OW book
" Motherhood " tees.
Tee BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO
ATLA OITA, GA.
HO! K INSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, 
JULY 2. 1902
LAYING PIPES
Consumers Ice Company
After More Water.
I The Consumers Ice company bat -lug secured the splendid and inex-
haustible well on Mr. Pyle's place
on Virginia street is now busy lay-
ing pipes from that place to its fate
tory on the L. & N. railroad between
Fourth and Fifth streets. The pipes
come down Virginia to Eighth street
up Eighth to Clay. through Clay to
Fifth and up Fifth to factory.
When the company began business
its water supply was regarded as
sufficient, but such has recently been
found not to he the case, so a deal
was made with Mr. Pyle for the big
well on his place. This well will
supply all the water that can possi-
bly be needed, for it was recently
tested-20,0I11) gallons being pumped
out in a short space of time without
perceptibly decreasing the depth of
the water in the well. 'Flue water
will be forced from the well to the
ice factory Ity compreseed air
power.
_
Sig Crowds.
The camp meeting which Rev. H.
C. Morrison has been conducting at
the grounds between Elkton and
Guthrie is being very largely at-
tended. It will close next Friday.
Heart Disease.
Carney Whitfield, who resided
with his aunt, Miss Marini) Carney,
over near St. Bethlehetn, Tenn., was
found (lead from heart disea.se Mon-
day afternoon. When found he was
lying across the bed in his room. He
was twenty-eight years of age and
Wnri popular in his neighborhood.
personal Notes
rum wed fielder@ daily.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Vowell left this
morning for a two weeks' sojourn at
Dawson.
Mr. Thomas C. N'aii Cleve baa re-
turned from a week's stay at Daw-
son.
Mr. Bolo. Payne is the city visit-
ing relatives. He is at present with
the I. ('. railroad at Jackson, Tenn
Miss Mabel Lee Waggoner, of
Nashville, is visiting her aunt. Mrs.
J. I). Russell, on \V. Seventh street.
Mrs. 4. C. Atkinson and son, Polk,
of Clarksville, are the guests of the
family of Mrs. John R. Oreen on S.
Main street.
Mrs. J. C. Willett. of Cincinnati, is
visiting Mrs. \V. S. flamed.
Miss Glee Purnell, of Clarksville,
is the guest of Mite: Susie Hord, on
South ‘'irginia street.
Mr. Sam Hodgson, of Clarksville,
was here on business yesterday.
W D. Lindsay, Hopkinsville, is
visiting his son, ('. A. Lindsay, man-
ager of the Cumberland Telephone &
Telegraph company. - Clarksville
Leaf-Chronicle.
From Tuesday's daily.
Mr. Alex Warfleld
vii Is.
is ii) Clarks-
Miss Martha Duke ha,. returned
from a visit to Clarksville.
John F. Danforth has returned
from a week s stay near Fairview.
Mr. Thomas Urnuidy will return to
Chicago tonight after a visit to rela-
tives here.
Miss Julia Purcelle, of Lafayette.
is the guest of Mims Lucile Bush on
South Main street.
Mrs. Wm. Richards and Miss
Eulala Richards left this morning for
Epsom Springs, Tenn.
Mrs. Alex Wairfield left this morn-
ing for a sojourn at Dawson Springs.
Mrs. Helen Wood aceompanied her.
Mrs. M. V. McFarland. of New
Orleans, is visiting her daughter.
Mrs. L. Mc F. Nlakemore, on East
Seventh street.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Underwood left
this morning fur owensboro where
they spend tomorrow. They will go
from there with the Kentucky Press
Association on its annual outing,
which this time is a trip to the great
lakes and other northern points.
Non-Corns. Appointed.
The list of non-commissioned °M-
eer* of Co. I) was announced last
night at the regular drill by 'apt.
Phelps and is as follows:
1st sergeant, C'hester NV/111:er.
2nd " Ed Clark.
arti •• Stanley West.
4th • • lien Winfree.
let corporal, Milo Collins.
2nd ••
3rd "
4th ••
6th
Ed Lawson.
Jas. Quarks.
Amos Hayden.
Erneit Snodgrass.
-.deo a
LOWER PER CAPITA
FIXED AT $3.32 FOR CUR-
RENT YEAR.
State Superintendent of Public In-
struction MeCheshey has declared
the school per capita for the opera-
tion of the common schools in Ken-
tucky for the current year to be $2.32.
This is based on a school census of
732,784 children and an estimate of
$1.730,221.614 income.
The per capita fixed is a decrease
frooi last year of eighteen cents.
Job Couldn't Have Stood It.
If he'd had Itching Piles. They
are terribly annoying: hut Bucklen's
Arnica Salve will cure the worse case
of piles on earth. It has cured thous-
ands. For Injuries, pains or twenty
eruptions it's the best salve in the
world. Price Wic a box. Cure guar-
anteed. Sold by L. L. Elgin, C. K.
Wylv, J 0 Cook and Anderson &
Fowler.
-.War • •4111".--
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST
SKULL FRACTURED
MRS. GEORGE WOOD TER-
RIBLY INJURED.
Her Daughter Hurt. Victims
of a Runaway Acci-
dent.
As the result of a runaway acci-
dent near Sinking Fork Sunday
night Mrs. tieerge Wood was per-
haps fatally injured and her daugh-
ter was badly hurt.
Mrs. Wood and her daughter and
little sett were driving te church.
The horse was frightened by some
boys who were playing in the road
and ran off. All the occupants of
the buggy were thrown out. Mrs.
Wood struck the ground with such
violence that her skull was fractured
at the base of the brain. The young
lady was severely bruised, but tile
child escaped unhurt.
Mrs. Wood was taken into the res-
idence of Mr. Lige Rickets nearby,
and Drs. Jackson,Sargent and Back-
us were summoned. A successful
operation on Mrs. Wood's head was
performed. and there Is a chance for
her recovery, though her condition
is precarious. She was removed to
her home last night.
F•om Tuesday'', daily
The many friends of Mrs. George
Wood, of the Sinking Fork neighbor-
borhood, who was so seriously in-
jured Sunday night by being thrown
from a buggy, will be glad to learn
that her condition is mitch more fa-
vorable today than it was on yester-
day. It was at first thought that
Mrs. Wood could not survive her
Injuries, but the attending physi-
cians now think well of her
chances for recovery. She stood
well the operation the surgeons
found it necessary to perform
on her head, and is gradually recov-
ering frotn the terrible shock inci-
dent to such an accident.
A TEXA• WONDER
Nall's Ores( Discovers
One small bottle of Hall's(areat Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures dia-
betes, seminal emissions, weak and
lame backs, rheumatism and all ir-
regularities of the kidneys and blad-
der In both men and women, regu-
lates bladder troubles in children.
If not sold by your druggist will be
sent by mail on receipt of $1. One
small bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any case above
mentioned. Dr. E. NI. Hall, pole
manufacturer, P. 0. Box 729, St.
Louis. Mn. Send for testimonials.
Sold by all druggists and T. t). Arm-
stead
READ THIS.
Hopkinsvi Ile, Ky., June 7, 1901
Dr. E. W. Hall, St. Louis, Mo , C
Dear Sir:-I suffered ten years
with severe kidney and bladder trou-
ble and at times wan unable to work.
I was advised to try your -Texas
Wonder" and after using one-fourth
of a bottle I passed a large gravel
and I have never suffered since pass-
ing the same throe years ago.
have recommended it to many others
who have reported cures. I most
heartily recommend it to all suffer-
snug from kidney or bladder disease
Respectfully,
SAM DEAN
HARD LUCK
R. B. Adams, of New Albany,Ind.,
a ho Was beating his way h011ie Was.
he all-gee, pushed off an I. C. train
near Dawson Springs yesterday by
a brakeman, and the first and second
toes of his left foot were crushed by
the car wheels. The toes were am-
putated by Drs. Niles and Brown, of
Dawson. Adams had just been hon-
orably discharged from the regular
army, where he had served three
years without receiving any injury.
(joingTo
BUILD?
If you are thinking of build-
ing in the near future it will
pay you to see my plans 
said
get my prices on
Complete Plans and
Specifications
Can save you money on building.
JAS. L. LONG,
Office in Ragsdale & Cooper building
Main St., Hopkiniaville, Ky' Tele
phone No. 167.
Are You A
Renter?
You would like to 'save • home of
your own.
Why don't you gel it? It's easy.
Every day you are spending, fool-
ishly, money that you might place
where it would be drawing interest
while growing into a sum sufficient
IA) make that closeted home a sure
thing.
Lot She South Kentuc-
ky Building ta Loan
Association Help You.
ON.
Henry C Gant, Pres
J. F. McPherson. - ec
We solicit applications for farm i
loans on ten years time interest pay
able annually, with privilege of pal
ment in any one year of any arnotert,
at any thne, not to exceed one fifth
of the principal. We issue fire,
I lightning, tornado, and the only life
' insurance policy giving absolute, con-
tinuous, non-forfeitable and Moon-
. testable protection. It absolutely
• protects wherever the sun shines.
, We also deal in bank stocks, bonds
and high grade investment securities '
WALTER F. GARNETT & to
Insurance and Finsecial Agen
•
Louisville
Dental 
Parlors
REMOVABLE
Bridge
WorK
If you have one or more teeth out
and wish to have the ;same replaced
without a plate, and with little ex-
pense, our new system of Removable
Bridge Work ;will interest you very
much. It is everlasting, is not not-
iceable in the mouth, can be used
Just the same as your own teeth and
cannot be detected as artificial.
Remember. we extract teeth with
out pain for
Summers' Building;
cor. Court and Main
25c.
A Komi set of teeth for
Filling at equally low prices.
PLANS ACCEPTED
FOR NEW CELL HOUSE
AND WALLS.
Addition to the Branch Pris-
on Will Contain
126 Cells.
At a meeting of the state board of
priest!' eonmessioners held in the
office taf Mr. H. P. Wellman' tIuc
well known Louisville architect, con-
tracts were let for the Insiltng of the
new eellhouse and the ereeMia of a
boundary wall, which will replace
the stockade of the Etislyville
penitent lacy. The rellitense will
elegant 128 cells, which will be mod-
led itt some extent after those of the
Indiana reformatory. It will be
built as a wing to the present main
building.
The wall will be 325 feet from the
penitentiary. NVork will be begun
at once and pushed forward to youi-
ple4on as rapidly as possible.
White Man Turned Yellow.
Great consternation was felt by
the friends of M. A. Hogarty. of Lex-
ington, Ky., when they saw he was
turning yellow. His skin slowly
changed color, also his eyes and he
suffered terribly. His malady was
yellow jaundice. lie was treated by
the beet doctors without bem•fit.
Then lie was advised to try Electric
Bitters, the wonderful stomach and
liver remedy, and he writes. -After
taking two bottles 1 was wholly cur-
ed." A trial proves its inatehlese
merit for all stomach, liver and kid-
ney troubles. Only Vie. Sold by L.
L. Elgin, Anderson F Fowler, J. (
Cook, C. K. Wyly, druggists.
BATTLE EXPECTED
Special to New Era.)
PANAMA, Columbin, July 22.-
The goverument fleet sailed last
night with reinfercements and p..o-
visions aria ammunition for Gee.
Berti's army at Ague Duke.
Gen. Salazar. governor of Panaina,
instructed the iemaniander of the
fleet to deliver certain letters to Oen.
Berti and by all means should tall
revolutioeary giinhoat Padilla be
tnet to engage her in a decisive brit-
tle is about tis be fought at Agus
Dulce, and that if the government
troops are vietorious in ili. engage-
ment the revolution on the isthmus
will be ended.
THE CREATEST OF ALL
TRIPS.
To Old Point Comfort and
the Seashore, Aug. 19th
This popular excursion hi charge
of of Mr. W. A. 'Wilgus, S. P. A.,
will be run Tuesday, Aug. I9r.h, on
regular trains conneeting with Sea-
shore Special. leaving Union Depot,
foot of Seventh street at 1:30 p. m.
The round trip rate to Old Point
Comfort is only $16.00 and tickets
are good until September 901.
This trip surpasses any offered the
traveling public. Grand and beauti-
ful seenery,invigortaing mountain air
surf-bathing. ocean voyage, palatial
hotel entertainment and a visit to
the National Capital and Library.
Delightful side trips at low rates.
Every attention and courtesy will
es-
corts. Stop-overs allowed East of
be extended to ladies without, 
Kanawha Falls returning.
100 Cream Supper.
- 
The ladies of Casky will give ;in
ice creme supper at the Grange hall
at that place next Friday night, be-
ginning at eight
a worthy cause, and a large attend;
anee of the young people of the
neighborhood is expected.
The proceeds are to be *voted to
Try my cream bread once and you
will always like it. Raubold's Bak-
ery 9th street opposite Metiadoditimet
church.
VOLUME XX XII, NO. 46
OLD PEOPLE
Do not always receive the sympathy and attention which
they deserve. Their ailments are regarded as purely
imaginary, or natural and unavoidable at their time of
life. Disease and infirmity should not always be associ-
ated with old age. The eye of the gray haired grandsire
may be as bright and the complexion as fair as any of
his younger and more vigorous companions.
Oood Wood M the saarket of healthy old age, for it regulates
and controls every part of the body. strengthens the nerves, makes the
muscles tlastic anti supple, the bones strong and the flesh firm; bit whey
this life fluid is polluted or poisoned and loses its antritive, health sustain-
ing elements, then there is a rapid decline of the vital powers, resulting
in premature old age and disca.se. Any derangement of the blood quickly
shows itself in an 'ulcer, sore, wart, tumor or some other troublesome
growth upon the body, and rheumatic and neuralgic pains become almost
constant, accompanied with poor digestion and cold extremities.
S. S. S. being purely vegetable, is the safest and
best blood purifier for old people. It does not shock
or hurt the system like the strong mineral remedies,
but gently and thoroughly cleanses the blood and
stimulates the debilitated organs, when all bodily
ailments disappear. S. S. S. is just such a tonic as old people need to
improve a weak digestion and tone up the Stomach. If there is any heredi-
tary taint, or the remains of some disease contracted in early life, S. S. S.
will search it out and remove every vestige of it from the system.
NVrite us fully about your case and let our physicians advise and help
you. This will cost you nothing, and we will mail free our book on blood
and skin diseases. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, Athlete. ea.
_
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Go To GREER'S
ror Roofing, Guttering,
Tinware, 3toveS. Ranges. &C
The Best ROOF PAINTING
tVe do ail kinds of Plumbitt and have the best
and most experienced. workmen employed All work
guaranteed.
TELEPHONE, 165-4.
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CAlIerletge 1+
Sliarry's
CAKES ARE DELICIOUS.
glut. euszoniens all say they are per
feet. They. as well as our bread. are
made from pure and best ingredients
and in absolute cleanliness. If you
are a lover of good food our goods
will please you.
Skarry's Steam Bakery,
Phone 3*. 15 E 9th St.
. mkt • -r ft." ••••••••••••• •
 ••• 
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday, April 13th
No 332 daily. N.a :334 daily No 340 daily. No 336 Sun
Ex. Sunday day only.
Lellopkinsville 5 00 a in 1130am 4.30 p m L36 p m
Ar Princeton 6 00 a in 12 35 p in 6.30 p m 
4.40 p in
Ar Henderson 0 20am 5 25 p in
Ar Evansville 1.1 10 a in 6 IF p in Daily
Lv Princeton 9 22 a it' 12 43 p in 2.44 a m
Ar Louisville 4 ee p el 5 36 p au 7.9(i a in
Lv Princettoi 6 It) a re I 55P r 2.26 a in
Ar Paducah 7 50 3 1. 31i p n. 3.37 a m
Ar Memphis 10 40 p to S.25 a 
m
Ar New Orleans 935 a m 7.15 li in
No 341 daily except Sunday Ar at Hopkinsville 9:30 a la
No 88515undav only arrives at llopkinSYille 10.36 a m
No 23 Ar at Hopkinsville 8 10 p tr I 5o331 Ar Hopkinsville 9 
30p m
W. A. K et.eoxii, A. G. P. A. E. M. SHERWOOD
, Aire,
Louisville, Ky. Flotak ineviHe. Ky
A. II. Heesoe, G. P. A., Chicago, TIL
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
TIME CARD. Effective April lath.
NORTH. SOUTH. ,
No 52 St Louis Express 9.5() a in No 51 St Louis Expre
ss 6110 p m
No E4 St Louis Fast Mali ....9:60 p in No 53 St Lou
is Fast Mail... .6:06 am
No 92 Chicago and St- No 91 Chica
go anti St-
Louis Limited 6:37 a in Louis Limited 
11:58p m
No 56 Hopkinsville Accorn. iii:46 p in No 56 Hopkin
aville Accom 6:16 am
Nos 62 and 54 connect at St Louis for all points 
west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points 
as far south as Erin,
and for Louisville. Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 53 and 66 make (hrect connection at Guthrie for 
Louisville, Cin-
cinnati and all poiuta north and east thereof. Nos 
53 and 56 also connect
'forMemphis and way points. R. M. 
SLATER. Agt.
:
House Work is Hard Work without 
GOLD DUST.
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LESALE AND RETAIL GLOCERS
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IT IS TAYLOR'S RACE.
(twensboro. Inquirer.)
The bulieatiors front every point
are that Judge Taylor will win it)
the congressional nomination if thc
Democrats of Davies« county de
, their duty as they should. There
ahould_not be an illegal vote pollee
' for Judge Taylor or allowed fte. All% -
body else. but the eoliti Delliocrat 1.
vote of the county should be came
There are indications that means
I are to lie resorted to that have never
obtained in this county, in favor of
one of the candidates, but nothing of
the kind should or can occur here.
There has never been any well found-
ed accusation of fraud in Daviess
county elections, anti it is not Isellev-
est that there will be. Cenventione
have observed the other rule, but the
elections', when held under the law,
have been above reproach.
The Mad item vi I le Hustler, support-
ing Brasher, claims 3,500 votes for its
man In Hopkins county. ..They can-
tle( be secured by the attendance of
Democrats at the polls. It is believ.
ed, especially by Stanley's friends,
that they will lie counted anyhow.
The Henderson Meaner, in fact,
makes the charge and calls attention
to the record of Hopkins county luu *
former contest. It also sounds a note
of alarm as to the condition of things
in Henderson county, and calls on
the citizens of Henderson county te
support him as a matter of local
The fact is that Stanley is the
weakest candidate in the field and
will remain so. In the tight that is
raging between the Madisonville
Hustler and the Henderson Gleaner,
the termer paper makes U e state-
ment that Stanley has been losing
ground steadily. This is true, with
the exception of two or three pre-
cincts iti Hancock county, casting in
the aggregate about 1010 Democratic
votes. He has made some votes
there, but everywhere else he has
lost ground. This is appareot in his
own county. but le especially the
case in Union. The race is between
Judge Taylor and Brasher, and from
every indication, it is safe to say that
Judge Taylor has won it.
Some time ago the Inquirer made
some figures on the election which
were very generally accepted by all
the candidates except in their home
counties where they claimed they
would get a much larger vote than
the estimate credited them. Each
inan figured enough votes in his own
county to win, allowing the other
figures to stand. The inquirer offers
another set of figures tide week,
based on the most careful calcula-
tion that can be made after a thor-
ough examination of the situation in
every county in tbiedistrict. These
figures have been submitted to well
posted men in several eounties, and
their accuracy is generally admitted.
They are as follows:
Taylor 'Breather
600Christian 0) 1.2 
Davies.; 4,000 100
Henderson 360 300
Hopkins 11); 2,4(5)
51.1 
5
:McLean 501 
1 0
1niftii 
700 
:
;eister fein - 51a)
Total 7.1mor 6.1410
Stanley
2,00u
100
200
3011
'un
row
4,6111
STREET COMMITTEE
Of the City Council Visit
Bowling Crean.
A committee of three member* (at
the city council of Hopkinsville are
in tier city today to see our street
roller work. Hopkinsville is think-
ing of purchasing a roller and the
council wants to investigate the mat-
ter before making a purchase. They
were very much pleased with it and
Hopkinsville will no doubt purchasee
one and will likely find it as we have
found ours-one of the beet pieces of
inachhiery the city has ever invest-
ed Its money in.-Rowling Green
Times-Journal. -
The committee returned last night
and will make a report on the matter
at the next meeting of the city roam-
cil.
FOR RENT.-The Campbell
(knee on South Main street. Pos-
session given Sept. 1, for information
call on H. D. Wallace. .dtf
-
ICE IS
CHEAP
Weather
Is Hot
The combination
makes a magnificent
time to purchase
A Peerless
Ice Cream
Freezer
will maKe ice cre
sherbet, etc., in
time and of a be
quality than any
er freezer mama
tured. Ash any
one now using a Peer-
,l
less for their opinion. 41/
Let Us Sell
You One.
•
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Special Sale--Decorated Toilet Ware!
411.
;
`s4s'e.
BIG VALVES! .ev 
LITTLE PRICES!
LARGE SIZES! as, 
NEW SHAPES!
All beautifully decorated and 
carefully selected. At these
prices the limited supply canaot 
last long.
One 0-piece Biltmore Set, No. 311 k r., with 
beautiful green (lot al spray. Oidy
One 6-niece Eli timbre Toilet Set. Na l. 513
1s, nicely deetirated in blue. .
One 6-plece Biltmore Set, No. lol kg, brown
 print
Otte' 1-piece Eugenia V\' Pink. beautifpily 
tinted neck mid foot. Only
One 10-piece ,Plain Print Itiltmore Toilet 
Set., No. 11312. in hrown sprays
$4 00One in-piece Eugenia White and Gold Toilet Set, 
N... 41. A ith rococo 
tracin. 
amids,
gold lined
• 
.
One le-piece Ellie-toes Toilet Set, No. ait4-9
, beautiful large rose sprays ii) natural
- 
s4 50
colors and gold stippled handles .
One 10-piece Biltmore Toilet Set, No. 4543,
 beautifully ermined, laid in robin's
egg blue and heavy gold stippled neck. edges 
and bandies ..
One 12-piece Plain Print Hilt inure Toilet S
ee. with Combine!. N.,. 513,, floral
One 12-piece Bittmore Tenet Set with Pail, 
all beautifully
.
 
tinted on edit. and i.-.t.e0 an • ,spray, only • • • • • '
in peacock blue .. 
. . . . 
.... 
. 
sPU.4/1.1 •
1 I2-pee Eugenia. t1i33 A-1n with large slop 
jar; very richly decorated with Amen' en nri
can Beauties in natural colors, gold stipple 
handles and gold doppled edges.. 410.18
/
One 12-piece Eugenia Toilet Set., No 4414, r
ichly tinted, with Nile green necks and 
•
*Agee heavy gold edge and gold taaeing and 
beautifully decorated with Dee- I 0.00 ..
alcoman in d werse 
eit) natural colors. \ ry rick ffeet
NO CHARGE FOR PACKING. We 
easondee tkese sets :a lo.! ill of good selection. large -
site sad •scellea vs Is. -'
GEO. W. YOUNG•
o.o.g7SOLD ONLY BY.so-.040,
one 185-3
•
C.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Ph
OUR TOWN TALK TOILEI' WARE ASSORTMEN
T.
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.50
$2.75
MAIN STREET, HOPKINS
VILLE, KY.
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T 11 E 1NEW ERA my during recent administrations.
Political influence is no gnarantee
of an ability to write good English. Of a A-0171:111 171 perfect health rorncts
the eye at once. Such a WOUltni Is all
WO rarely seen. The most of women
There was &debate at the Institute bear scars of suffering on their faces
-eU Ltall -
Kew Erarriatiag &Publish' g
MINTER 1100011, President
OFFICE:- New Era Building. Seventh
Street. near Maui, ilopMnsle. Ky.
411.00 A YEAR.
easissevea as Ins assnallee Hopktosytne
ae seeesid-eiam mist maw
Friday, July 25, 1902
- AlIVERTISMIS BATES:-
Oats lasly arms insertboa . . I 1 Au
two month. . s
soothe Soo
mouth. 900
Smen, oae year
A.41111.61ialla may be bad by applica-
nts a& ***Moe.
TraasSeat &dyes-Using 11Alltst be paid tor In
IMIV•04111.
Onsewss kir yowl/ advertisements will be
IVEIrummenearteriy.
WU as charged tor until ordered
Is liNartnod without spec-
ula.
JaridiallifteaRisalisuf llorrtoges and Deaths.
*06 osseedsies Ave Linea, sad at:Mirth' of
oll11•01911116 meMleited grat1e.
ciasisikee peeloisitioas ut Reepect,
ambesser wee: ter sotiowejtve seam per line
- 
CLUBBING BATES: -
The Wneasa Slaw ilLi aud the followlug
=or
year:
II leek Courier-slouroai Si ..e)
F mail Mit. Leafs 
Republic lac
Illesaly tiloae-Deoluerst. 1;4
llo= Ciamitanou anoutrisr. . 1 sosaki/ Itsehrtlie ANIMISM  1 SO
Weekly Low/vital commercial  136
TrI-Weekly New Yurk Mr or Id I to
Daily Lotalat llin Post : su
Memseatid Farts . 1 0
Eataleral Maaaune-Pcston I 7:
Zeitly ALMON' I- unatttuilua 1 16eskly New York Tribune I 16
TM-Weekly New York Tribune 1 76
florolor's bolus !awn's!. new
allawsribers *nig. . 1 76
slosiso clubbing rotas with sal woman,
Ws newspaper pubdalagullu Me L nitett Natoli
COURT DIRECTORY.
EllaCIIIT OCIOZT -First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QuasssaLT OocaT--Secoad Mondays
Jaamory, April. July and October.
fftsc.u. C,ouss-First Tuesday in April
and October.
CIOVeTT OottaT-Firet Mune s2 in every
meads.
a••••••••••••••••011....
Announcements.
We are authorized to announce
HON. A. 0. STANLEY
af Henderson county, as a candidate
for Congress in the Second District.
subject to the action of the Democra-
tic primary election August 2.
We are authorized to announce
JUDGE E. P. TAYLOR
of Davison county, as a candidate for
Congress in the Second congressional
district subject to the action of the
Democratic primary election Aug. 2.
We are authorised to announce
HON. JOHN B. BRASHER,
Of Hopkins county, ns a candidate
for congress in the Second district
subject to tits action of the Demo-
cratic primary election Augurt 2.
We:are authorised to announce
WEBB C. BELL
as a candidate for Railroad Cenunis-
simmer in the First Railroad District
stddeet to the action of the Democra
No party.
Governor Heard of Louisiana has
vetoed a bill providing that no text
book which fails to give Admiral
Schley credit for the victory of San-
tiago shall be used in the public
schools of that state. and at the same
time the governor declares himself a
warm admirer of Schley. The gov-
ernor is to be commended. If the
people are careful in selecting; their
boards of education, they can be re-
lied upon te select proper text books.
People are continually asking:
"Whit have the Democrats to offer
in place of the Republican policy in
the Philippines?" The answer was
la expressed frequently during the past
sessiou of congress. The Democrats
would declare ipositively and une-
quivocally that the United States
has no intention of governing the
Filipinos as an inferior race, and
that, ad boon aa the Filipinos have
demonstrated their capacity for self-
government, they shall be given
their liberty, precisely as wise done
in the case of Cuba.
Of what use will a new -anti-trust"
law prove to a republican adminis-
tration? Under the existing Lew, the
attorney geueral might have begun
a criminal prosecution of the pro-
' moters of the beef trust, but instead
he brought a civil suit so as to avoid
hurting the friends of his party.
During the past session of con-
gress, Mr. Roosevelt, sent to the sen-
ate the nominations of s.eli post-
masters. What has become of that
new merit system which Post-
master General Payne so widely ad-
vostined when he first came into
office?
Admiral Melville is making a very
careful investigation into the possi-
bility of burning oil as fuel on naval
vessels. He has just sent a com-
mission to inspect the -Paraguay"
which cas completed the trip from
Galveston with oil fuel. The facili-
ty and expedition with which an oil
burning vessel can be supplied with
fuel makes the subject a mania im-
portant one for the navy.
Mr. E. G. litathbone is still promis-
ing some interesting disclosures in
regard to Gen. Wood's administra-
tion of affairs in Cuba, but, as Mr.
Rathboue :is an ardent friend and
protege of Senator Marcus A.Hanna.
be.will probably hold his disclosures
until he thinks they can assist his
friend in securing the presidential
nomination.
Some leading (newspapers are ad-
vancing opinions in regard to the
trusts whieh are actually ;socialistic.
They say, for instance.that the trusts
should be made to divide their pro-
rite with the people. Why not strike
at the root of the evil and reduce the
tariff schedules which enable the
tzusts to practice extortion? No
equitable redistribution is possible.
Consul Marshall Halstead, station-
ed at Briminghann, calls attention to
the fact that the outlay for mining
machinery in Sou t A f rico during the
next five years will probably exceed
$146 million and that $16,000,500 loan-
ed by the Britieh government mid
other large sums loaned by private
individuals will be expended for re-
pricing the homes and restoring the
farms in the Transvaal.
Henry H. Morgan, 1.  S. Consul at
Aarau advises the state department
that American coal is rapidly replac-
ing the German product in Switzer-
land. He predicts that in the near
future the entire Swiss demand will
be *applied from thia country.
As evidence of the influence of
wealthy corporations in congress is
furnished by the fact that at the last
session the company which furnished
illuminating gas to Washington waa
permitted to reduce the quality from
twenty-tive to twenty-two candle
power without making any return
whatever to the government, or to
the people, the priee charged remain-
ing the same:
for Deaf and Dumb at °lathe.
was a hand-to-hand contest.
"The table." writes the society re-
porter for an Oklahoma paper, "was
tastefully decorated with extension
leaves."
It is difficult to understand, in
view of the large dividetkle which
the trusts, including the coal trust,
have recently declared, why the
strikers cannot realize that this is
-an era of unequaled prosperity"
end so refrain (rem striking.
I.:dist:on says he has invented a stor-
age battery that will throw the horse
out of business. Thfebicycle was to
throw the horse out of business, and
so was the automobile, but horses
are still earning their feed as usual.
Like the flag, observing the Kansas
( 'ity Journal the hors. seems to "stay
pet.-
Inn formino the third 4nel of the
sheriff's jury. to agerve during the
ensiling three months Sheriff
O' Brie, of New York. his summoned
fourteen men whose aggregate
wealth is estimated at more than
81.000,000SM Among those called
are John B. McDonald. J. l'ierpont
Morgan. J. 1). Rockefeller. NVilliam
Rockefeller. Frederick W. Vander-
bilt, William K. Vanderbilt and
John D. Archbold. There probably
never was such a jury as that before
in the history of the world.
Keep your system in perfect order
anti you will have health, et en in
the most sickly seasons. The eceas-
lona! use of Prickly Ash Bitters will
insure vigor and regularity in all the
vital organe. It C. Hardwick.
CLARKSVILLE FAILURE.
(Special to New Era.)
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., July IS.
Fox ek Nichols, who for several
years have been conducting a hard-
ware and grocery business here. tiled
a deed of assignment with the coun-
ty register. The entire stock of
goods, valued at $2,151,55, and ac-
counts listed at $3,648.44; are turned
over to J . C. Cot ham with instructions
wind up the business as soon as poss-
ible, and mettle with creditors pro
rata. The liabilities are given at $4,-
9E:IOW. The lareest creditors con-
cerned are Jahn Hurst & Co.. $2.406.6;
First National bank, $750; H. C.
Merritt, $275; E. N. Fox,•$245; Ham-
baugh *Co., $492.15. The failure is
attribeted to unsatisfactory collec-
tions and consequent inability to
meet outstanding obligatiops.
Stork Brings Twins.
Born to the wife of Mr. Henry
King on Virginia street, twin sons.
Both the mother and the babies are
doing well. The twins are graud-
sons of Attorney W. Southall who
is delighted at their adventand more
-chesty" than the proud father.
- -
Vacation Days.
Vacation time is here and the chil-
dren are fairly living out of doors.
There could be no healthier place for
them. You need only guard against
the accidents ircidental to most out-
door sports. No remedy equals De
Witt's Witclo Hazel Salve for quick-
ly stopping pain or removing danger
of serious consequences. For cuts,
scalds and wounds. "I used De-
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve for sores,
cuts and bruises,- writes L. B. John-
son, Swift, Tex. -It's the beet rem-
edy on the market." Sure cure for
piles and skin diseases. Beware of
counterfeits. R. C. Hardwick.
Kentucky Fair Dates.
Richmond. July 14-19. •
Georgetown, July 22-26.
Danville. August 5-14;
Hopkins County Fair and Carnival
at Madisonville, August 5-9.
Lexington,. August 11-16.
Lawrenceburg, August I9-.D2.
Sbepherdsvtile, August 19-Z2.
Maysville, August 20-Zi.
Shelbyville, August 26-29.
London, August 27-29.
Florence, August 27-3o.
Germantown, August 27-3o.
Bardstown, September 2-6.
Elizabethtown, September 9-12.
Bowling Green, September 10-13.
Glasgow. September 10-13.
Ewing, September 11-13.
Louisville, September 22-27.
Hartford, October 1-4.
0 Poisoning The System.
It. is through the bowels that the
body is cleaned of impurities. Con-
stipation keeps these poisons in the
system, causing headache, dullness
and melancholy at first, then un-
sightly eruptions and finally serious
illness unless a remedy is applied.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers prevent
this trouble by stimulating the liver
and promote essiy. healthful action
of the bowels. These little pills do
not act violently but by strengthen-
ing the bowels enable them to per-
form their own work. Never gripe
or distress. R. C. Hardwick.
HE FEARED HE MAO LOST
When Wa Ting Fang, the famous Chin.
ewe Minister to 'Washime.on, zritahlto and
somewhat forgetful from !.*2.21-11 cola,
mimed one day fAsa the trent of ha tee the
immense eLertion.! always wears therehe was dreaemily ftishtened. A frienj
pointed out ties the etenetteas bed mad-
versewly donscd !Ca WrOng side
before, anti thy the ..11.or:tol wt. iathe rear. H-4,1 1,..en wear-
ing a Benson's Pos.i..s Plkat,r on his cheet
or back to enre 4,, J, Esser would
,bars donbted lotsitiote Ito voted bars
felt it doing its work. -warming te,,i Teas
ing flexible the tornd len 4-1.-s, extracting
the (MO P soreness, promoting the free
eirenistieti of the Wed. etimakting the
sk.a and tc proper action, and so
dissalstflf Use eilis.ty. Thus
we pereeive, beloved frieutle. teas
THE 110 01A110,1D tr:i NIS NAT
whtle • pretty thing lu look apon. was of
no practaal use 1.:ut heareires I'lasters
are supremely neefel. They relieve and
curs gout, rbera...th. it aralgia„ eulds
On tb• chest. tame .•tc., so quickly
and completely as to you wonder bow
it can be. Better neee-well ta.aiorrote;
that's the way they werk. (iet the genre
Me. All theere,i-as. or we will prepay poet.
age on my 'Limber erdered the halted
States on rereipt 25e. eech.
isebury Johnet.a, Mfg. Chemists. NAL
Cs/1.MS IF CS Mt AIL
Ism its Ile Did Yos Was Always Asa
Stamm
_
Convincing Proof of the effica-
cy of Ely's (*ream Balm, the great-
est of catarrh remedies, is eet thirty
cheap. A generous trial size costa
but 10 ets. size 50 eta. Sold by
druggists everywhere .or mailed by
Ely Bros.. ra Warren street New
York.
135 Mill street Lexington, Ky.
Masers. Ely Bros:
-After giving
your Cream Halm a trial I can truly
say 1 feet very much benefited by its
use and shall continue to use it by
purchasing from our druggist here
Mrs. W. B. Daniel.
For Salo Or Rent
A farm of 370 acres four miles west
of Hopkinsville on Julien pike. Ap-
ply to C. L. Dade. wat
First Presbyterian Church.
Hopk Malik, Kentucky, Rev.
Francis Lee Goff pastor. The church
was organized in ISIS. The present
Several editors have eommented house of worship was erected in IMO,
advereely on the -English' of eer- and is located on the corner of
taln army officers. That is hardly /Seventh and Liberty streets.
surprising to one who has any P X - Friends' spending the Lord's Day in
Musty*, acquaintance with the men town are invited te worship in this
who have been appointed .to the ar- church. wtf.
THE POISE
which' no smiles
can hide, and
often in their very
carriage betray
the womanly
weakness which
oppresses them.
There can be no
perfect health for
the woman who
suffers from dis-
ease of the delicate
womanly organ-
ism. Her gengral
health is so inti-
mately related to
the local health of
the womanly or-
gans that these
must he cured be-
fore the general
health can be
established.
Dr. Pierce's Fa-
vorite Prescription
Makes weak women strong and sick
women well. It cures womanly dis-
orders and diseases; brightens the dull
rounds out the hollow cheek and
gives strength for wifely duties and
maternal cares.
6 NI, health is the hest now that it hes bees
for four sears writes Mrs. Phebe Morris. of Ira,
Cayuga Co N V Box sa. "*I hare taken but
twO bottles ,of your medicine, ' Favorite Pre-
scription ' awl • Golden Medical Discovery.'
Thrse medicines have dour me more good thaa
.11 that I have ryer taken hefore. I couldn't be
my work only about hall the time. and now I
ran work all the time for a family of four.
Beloit' I took your medicines I was sick in bed
nearly h:.If the time My advice to all who are
troubled with frmale weakness is to take Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription and 'Golden Med-
ical friscovery'--the most wonderful medicines
43 the world.-
Dr. Pierce's Common Sease Medical
Adviier is sent free on receipt of 2 1 one-
cent seunps to pay expense of media
cer/r. A&Irmis Dr. R. V. Pierce,
fel°. N. Y.
UNIQUE SUICIDE.
Nashville Drummer Made
Another Man Kill Him.
I Special to New )Era.
NASHVILLE, Tenn., July Its-
Litet night Henry F. Beaumont, a
prominent traveling salesman, ad-
vanced on Policeman Walter Jacobs
and mad*, such threatening demon-
strations with butcher knife that
the officer shot him in self defense.
Beaumont, who was fatally
wounded, stated to the doctor just
before death. that he wanted to die
but was not willing to kill b;inself,
and that lie forced the policeman to
shoot hiM.
Shake Into Your Shoes.
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. It
cures painful, smarting, nervous
feet and ingrowing nails, and in-
stantly takes the sting out of oorns
and bunions. It's the greatest com-
fort discovery of the age. Allen's
Foot-Ease makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. It is a certain cure for
sweating, callous, hot, tired. aching
feet. Try it today. Sold by all drug-
gists and shoe stores. Don't accept
any substitute. By mail for 25c in
stamps. Trial package free. Ad-
dress Allen S. Olmstead. Le Roy. N.
Y.
Moved to Cracey.
Mr. W. R. Smith, the well known
stock dealer, has moved from New-
stead to Graeey. whore he owns a
farm.
-•••••••••••11110•------
Job Couldn't Have Stood It.
If he'd had Itching Piles. They
are terribly annoying; hut Bucklen's
Arnica Salve will cure tbe werse case
of piles on earth. It has cured thous-
anthe For Injuries, pains or bodily
eruptiens it's the best waive in the
world. Price 25c a box. ('ure guar-
anteed. Sold by L. L. Elgin, 4'. K.
Wyly, J 0 Cook and Anderson tit
Fowler.
Meets in October.
The Little River Baptist associa-
tion will meet October 21 at New
Bethel in Lyon county. Rev. I. N.
Strother, . of Cadiz, has been the
moderator for the past two years.
The Best Prescription for
Malaria
Chills and. Fever is a bottle of
Grove's Tasteleas Chill Tonic. It is
simply iron and quinine in a taste-
less form. No cure No pay. Price
60c .
WILL REBUILD.
Hammond To Put Up Two
Brick Houses in Cracey.
T. J. Hammond & Sons, who were
burned out by the Are at Gracey
three weeks ago, have decided to re-
build, Rays the Record. They will
erect two new brick business houses,
two stories each, on the tots where
their other buildings stood. They
11 let the contract for the houses
soon, and hope to have the house
ready for occupancy by the first of
November. Parish Meacham is put-
ting up a couple of small houses be-
tween his levery stable and the I.• C.
depot to be used as a meat shop and
a barber shop.
-..11110.--anor•-•••••-
This signature :a on every bo! of the minas
Laxative Bromo-Quimne Tablets
the remedy that tomes • mold ewe day
Mother Always Keeps It
Handy.
••My mother suffered a long time
from distressing pains and general
ill health due primarily to indiges-
tion," says L. W. Spalding, Verona,
Mo. •'Two years ago I got her to
try Kodol. She great; better at once,
and now, at the age of seventy-six,
she eats anything she wants. re-
marking that she fears no bad effects
as she has her bottle of Kodol han-
dy." Don't waste time doctoring
symptoms. Go after the cause. If
your stomach is sound your health
will be good. Kodol rests the stom-
ach and strengthens the body by di-
gesting your food. It is nature's
own tonic. R. C. Hardwick.
-.11112•••••••••••••4Po- - -
Splendid Advantage
The withdrawal of Senator Hick-
mau from the congressional race
leaves Judge Taylor, in the estima-
tion of those friends whin have looked
closely into the race. in a position of
splendid advanUtge and they feel
confident he will Will. There is
every reason for them to feel Was tired
that Taylor will now carry McLean
county, as well am the best part of
the Hickman vote in other counties
-Owensboro Messenger.
-
Acts Immediately.
Colds are sometimes more trouble-
some in summer than in winter. it's
so hard to keep from adding to them
while tesoling off after exercise. One
Minute Cough Cure cures at once.
Absolutely ale. Acts immediately.
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup
throat anti lung troubles. R. C.
Hardwick.
FINE SOUTH CHRISTIAN FARM
FOR SALE.
A* trustee for Mese Caroline M.
McKee, the undersigned °Mom for
sale her Newstead farm mituated on
the Newstead road between the
lends offA. M. Henry and Benj. B.
Nance, containing about 240 acres,
one half cleared Anil in fine state of
cultivation, balance III tint+ Wilber.
Planter* Bank l'rust
wtt Truetee.
4, 
-2.
REWARDS REVOKED
COV. BECKHAM CLEARS
UP RECORDS.
No Sums Offered Prior to
January I, 1900, Will
Be Paid.
The follow ing order hos been is- I
sued by the state executive depart- •
*i Commonwealth of Kentuck, Exec-
'dive Department, Frankfort, July
15, RM.-Whereas. Proclamations of
reward for tine apprehension of fugi-
tives from justice have at various
times been offered. some of whictr
have not beeu effective iu bringing
said fugitives to justice,
Now, therefore be it known, That
by virtue of the authority vested in
me by law 1 do hereby revoke and
recall all rewards offered by the
governor of the commonwealth of
Kentucky prior to January I, 1900.
In testimony whereof, I have here-
unto set my hand and caused the
great seal of the commonwealth to be
affixed. Done at Frankfort this fif-
teenth day of July, 1902.
J. C. W. Illeckhant, Governor.
By the governor:
C. B. Hill, Secretary of State.
This action is taken because t lie
records are burdened and complica-
ted with rewards never earned nor
paid, and there is now little proba-
bility that the fugitives will be ap-
prehended. The rewards revoked by
this order can be renewed at any
time. Similar action was taken dur-
ing the administration of Gov. Buck-
ner.
You Know What You Are
Taking.
When you take Grove's Tasteless
Chill Tornio because the formula is
plainly printed on every bot tle ehow-
ing that it is simply Iron and Quinine
in a tasteless form. No cure No pay
b0c.
•
TALMAGE
SERMON
By Rev.
TRANK DE WITT TALMAGE. D.D..
Pastor of Jeffers-on Park Presby-
terian C-urc.h, Chicago
Chicago. July 311.-There are a scent
of the pines and au atmomphere of the
couutry ha this sermon by ltev. Frank
is, see! Talmage from the text Mark
vi, 3i. -Collie ye youreelves apart into
deeert phiee and rest awhile."
A demert Owe! What does that
mean? Is Christ bidding his disciples
foliew him over a great sea of sand?
Does he want his companions to lose
them:Wives atuong the endless dunes
and live where neither !waist nor bird
nor tieli nor insect can live? Does be
desire them to be terror stricken at the
tom:dogs of the simooms or to be
smothered in one of thoee awful desert
windstorms and be there as completely
lost as the merciless ocean can swallow
'Jowl' a shipwrecked crew and leave
co traee where the watery jaws bare
opened and shut? No. Christ Is not
here alluding to a Mesopotamian or a
Pendan or a Sahara denert of sand.
Christ is practically saying to his dis-
elples, who are physically and mentally
worn out from too much work: "('ome.
iet us go out into the country where we
can be alone. Let not go among the
hills where we shall he separated from
these throngs; of people who are con-
tinually following us to he physically
healed and spiritually fed. Let us go
off alone. where we shall hear only tine
rustling of the leaves and the singing of
the birds anti the rippling of the brooks.
Let us hle away into nature's haunts,
where we can see the deer playing in
the valleys and where We can stumble
through the wild vines growing at our
feet. Let us go away to the place
where the shepherd leads his flocks
among the fresh green pasture lands."
Every human body needs the re-
cuperation of physical rest. When Dan-
iel Webster made his last visit to John
Adams. the aged ex-president said: "I
am as well at; any man of nearly nine-
ty years could expect to be. I find I
aiu afflicted with au incurable disease
culled olie age. My spirit is occupying
a very shaky tenement, aud, as far as
I can make out, sir, the Landlord does
not intend to make any more repairs."
That statement of John Adams was
figuratively right and yet literally
wrong. The human body, which was
once created out of dust. Is being re
created up to the very brink of the
grave. We eat Eel drink and rest in
order to give uourishinent and strength
to the bones, the muscles and the flesh.
And rest Is just lts easeential for the
physical recreation as are food and
water and light.
1A'hy a Rest Is Needed.
The purpose of this sermon is to
show that every hardworking Chris-
tian. at least once a year. should go
out into the country and take a vaca•
don, a prayerful rest, the same as
Jesus' disciples. who left their work
to take a rest. It is every Christian's
duty at° least once • year to ieftve the
home, the store. tbe factory and have
a complete change of scene pad food.
When nacelle Cary lame to die, look-
ing up at her physiciau, she said:
"Doctor. you can do nothing for me.
The reason I am dying Is becautie for
years I would never take a rest. Eves
when I went off into the country' I
always took my books and pen and
worked." TI1011/111111.18 tens of thou,
sands of the best brans,' and hearts of
the the bar, the medicel office
and of aU the Chrietian departmeuta
of life chave simply killed I ile1W4PIVIsa
in their young manhoed inid woman-
hood because they would not obey
Christ's commaild and take a rest.
Satan Is a great strategist. He rare-
ly attacks his enemies in the places
where he thinks they are invulnerable.
He is always trying new schemes and
plans. When Satan tiuds a true Chris-
tian wbo is consecrated to God's serv-
ice, he immediately calls together his
demoniac lieutenants and sous: "That
man must be stopped in his career of
good works. Thole lips of his must be
clotted. That hand must be made help-
less. That pure heart must be struck
by some poisonous arrow. That foot
of his must be led along the stony
path of sin." No vision of earth can
arouse Satan into such a frenzied ties.
sion as the sight of a good man eon-
secreting his yteirs to good works. So
Satan, when he sees a good man con-
seerating his life to good tieeds, im-
mediately dispatcher; his angels of
temptation. First, Katan offers to that
good man all the allurements of popu-
hir applause and worldly pleasures.
The spirit of temptation does not come
like a wrinkled old hag, with her bony
hands changed into the shape -of an
eagle's claw, which can be used to kill
as well as tear away the quivering
flesh. But the spirit of temptation
conies In the form of the evil spirit
like that whieh the artist one,. painted.
beautiful angel. Her lips were wreath-
He drew the spirit of teuiptation as a I
ed in snake'. Her hair hail hidden in
it the brilliant colors of the setting
sun. Her hip was full of flowers. Her
touch wait the rim of a cloud, while'
under the shadow of her flowing robe's I
crouched the demonnic form of death..
So Satan trite. to destroy the good man
by ndulation, by applatiee By his
very successes Satiiii tries' to turn him
bumble heart of love into a vain beer!
of sin.
Then if Seem finds that worldly me
idolise and Ilie till, and the mid-
night carousal do Het stop the careen
dif the good tame who has cotimeerateg
his life to good depths he tries menthe?
usode. Ile must -I will wakened end
unieseh ell the hloodimmide of perm..
cotton and misrepresentation SPA slaw
-""efem.
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eer non turn them upon the good man's
track. 1 will let this pack of demoniac
bloodhounds hury their white teeth
in bis limbs; I will let twee blood-
hounds leap upon him and try to tear
out Ills heart. Aim, I have made many
a good man on aceoutit of slander turu
and curse God: Perhaps I min destroy
this man in this wny."
How salsa Kilbe-hy oserwork.
But after Satan has tried to destroy
this good man by both popular ap-
plause and its' the hounds of perseeu-
tion and slander end has failed Satan
has inane way left. Satan says to him-
self: "1 eannot make thet nian give up
his loll. but I unit kill hlm with over-
work I eau pile the Christian oppor-
tunities of usefulnees upon that bril-
Mita. consecrated. young gitspel ruin-
hoer: I will keep Win working during
the day and during the night; I will
keep kiln working durieg the winter
and during the saminer. I will give
hint a bigger church than he con at-
tend to; I will have the editors write
him to send articles for their papers;
I will have the summer camp meetings
steel away hie vacation; I will start a
revival in his church; I will sap every
bit of physical strength he tins; I will
kill him by overwork, as I killed Kirke
White. by offering him a Cambridge
prize: I will kill him as I killed 'Wil-
liam Paley. at thirty-nine years of age
the most brilliant Christian intellect of
his day; I will kill hint. an I have
burned out the brain of many a gen-
ius, by overwork before Mat brain
lived long enough to light an intellec-
tual torch which would have cast its
rays all round the world."
When Satan sees a wife and mother
consecrating her life to the Master's
service, he says: -I must stop her also.
I must kill her by overwork if I can-
not do it in any other way." So Satan
tells that wife and ntotlier that she
mind do all the sewing. She must do
all the work in tbe kitchen. She meet
look after her husband's interests ill
every way. lie may be able to smoke
his cigars total have a horse anti go to
the club, but she niust bel a good wife
and keep every expense down. She
must never Imre home and take a va-
cation herself, although her huaband
can go off ahshing every spring. The
reenit is that Satan drives that woman
on and on And on by overwork until he
drives ber into the grave. Then Satan
laughs a mighty laugh of triumph. He
now has full swing in that motherless
and wifeless% househeld. The eons and
daughters of that mother are eaelly led
off Into sin. Why? At the critical
titne of their lives the mether's hand is
not there to guide them. The husband
and the father having lost his wife's
ballast, beeomes financially and spirit-
ually wrecked. All those catastrophes
come epon that deed women's borne
because she would not let up in her
work. She would not tike a rest, a
complete rest, away from home, which
every hardworking Christian woman
needs at least once a year.
Glee the Beata a Heat.
I beg of you. hardworking Christian
men and women, to take a isuninier TR-
cation because a rested brain can do
twice 1114 much work in the same tine
as tired one. Stone two or three
years after I entered the ministry my
father wrote me a letter something like
this: "Dear Frank. I hear you intend
to stay in the city this summer and
take no vacation. You say that you
cannot afford the time. Great mistake.
If you attempt to work all summer,
you will have to pay ti big price for
disobeying nature's laws. Next winter
the sermons which you write will be
harder to produce and poorer because
you have a tired brain. Get out of the
city by all means. You owe this rest
to your fatuity, your church and your
God. A tuck or tired minittter is of bin
little use in his study, in the prayer
meeting or in his pulpit. I always find
that when my brain bi rested it does
Its quickest and best work." That is
the kind of a letter which every. sen-
sible father will write to his son when
he finds that the boy does not know the
well known axiom that a rested brain
and a rested body can do twice as
much work as a tired physical organi-
zatiou.
Every physiciau will tell you that it
is an economy in tine for tired men
and women to go off anti take a vaca-
tion and rest. Yet it is a surprising
fact bow many truly good Chrietinn
people feel they cannot leave their
home aud chureli work even for a few
weelin in a year. If they were rested.
they could do much more work for
Christ and do it much more easily.
Indeed, the older I grow the more 1
believe tbat most good people need to
take this advice. Most good people
look tired. Go where you will, in the
'store or in the botne, and the one great
complaint that you hear every epring
and summer is: "I am so tired, awful-
ly tired. I am as tired when I get up
in the morning as when I lie down to
sleep at night." Why, moot people In
the springtime leek as tired as that
poor wo lllll n who came to nie one day
and said: "Mr. Talmage. don't talk to
me about heaven. I do net want to
go to leaven for a long time yet. I
am No tired that whili I coal'. to die I
want God to let me sleep my grave
for a thotesand years. Then, after I
have become thoroughly restert. I want
to open my eyes anti see heaven." My
overworked Christian friend, if you
want to do your best work for tined
next winter you must treat your body'
Just ism you would treat a tired, run
down, exhausted horse which has been
worked ell winter. You would take
off his shoes and turn him mit to grass.
You meet treet your body as a farmer
treats a field whieh hal! been over-
worked In produetion. Ile tete It lie
[anew for awhile. You ehould treat
your body as nature treate the vegeta-
tion. It mettle the veld," of winter PO
that all the Preps of the trees can lie
dormant. As a (airfoil:in worker for
next winter, when you will have so
much to do, what you need now to
enable! you to do your next winter's
t:.::y :A not wahine. bUt reFt--eclu-
1.1..te physkati and mental rest; the
game kind of rest which Chriet gaVe
to his disciples,when he 1..41 them off
into it tiftsPirt place.
Go late the Desert.
I beg of you. hardworking Chriatien
men anti women. to rest awhile
, cause a summer ratation ought not
rote you fivancially very much. (7
did not tell his disciples to spend w
and months in order to get up an e
leen:lye wardrone so they eould go to
faehionable hotel. Ile did not
them to go to a great watering pla
where they could drink and catouse
, and turn night into day and silty into
night. lie did not desire that they
should go to a place where thei would
! leave to be dressed up nil tie time.
To some people the idea of taking
; summer vaeatiou it; not to find rest. b
Idiesipation: From the time they arriv
at the fashionable summer resort their
defy every physical law of health.
I And if after a few weeks of carousal
they return to the city with the fatal
germs of dial-ease or invalidism planted
in their vitale they have no one to
Maui.- bet themselvew They will be
just as much tit blione for their on-
(stiffing elektiesses as my dissipated
classmate was blamed by the profess-
or. Ile asked for a sink hire. The
profeesor looked at him a moment and
said: "No. sir, will not excuse you.
You are young and strong. You have
been disobeying the laws of nature,
and you must suffer the consequences.
Yeti have no business to be sick." So
these summer dlealpators will find,
much to their sorrow, that ni• man or
woman ever found physical rest In
fashiouable hotel by dancing until
or 2 in the morning. No mu ev
found health at the summer gam'
table or in the hotel barrooms.
The fashionable watering places
very expennive places in which to liv
But when Jeans bade his disciples ta
go into a desert place and rest awlall•
he ceininanded them to go into t
quietude of the country, One ean lir
very cheaply in the rural districts.
does net coot very much to go into the
suburbs of the city mild live for a little
while next to nature's heart. to dwell
In some quiet farmhouse far away
from the great, intsy world. It does
not cost very nincli to associate for a
little while with the eows and the
sheep, to carry the Iambs and feed the
chickens, to toes the bay and to hunt
the egg's. It does not feast very much
to study Glare thoughts in the leave*,
to Misty God's thoughts in the dowers,
to hear 4 lod's oive in the [tingle of the
winds. No soinnambulanee can so rest
tbe tired brain as the quietade of the
woods. That ha where God wants us
to rest. In tbe desert plitee means
near to the greatAhrobbing heart of
Mother Nature.
To prove flint It sill not coaa very
much to go out for a few days into the
quietude of the country and rest
awhile I would like tan esti you a per-
tinent question. Yon have not had a
veration-- that is. the kind of vacation
Christ wants vou to take -for a long
while. Hee much did you spend in
doctor's 1.11Is At year? "Well." you
answer, 'last winter was a hard win-
ter Ille. I *veined to be taking cold
sill the time. My throat was very
weak. and each draft would affect it.
One week I was in bed threatened
with pneumonia; another time I bad
bronchitis. I was away from the store
about ten days. My doctor's bills
were very high. I have not paid them
all up yet." I would like to ask you
another pertinent question. What did
your druggist bills amount to last win-
ter? "Oh," you answer, "1 was buying
medicines all the time
-medicines ror
my digeetion, medicines for my cough,
medicine,' for headachees tablets for
this and that and the other thing."
The yeomeney of a TaeatIoes.
Now, my friends. you are ready. I
think. to listen to rational adviee. Yoe
know that vile of the great medical
tenet-% states text it is far better to
prevent disease rather than cure the
disease after it has come. Old Dr.
Samuel D. Grons, tbe greatest surgical
authority of his day, used to say to
his Mudents. **Gentlemen. any stupid
butcher with a meat az can chop off a
leg, but it often takes a very great SW-
geon to save one." Any tuan can take
medicine utter lie is sit*. but it takes a
wise man to look far enough ahead to
keep his body in such physical trim
that he will not get sick. And. my
friends, would It not be far better Bo
you as Christien workers to lark ahead
and spend the money which you might
give to the doctors aud the druggists
In taking a stammer vacatkin? Would
it not be fitr more eeottomkal for you
to siwnd some money In toning up your
phyttleal syetem by taking a rest? Then
you can resist the ordinary dimwit:
then vou will not have to be placed
upon sin hivalid's bed until God says
thnt your work IN done: then you will
save money by resting es well as the
previous time which you can ill afford
te hew from your next winter's work.
Rut the irresiteet of all advantage,' In
going off Into a desert place to rest
awhile is that we can there cone
nearer to christ than we have -ever
been before. In this age of work but
few men hare time to stop and think.
Itally Make berome so absorbing that
the secood duty crewds emelt upon you
as poen: as the find duty is done. The
rushing eleetrie care whirl the bus-
beetle and fathers and brothers to the
',tore. Fr  morning until linrte the
euntomers hate to he %ten. Then come
the evening Iambi. And. though "a
men norks from sun to sun, a worn-
an's- work is never done.-
Bid when the Christian goes off Into
the eteintry to rest lie rite go off to
pray In the Annie spirit with which
Christ went. When he gent away from
the stens the factory, the home. hilt
reefed mind will begin to clear. An he
AA Maori, ONE tO 110W11 'minder the
Khali/nu ft of the trees wit ils Bible
lit. v. al begin ill mails,. 1:04/2.1
nes. of I:re! follorr.41 him nil Itis
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rays of tils life. He will begin to see
quietude of the woods that even
in his :roubles the haul of God ham
been leadieg him. that all things work
together for good for those wilo love
the Lora Then as he sits there in the
wesele upon the hillside %vitt' the brook
gurgling by Wieldy lie will think that
he is sitting at Christ's -feet, Just
Sallie ant the dee-tykes of Old used to do
in the open air. Then will heer n
chirp. When be looks up. he will e!e a
little hirti 'twinging upon tLei fro.
branetteit over las hetet lie v. al 'we
and read front Matthew: -Are la., two
sparrows mold for a farthing, and one 1
of them Mud! not fall ou the grouud
without your Father. Fear ye not. there-
fore: ye are of more vitniethain ninny i
sparrows." As the Christian wife
walks through the fields and pick,' the
daisies, and elover tops awl the golden
red and the bright yellow buttercups Sh
elle will remember the words Jesus
for the lilies of the nettle lie would
spoke when he maid thin am tie eared 
care for her. There ou earth
where a man can get so chew to God
as with au open Bible In the quietude
of the Wo011a.
Never was I more impreseed with
this thenght than some years ago alien
I visited a humble little eountry church
nestling among the Berkshire Lillie
People have often asked ine what was
the moon Impressive religions ferrite I
ever attended. I have worehIped
the Metropolitan tebernaele of Londoti
and witnestes1 the marvelous power
Charles H. Spurgeon hail over hie great
audience. I have been at the feet of
Joseph Parker. the neghtieet one mall
religious foree today In nit England. 1
have heard Henry IVard It•-erher
often Mr. Moody. I have heard nearly
all of the great living preachers thia
aide et the Atiautic aud tunny from be
yond the seas, but the most Hittites':lye
religious wrens. I ever attended was in
that little white nieeting house say up
among the Berkshire hills. There were
only about thirty five people prevent.
The little organ ens not eortb more
than alo. The young girl who sat and
played the hymns knew but little about
music, but for three long hours before
I entered that builditilt I bud been com-
muning with God In the quietude of the
Mlle. Alone with niy Heavenly F's-
ther I saw the settitig sun. Alone with
my Heavenly Father. I had been living
in memory over my past sinful life.
Alone with my Heavenly Fattier. I was
telling the Saviour about my troubles.
And when I saw the little light of the
meeting houme I was beckoned In. Then
the first prayer melted my heart until
the whole room for me was filled with
the Holy Spirit.
Take elerlet
0h, my brother and sister, I want
you to go out into the country not only
to get a physical rest, but. like the
disciples of old, I waut you to take
Chriet along. lu the quietude of the
woods, with your opeu Bible, want
you to keep ooen receptive tear so
that your Heavenly Fatter may talk to
you, and by prayer I want you to talk
to your Heavenly Father. If you will
only do this, you will not only in the
country draw nearer to your Heavenly
Father, but you will find that Christ
during the long oncoming winter
monthe 4111 etay very close to you. I
want you to get thoroughly acquainted
with Christ. I want you to realise that
he is the deareat, the tenderest. tbe
kindest. the most forgiving and the
most loving companion pardoned site
ner could ever have.
But there is one other advantage of
a sunnier vaentiou /tout whieb I
would speak a few worth'. That ad-
vantage in the deeire which comes to
all true Christen In-arts to get back
into the harness to do the work which
God hal given them to do after the
sunim,i• vacation is ended. In the
spring the tired schoolteacher is apt
to complain. She says to herself:
"Why did I (opt- become a pithily
school teacher? Many of the mothers
only send their children to me becsuse
they are too lazy to take care of the
children themselves." But after the
Christian schoolteacher has hadts feet
In the country with God she begins to
realize her opportunities. and she stays:
"Oh. how good God is to me! Think
of tbe opportunity of usefulness I
have! Perhaps by the grace of God 1
ellen not only influence three children.
but also the sinful homes from which
they teene." After the minister nes
been off alone with Christ to rest
•while he longs to be back in Ws pul-
pit to preach again about the Christ
whom he has so learned to love. The
!nether. the tired mother, after she
has had her rest 1'0MP/ back with a
happier heart. a sweeter smile anti a
pottier prayer. May God pity today
the men and the aannen who are wo
physic-stay exhautittel that they think
their retagious opportunities for doing
good are it perpetual burden. By the
power of recreating rest may all Chris-
tian workers during the coming sum-
mer inmates nate their spiritual eyes
opened. May they rnpturously see that
tii.lheringet.pplest duty on earth is the op-
portunity to eeree the Lord Jelins
One tuoruhig the daughter of an Eng-
lish king* was found dead. with her
head pillowed. near an open Bible and
with her finger pointing to the word
"rest." The word -rest" was found in
Neittbew xi. Vt. "Come unto me all ye
titat biber and are heavy laden, end I
will give y.,it rest." Whether Slit' found
the rest. #111.• 14.flig•si rill!' lilts sidle of the
grave we caunot know. but with Christ
In our hearts. if tee net,..t.t his sweet 
invitation. we an find his rest here.
MAT this viicatien give to all
Christinn workers rest of heart and
sour May you not only have pityeleal
rest. lint also epiritual relit! May It be
tine sweet roe with which Christ will
lit you for the best work of our earthly
life during the coming winter mouths!
Then In the fall may It be God's wW
to bring the paetor and people of this
caureh heroine,* again for his blessed
service!
respeerieht tita. tents Tetopoiett. T
A cast ktokInehorn* nw1 nsr 14.0k -
ths h.. n rem Is th•
wor4 Lim! a cunt. _
Eureka
Harness 011',,
mak en t•o, hiansena and the
trtter 021
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Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation centaine all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food, it given; i nstant relief and never
fails tecure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. Tho most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on t he stom-
ach, relieving all distressaftereating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
It can't help
but do you geed
Prepared only he Dr Wirr& Chicago,
The butt I, ,•untal !IS 2,2 tiun•s the:50c. alaW
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
PATENTS
seson-tagpressred. at NO TIM. Sond zonal. stout%
ser phollo tor fret report on ost-ntatolay. k
°Obtain V.* and 1r-retro l'ovnis•nerrsd.
num F212.22 tercu• I • .k...-ect
PAM? iswvias OF ts YEARS• 4ACTICIL
20,000 PATEIITS PROCURED THROW; `HEN.All onaaan bo•uld a,. 1..0.55
adenine_ Idalarnt• Aimed.
wrC. A. SNOW lk CO.
PATENT LAWYERS.
Om. U. heist Office WASHINGTON, IL S.
.eslirediOrt4dgQifeil4W.-
J
INCHESTER
" NEW RIVAL"
FACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SHELLS
Give these shells a thorough trial, and you will find them to bc as
nearly perfect as experience, ingenuity, brains and equipment can
make them. They are made with the Winchester patent corrugated
head, which has made Winchester " Leader " and " Repeater"
Smokeless Powder Shells so popular and satisfactory. Winchester
Factory-Loaded " New Rival" Shells are thoroughly waterproof,
and are loaded by exact machinery with the standard brands ot
powder, shot and wadding which makes them uniform and reliable.
oot Them and You'll Shoot Well
°1474,,,,,... ..000woo
r-L---7- --
I E E TH I N A ,dstlf.,:hitnzlErzer,:st.ech...:14d
O . MOFFITT%
I N6 PO%VD105) 
Ceres Palma - ibis,
AS6.
Costs Only 3 wits at Draggists, tile Child 114 "akesTEEMING EASY.or Emu e.:, e'en te C. J. MOFFETT. M. O.. ST. LOUIS. MO.
I ofilersbus, Ga.,_Asse. ad, 1B:11.DR. I. .1. MOFFETT Dear Doctor: We pore your TEETIM114 i ToetkiseaDassideriu to our OM* 'resole child with the happiest regatta. The efertiswere almost maoleal, and ~taints wows' satislartortIthssiirrolog allOtrisingare 'upraised.
Maw Mishap lisostkerwa Stletamodliot..esr. verlirtle*Nrwrelt.) Pastor of Ht. "Bea anores.
JosErm H. iie:Ir,
OUTH KENTUCKY COLLEGE •
Hopkinsville. - Kentucky.
Boy's DeptIrtment- Win, Th.- I Cirl's Department-With itiodesirable features of it •is school desirable features of a girl's echool
GOOD COLLEGIATE COURSES.
Preparetion for l'niversities or Schools of 'Technology.
I MUSIC (1001) AS THE BEST! I I MILITARY! GYIINASIUMJ
OPENS SEPTEMBER 2ND.,I902.
Catalogues at Hoppers' Book Store or by application.
A. C. KuyKendall, Superintendent Boy's Dept,
H. Clay Smith. Superintendent Girl's Department.
Greater and Grander Than Ever!
Great
Hopkins Co.
FAIR
111111111IMMIMIIIMMIII
.04V.C7.04,47.0.4740' AND.o.c...27.o.c,427.o.azo
Carnival of all Nations!
415, Jo. MADISONVILLE, Kir...om
Aug. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9
DAY AND NIGHT.
5-Big Races Daily-5
I 5 CIRCUS FEATURES DAILY.
Two Brass Bands!-2
EIGHTEEN TENTED ATTRACTIONS!
BEAUTIFUL DISPLAY in Floral Hall!
Grand Exhibition of Saddle and Har-
ness Stock in Show Ring.
No Tiresome Waits!
Something kept going all the time Plenty
pure ice water free Gnind illumination' of the
grounds at night
ONE H I LAR1OUS WEEK! -
Follow the crouds. Meet and mingle with old
friends. Enjoy yourselves while you can. Et;larg-
ed seating capacity.
SPECIAL TRAIN
Leaves tiopkitieville A tag. 7. s and 9 at 8 :SO a. m.. ret
leaves Madisonville I; p. One Fare Round Trip.
C. C. GivenS.Pres. H. H. Holeman,Sec.
c Champion!
es, 47 THE BEST ..r?
BINDERS,
MOWERS AND
HAY RAKES
on Earth are the Celebrated CHAMPION.
This Can Be Seen at
JNO. YOUNG'S
Hardware and
Implement House.
6th Street, Hophinsville, Ky.
Z'ociaeeping
PennYaKihip
aorrhand:
,7jvfarellinf
Telefraiik.y
Food For
rrE BEST /5 THE 011F.AftST
.1,2•torift,A0
4
Seven experienced teachea emelt one a sperialist in his line. We are
now in our new home N. E. Cur. Second and Walnut streets. The finest
and beetarrangell schoal building in the South. N'isitors always welcome.
School open all year. Studente can enter at any time.
'711.100e ty F. J. WRIGHT. President.
House Work Is Hare Work without GOLD DUST.
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THE NEW ERA: FRANCHISE BOUGHT
-en itL.101060 1SY-
New Era Printing & Publish'g Co
HUNTER WOOD, President.
J. E. Mott of Huntington,'
Ind., Was Highest Bidder.
-
The telephone frenchise advertised !
OFFICE:-New/Ers Budding, Seventh to be sold by the city council, at its
etreeS. near Nam Hopkinsville. Ky. meeting of July 10, was offered at
public suction at 2 o'clock at city
court room by Mayor Henry and J.
E. Mott, of Huntington, [rid.. secured
Hewn/mei«
it for three dollars. There was only
  one other bid made. Henry
1902' Blumenstiel making a bid of
two dollars which Mr. Mott rali to
three. This sale, of course, will have
to be approved by the city
'before it will become legal.
Mr. Mott stated to a New Era rep-
resentative that work of putting in
the new system would be commenc-
ed as soon AS practicable.
111.00 A YEAR.
/deceived at the/ postoffice iii
as second-olass mail inciter
Friday. July 25,
_
Supplement.
NEGROES t
LYNCHED
IN NORTH
(Special to New Era.)
PHILIPPI, V. Va., July 24.-
There was a double lynching at
Womelsdorf. near here last night.
Two negroes. whose names are un-
known. were lynched in a brutal
manner by an angry. mob numbering
several hundred persons.
The first negro was shot and killed
An the station house where he was un-
der rrest; the other wits taken to the
park, hung and his luely riddled by
hundreds of bullete and then cut anti
hacked to pieces.
Vi hites and blacks are both up in
arms and trouble is hourly expected.
The trouble grew out of the mur-
der of the chief of police yesterday.
Other negroes have been arrested.
--
THE KING'S CONDITION
(Special to New Era)
LONDON, July 23. The
AMERICANS
IN THE
PHILIPPINES.
council
(Special to New Kra.
WASHINGTON, July 24.-Maj.
James Parker, id the adjutant n-
eral's office, has complied statistics
showing that there were 2,561 en-
gagements between the American
troops and tile Filipinos between
February 4, 1899. and Apcil 30, 1992
The percentage of killed and wound-
ed Americans to the strength of the
army is 9.7. Disease carried off
forty-seven officers and 2.535 enlist-
ed men.
HOTELS.
rivrENix:-w 0 Allena A Jones,
B P Owens, C H Chamberlain, fil)
Dawes, J H Benton,Cin-
chinati; N 0 Hanson, Cadiz; S H
Claggitt, 0 E Dalton, W I, Payton
and wife,City; W F Winfree.Casky;
Mrs M Mason and daughter, County;
Mrs Fox, Howell; E S Rives.Evans-
K ing villa; Mrs Rose, Paducah; OS Noe,
makes progress iu strength. British St LOOS; F H Kum', Mt Vernon; S
H Bryan and wife, Addle Pitchford.Medici Journal gays: "We are glad
Missto be able to say that the king is do- Edmonds,Scottaville;R C Cren-
ing well in all respects. There is no Alsw,Pee Dee:E L Williams,Owens-
truth in the statement that he has bore; L B Wills, Madisonville; H H
walked nor is there any foundation Holt, Humboldt.
for the assertion that he • is worse."
Take a look DA my line of cake*
and see if I can make cakes. Rau-
bold's Bakery 9th street opposite
Methodist church. dltwt
•
•-•••••••••••41-- -
FOR RENT.-The Campbell resi-
dence on South Main street. Poe-
Repaint/ given Sept. 1, for information
cell on H. Wallace. dtf
SEVERE
ELECTRICAL
STORM
DOES MUCH DAMAGE
NEAR INDIANAPOLIS.
TWO LIVES WERE LOST.
Barns, Church and Much
'Other Property Was
Destroyed.
MOTHER JONES' CASES.
(Special to New)Era.
INDIANAPOLIS, July 24.-A
severe electrical storm Imaged north
of the city last night ffistantally
killing one man. • fatally injuring a
boy, destroying a number of barns, a
church and ea using considerable
other damage.
MOTHER JONES CASES
'Special to New Era.,
PARKERSBURG, W. Va., July
24.--Judge Jackson. of the federal
Court rendered his decision in the
'Mother Jones** contempt mete) this
morning. The conclusion reached
was that all the defendants had vio-
lated the injunction and were guilty
of contempt of court. Sentence in
the cases was pestixered until this
afternoon.
The injunction that these people
disobeyed was most sweeping in its
, terms.
-.1110.••••.O.••••-••••••-
Making Improvements.
Sept
; Considerable improvement is being Dec
made in the track and roadbed of Corn-
the Elkton and Guthrie railroad. Jul,'
or six months.
' Fve thousand new croestiet. has re-
. Dec 
cently been laid and that many more
are to be put dowu in the next five
Highland Chapel Notes.
N1 r. Dick Elliott, of St. Louis. is at
holm. or a visit.
Miss Ines Bowles, is visiting Miss
Mabel Stamps. of FM I view neigh-
borhood.
Mr. Volney Lacy is quite ill.
Mr. Hugh Evans. of Mt. Pleasant.
Tenn., is visiting relatives here.
Mr. Harry Elliott Is improving.
Miss 'Willie Shepherd, entertained
a number of her young friends Tues-
day evening:
Miss Lucy May Wa,de is quite ill.
A number of picnicers spent Set
urday at Fletning's Cate.
We regret exceedingly to know
that some people wish their names
no longer published. Violet.
[Inciting Expeilence.
Chas. Bailey, Jr., of Clarksville,
was thrown from bis buggy and
dragged half a mile, by a runaway
horse a couple of days ago, but for-
tunately escaped with only a few
bruises and a dislocated thumb. His
escape from serious injuty was little
short. of marvelous. •
Camp Meeting.
The Sebree camp meeting will be.
gin on the Cascade grounds near BP.
bree. Aug. 7th and continue nntil the
17th. These meetings are looked
forward to each year with much in-
terest and the indications are that
the meeting this year will be one of
the largest ever held there.
WILL APPEAL
TO BECKHAM
•
fef/La
Big Five Dollar
Suit Sale
Sept 
•
JACKSON. Ky. July 21.
-Two
men suspected of the assassination
of James Cockerel', are under sur-
veillance here.
- Friends of both factions will ap-
peal to Gov. Beckham to try to end
the feud here.
Today's Chicago Markets-
Corrected by A. G. Boaloeti sp,714:Bintrocik7losei
Wheat-
July 
 1 753.i
 746411 7:444 46671isitil
I 07 0371i
161 51
1St 111074,
Commences
FRIDAY
Morning!
ONLY 75 SUITS---AS LONG AS THEY LAST!
Worth From
$6.50 to 10!
IF YOUR SIZE IS IN THE LOT YOU ARE IN IT.
NUNN
IS THE
NAME
OF THE DEMOCRATIC AP-
PELLATE NOMINEE
COMBINE WAS NAPPING
•
When White Unexpectedly
Threw Nunn Enough
Votes to Nominate
THE END HAR MONIOUS
(Special to New Era)
PADUCAH, Ky., July 24.-When
the appellate convention met at two
o'clock yesterday afternoon pursuant
to tpe morning adjournment the bal-
loting began and continued for some
tame as It had been in the morning-
without any chauges and was grow-
ing exceedingly monotonous when,
as the sixty-second ballot was belag
taken. Judge J. I). White, who
was .trying to succeed himself, sud-
denly and without a moment's warn-
ing sprung a big intimation by
withdrawing from the race and then
transferring enough of his votes to
Judge T. J. Nunn, of Hopkins coun-
ty. to give that gentleman 1011 votes,
the exact number necessary to nom-
inate him. Just at that particular
time, it is said, a greater surprise
could not have been sprung tipon the
convention. and the friends of Judges
Cook. Robbins and Dorsey had not
an inkling of what was to happen
when White transferred his vote to
Nunn, and it is said that the Hen-
derson tenuity delegation, with twen-
ty votes, was caught napping and
did not realise what teas being done
until Nunn's nomination was an-
nounced.
It had been claimed that Judge
White could not control his votes for
anybody else, and that fact made
the surprise at his action all the
greater. It is said that realising his
own ability to win, Judge White de-
cided to n\ame his successor and de-
cided upon Nunn because he was
not in the combination that had or-
ganised the convention.
At 3:30 o'clock the balloting was
going on slowly. The delegates were
paying little attention to the voting.
Sixty-orre ballots had been taken,
and the sixty-first was just the same
as the . firet: Cook, 13; Nunn, 83;
Robbins, 54, and White, 31. There
were no indications that the dead-
lock would be broken, and the dele-
gates made up their minds to "stick
It out." Judge Dorisey's friends com-
posing the Henderson county dele-
gation had been voting fifteen votes
for Nunn and five for White. Not-
withstanding this fact, they had
voted with 'the Robbins and Cook
men to organiie the convention, and
It was known that they were not
really for Nunn or White,but were
simply-lying low- until an Oppor:-
tunity came when there might be a
chance to nominate Dorsey. Mr.
Jake Corbett started the ball to roll-
ing by changing Ballard county's'
vote for White to Nunn. This did
not cause a sorprise., however, for
he had done that way several I
times before. When the county of
Carlisle was called the White'
delegates asked that it be
passed. Hickman. for White, was
also passed. The Henderson county
delegation, the same as before, voted
fifteen votes for Nunn and five for
White. When Carlisle county was
4alled again it changed its votes
from White to Nunn. Hickman, on
the second calling, with nine origi-
nal White votes, gave sii for Nunn
and three for Robbins. Some dele-
gate who had been keeping tally
suddenly arose and said "Nunn'e got
a big lead.- "I believe he's nomi-
nated," shouted another. Almost
instantly there were wild cries for
the vote. Chairman Yeaman an-
nounced the vote, which was: Nunn,
106; Cook. 43; Robbins, 67; White, 2.
ilesesee)
The final vote of counties was: For
NUM!. Ballard, If; Caldwell. 7; Car-
lisle 8; Crittenden. 8; Henderson, 15;
Hickmati, 6; Hopkins, 17; Livings-
ton 5; Union, IS; Webster. 12; total,
Ion. For Cook. Calloway, 14. Chris-
thin. 16; Lyon, 6; TrIgg,IS ; total. 43.
For White, Henderson county. 5.
For Bobbins. Fulton. 7: Graves, 24;
Hickman, 3; Marshall, 8: McCrack-
en, 15: total, 7.7.
one hundred and eix votes were
necessary to nominate. and Judge
White arranged it so that Judge
Nunn would get just that many.
Cook, Robbins and White then
congratulated Nunn, shook his hand
and promised their aid;to make his
majority in November the largest
ever given ln the district.
M'KENZIE MOSS
WILL RUN
AGAIN.
(Special to New Era.)
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., July
24.-Chairman Wilkins, of the Third
district congressional committee,
has called the committee to meet
here on the 29th inst.. to select time,
manner and place for nominating a
candidate for congress. It is now
said by the leading Republicans of
this city that McKenzie Moss. who
was given Hon. John S. Rhea's seat
in the last congress will ibe renomi-
nated without opposition. At least
he has no opposition;at present and
none in prospect. Hon. John S.
Rhea is now actively engaged in a
canvass for the Democratic nomina-
tion.
Under the Wheels.
A day or two ago Daniel Vandiver,
of Nortonville. aged 6.5 years, fell'
from his wagon end two wheels of
the vehicle passed over his chest, in-
juring him fatally.
Schwabe Your Boddie With CasearetA
Candy 'Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
156.25c. If C. C. C. fad, druggists refund solier._
Rif PORT OF THE CONDITION
Tf1E--
Planters Bank and Trust
Company,
Hopkinsville, No.16 Main street. Christian
County. Ky., at the close of Bus-
iness on the
30th Day of Jane, 1902.
TIIUNT AAAAA NT.
•••••••01M,
RKBOURCEs.
Cash on hand
Checks and other cash items. 4,2es 14
Due from Bisults. Bankers. etc 91..eti/ 62
Commercial and other paper owns! nti.fstio 24
Imall• upon call with collateral . EU
Time Loaueon collateral / /10
Loans sectfted by Bonds and //.0441 op
Mortgages %
Investment Securities owned, in-
cluding premiums on same. viz:
Stocks, Bonds. etc., $ On
Mortgages 15051 SO 16.051 56
Beal Est ste. 11•••••• ineumbrances 10.1100 00
Furniture and Fixtures 2.4116 ti
4 iverdrafts. Liel 40
Alt other st../..ets not Included In (Si
&KA ••.
1224.1412 Cl
1,IA BI L1 TI ES.
Capital St., k paid In 50.0n
Surplus. ContInge..t or Sinking
Fund `,(.0 to
Undivided Proets 110
Lees current expenses and
taxes paid
Deposits sob- Kgclu- ,
jeet to ebe-is, sire of I $162.s7li 71
Deposits. ste- fall Trust . OD
dials Funds. 15.2.,671, 71
Due to Banks, Bankers, etc Oe
Dividends unpaid ;.S45 SO
Commercial and other paper, or
securities pledged for money
borrowed
Bilis payable, I. eluding Certifi-
cates of Deposit representing
money borrowed Ism 0 00
Other tiabilities not included un-
der either above bends Ott
Trash funds on Deposit 5,57517
Total 4224.10251
Supplementary.
dinount of Trust Fund, viz:
Mortgages nod Trust Deeds $144 es
Other investments . 12./s47 14
Uninvested cash balfinc NV), 17
Total Trust Funds.
52Liabilities upon bonds as-surety. etc.. .nlicsone
Indemnity hd)d for liability as surety, none
Due from inddvent Basks. Bankers.
etc.,.
Amount of suspended debts (includ-
ing overdue 10Ans, and protested
none
AmpoauWatro)iss7istipreednded de ts (includ-
ing overdue loans. and protested
osruthrelligiacghesi eardinirurdeigi
x months none
LI:Taitin7ecc'eolwpeaPI:ItAlentr'iluofuuPI:neaisilifspnces due 4-posit-re
-Were last taken from Depositor's 
none
. . daily
Amount of discrepancy. if any, with
kiLedewnhgel; I 41;u"tjsgteadi g Certr  '. i deities. 
. none
ilate 
of Deposits and cashier • Checks
were Islet compared with Ledger ALIO,
Amount of discrepancy. If any, with
:74.1otts„Ivrishoowrne. none
!MATZ Or KIINTUCEY,
John B. Trice, Cashier of waters Bank
Trusteo,a bank located and doinghtninessat
Noll ft ALidtr eet.in theCity oftiopkinsville
y, being duly sworn. says that
ts 
said
hEforegoIng report is in all respects a true
statement of the condition of said Trust CI)..
at close of business on the Sikh day of June
lee, to the beat of his knowledge and belief:
and further says that the bosiness of said
naBlinkmed.huanbcrennottentsensrbteedre;atantdhetilhltatittli
above report is made In compliance with an
official notice received from the ftecret.try
of State designating the 10th day of June
1,102. as the day on which such report shall
Jose B. Titles, Cashier.
.1. H. ANDERSON. Director
.1. 1. 1.,ternsts, Director.
J. F. °ARNETT. Director
be made.
subset ibed and sworn to before me by lobs
B. Trice on the let day of July, 11102.
IRA L. Salve. N. r.ou
My Commission expires Feb. It, 1906.
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SHEETS. PILLOW CASES
by
a Pair for best quality
$ 1 3ii, if;i4ebiellel tel I 'P2 WI): treI•f:u!s
iar $1.,,ii kind.
Pillow Case.e to match. 42x36 at hi.
pair.
CLEAR CUT AND TO THUMP
We have $20,000 more merchandise than we want to carry into 
the Fall. We are going to
sell it in four weeks- Big reductions are expec
ted at this season; but none such as the surprisingly
Low Prices we place on seasonable merchandise
. No matter what your purchase may be, if
bought from this "Great Clean Up Sale" its a barg
ain. Every article in every department goes
at a cut price.
SALE BEGINS TUESDAY, JULY 29TH, AND CONTINUES FOUR WEEKS.
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT
DRESS GOODS HOSIERY.
An actual Great Sacrifice in Fine Staple
 Fabrics. including many Pair for 211 doz chilt
iren (envy
blacks and colors in Mohairs, Mistrals. Cr
epe de Chine.; and (franites C 
and plain blach hose. small
sizes, worth 1.5c.
High Class and Very Desirable.
38c
59c
90c
95c
38c
75c
NA for regular 50t• quality
:itt inch black English Bril-
liantine.
Vd for regular 75c quality
fourty-six inch all wool
Batiste.
Yd for regular 1.25 quality
46 inch wide blue black Cler-
man Henrietta.
Yard for regular 1.2.5 quali-
ty 44 inch woolen crepe.
Yard for all
Al hatron
wool
Yard f
I I 5 :1hprreebb 01 
quality 50
.t)f Inept
evtutt regu-lar
40c
60c
„nch  58c
Yard for regular tie quality
44 inch Blue Diagonal,
Yard for regular 1 25 grade
Navy Mohair 50 inch.
Yard for regular 75e quality
42 inch Batiste j in Navy,
Cadet, Reseda and Peat!.
Yard for choice of big lot ;
colored dress goods. Mo-
Yard for elegant quality 44 UU hairs 
and Serges. regular 85,1
inch Mistral. 5) ate! values. ;
---•
DRESS TRIMMIN611 EMBROIDERS
We make prices in this "(ireat
Clean Up Sale" at which you can i
afford to buy for future as well as;
present ineede.
25 per cent discount
from the regular price
on all DRESS TRIM-
MINGS.
TOWELS
Each for an extraoc :texts Bath Towel.
25c 1.1 xx36ea.air fur 
best Huck Towels.
hA finer one :texts at
'lb..
5 yard for choice of 100 pieces '
c colored embroide
ries. Regu-
lar be AO 15c values.
25t, n yard for b
eautiful quality
skirt flouncing. worth 75c to
1.25 yard.
50c yard for finest E
mbroidered
Skirt Floum•irg. werth LIN)
tAl 2.(zi.
LADIES' VESTS.
10c
I 0C Pair for choice of 14 dozen
Misses and Boys extra heavy
ribbed hose, wont 95e.
l'air for 50 dozen ladies
black lace stripe hose. a mill
15c value.
I 8.0C 21
:I.4.1,r for La Black :ace hose
exti•et tine quality. worth
25c
Oc
Pair for choice of 5 dot'eh
ladies extra fine fancy
hoe.. worth 63 and 25e.
Pair for 6 dozen fancy lisle
hose, assorted eoliths and
etyleieveorth 40e.
Table Linens.
As long as men are born, they'll need these; so if you don't need them
now, you will later. “The Clean Up Sale" effers
Special Bargains In This Department.
COL. VELVET RIBBON I 5c2 yard fur 40 piece colored velvet 25
C baby ribbon, assorted eel-ore.
Oc
o• 15 Each fur Turkey Red 'table
Yard for 52 inch Turkey C Covers. 2 yards long, regu -
Rod Table Linen. lar 75c values.
Yard for half bleached 64
C inch 41) cent quality TableLinen.
38c Yard for7tlineh ha
lf bleach- $7 in
ed 50 cent quality Table
Linen.
CLOVES. 45c .value.Table Linen. regular 60 cent1 Yard for 68 inch Bleached
Pair fur Nlisses real silk Yard for beautiful quality
Gloves. all colors, worth , 6 Bleached Table Linen, reg-
line to 441c. 
C .
tilar fele value.
Yard for Finest pure Linen
HANDKERCHIEFS.
15400 Table Set. 2r2 yard clothFor one bleached all 
linen
and dozen napkins. worth
4-
For one finest bleached
8a ed cloth and dozen nap-5 Table Set.3 yd Hemstitch-
kins to match. worth $12.70.
NAPKINS! NAPKINS!
1 Each for ladies full size hem- j I 8
70)4. dozee.
,
j
everywhere at $2-00.' bere14 C Bleachm
1 /Hien for
1 C stlfched Cambric ;Itankerchiets l regularly
 at $1.75 and and hi the I
I great Clean Up Sale at 1.3.5.t It) only to It customer.) I
5 Each for be
autiful 'quality I 
- _ 
--_ __
cliemtstiched Init
ie hanker-
chiefs, worth 15c.
Oc
SILK Attractions!
39c4 f'..r teener zof .5ou ileeli lathe.3C -• I I . INV white flosely ribbed\ 4,414, worth double.
For choice of ,4)dozen ladles
line stiow white vests. rib- /
bon trimmed% regular price 60
LADIES BELTS.
35c ieur choice
 .:( entire st-'k
ladles leattter belts, all col-
ors., worth 50c.
_ •
50c
Yard for remnant of Color-
ed Taffeta. regular er. vele
:Ade.
Yard for regular The quality
Figured China Milk; ten
patternatonly.
N tird for regular 90e quality
sti r lleuttlartie. Intb sea-
sen'e.purchase.
yard for regular $1 ill qual-
ity 21 ineli Cerd, d
taffeta.75C Yzerd fa. reeekr $1 quality
t•repe tie (lime. 21
itiehee. tight 1.1.4e. cteani,
:,41 gray.
STAPLES.
Each flue sheer linen !Mktg. To make
 •• I he (treat Clean Up
laee trimmed, worth 25e. j sale" interesting to everybody we
. Wive etit ey ea the staples. -The
• biread and meat" of the dry goods
liusiness.
4 Yard for the best Brow
n Do-
r ttiestle. full yard wide. worth
U 5e everywhere 041 yards to a
Clust.pmer.)
/ Yard for extra heavy broadYard for regu ler I 25 ;
$ 1 .00 •.;.lialit:t1',22.4.ii ncli hl
aeit 2C stripe bed ticking, 30 inch
1.15
1.15
5.00
7.50
*tit for regular 1.70 quid-
56 inch "Guaranteed-
Meek Taffeta.
Yard f...• rouulsr 1.5tiqual-
ity 21 inch black "Patme"
11-tieil Crepe ,;..(•tiete.
P.:: turf. fer Fiticet Coe red
tiretiautite.
Werth $15 00
Fer fittest CrPtini
tine Lace
all
95c bleached Table Linen, 72 Ann Dozen forHMI. regular $1.25 value. Napkins,kind.
Yard ;or beautiful quality UU
t.,
72 inch Table 1 itioti sold
I 5c Yard for extre geed featherhed.th•king, 33 inch.
4c I tozett for free!' water pearl
WASH FABRICS
ONLY 5C YARD
Appli- Dino .%:krit.. patterhs iii
worth Batiste anti regular 10 Anti
1215e quality.
all Linen 16216
regular 75 cent
all Linen 15x15
Napkins, worth
PRINTED 
ONLY 3CIYIAIRNDS
For big lot beautiful new designs
in printed lawns.
This will
Freeze 'em
33-4c a yard.
For beautiful Dimity, worth 7•ec.
wily yin) yards, sample eitelesed, one
tress plat ten) to a cteetouter.
Yaid for lot Rat istes anti
Dotted' Swim:, black and
white. wereb 15e.
9 Yard ter regalar 12e,e qual-
cc
;..1:214,11.(iliesfor 4s2eilnidch: r0lowureldarrirfrpe-
ity bookfoldeberlottebrarlit
new patterns.
I value. blue, green. piek and
lsvetider.
C
Yard for finest mercerized
10c
LADIES' READY MADE DEPT Carpet Dept
.
HALF-PRICE, ,: I
Fur rimier a entire el tick Latih :41 ii.:srecilsitt,ilireke 54; ;i1‘ ;11.,...reei t ii,..vnielt.y
t 
.
ONE-THIRD OFF,
Afle o 2 5e
Catered Shirt Waist-. r...gtilar % alit. 
, g 75
0 a I went) r...-ol t,i 7 rin
DRESS SKIRTS.F.„„1,....,t-ck Laiees' White ellir
Waists. tee illair value 70 to 3 r.e.
TAILOR SUITS.
Fur ehetee •.I :et title iilsii
made suite, u•ortli 7.5e te 22 50; ,1 I
dark co:ere and malty 'if them bleet,
8 l"-'r 'it font Ladi
e•
finest 'Unit Covert Setts.
.50 eilk liii. tl J•tekets,
eitint4r toy 1-11; regular twee f? .
=NM,
SILK PETTICOATS.
5.0
3.7
0 ter Ladies attest et-el
 grey
(*evert Skirte.tailor ninth.,
the hest 7.70 value.
5 tor ',mitre thie t
an C. vert
l'ailor Ski, ts,regultir price
fill
7 to 04.75-75
. Ledies' fittest00 Etateitie tektite satin,
tri lllll eel. regula;$10 and
1 2 70 Viii iii'.
10 ,fur a $15 black Silk Ski
rt;
handsomely trimmed, only
,„„ if this kind. 
HALF-PRICE
r. 
POW,/ find
Needs floosie s. regular priee
et on _
Ten per cent discount
on ;-.111 -:, article not
mentioned in above. i
12.50 all la .10 bla
ck Silk
irta, tare trittosted.
fittest tailoring.
5 for choice 4 if nine linen /IndC eras!' dress skirts, regularprice $1 ".7. to $2.75
j Extra good NVeol ingrain
;Carpets. regalar price 511(..
Clean Fp Sete price
Beautiful patterns in Cot-
tage rpet a. regular Mc
values. Clean Up Sala price
40c
20c
5 C Z.:,....".:.,•fl'l"'lliti;:lr.:ifi'mt Zli:levke- '‘1%.71.1) f lit:Irtie.T;e114;:itt r.' p It.'4".1:: c., ,.,...1,...,.... regular price $1.77. price 10 Per Cent Discount on Ev-
Ladiete 
,I.144„)•ility.t7srttipaVtet.iv, 41.,1,.#(1,114e:It%
a35 
•
This Sheet.
ery Article not Mentioned in
2.;.0, 0,1 l•p Sale prire
TWO and a half yard Laee
Curtsies. Cletth I' p Sale
prie,
Fairly good Chime, Matting
Clean p Sale 
I Cprice • • 2
Seven foot Wiudow Shades. 20
with fixtures. Clean Sale
price
MAIL ORDERS ntaai
ldIsi244.4nt
promptly ALS bar -
F allele • • iider=mi 'it Clean Up Sm'et' efters sell fast
d the ht.it she •Vti vi) first.
.-• •••••• - • •Valr"'
•
S
A Re
m anufae
Glean cu
modes a
75 Suits 117.
Men's Floe C
From our $10.00 ant
$12.50jines,
'lean up Sale price.
•
f
100 Suits $1
Meu'ti Finest W
mere Suits; this
Taken from our $1
lines, and are the v
clothes possible to
Clean up Sale pr'
25 Suits $5
Boys, Long Pant
studs and Clifini
16 and 17 year an
$7.50 and $10 saltiest
Clean Up Sale
•
La
100 pairs ladies
Shone. moctlygmal
Regular prices* lel
Clean l7p Sale Pe
40 prs. ladles Pat.
This season's
All sizes. Rego!
(X). Clean Up Sal
La
4:1 pre,. JAM. M K
fords: coin toe. P4
Worth 1 00. (Ikon
Price .. .
50 pre. ladles fine
Oxfords, lat^st at
regular 1 fei values
hp Sale Priee...
. r).
All • /
•AP.
35
16$
•
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.V,
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ODD PANTS,
One-fourth off
On all Men's Bove' Odd Pants.
Nnthing kept back; every pair goes
except !Melt and'Cottonade.
KNEE PANTS.
One-fourth of!
(•,1 Woolen K
THING DEPT.
ble Event worthy in every way of the high
est, praise. These suits came from finest
rs in the trade, and were intended to he r
etailed at considerably more than we ask.
its, full of style. Perfect in every way. M
aterials are in accordance with the latest
mbrace every popular style desirable. The p
rices are marvels of littleness.
100 Men's Suits $5.
Men's Pure Wool Suits made and trimme
d
good; all sizes and shades; Regular price
 $7.50
to $1o.00.
"Clean up Sale" Price
For pair Light Colored Knee •
Peolits. a flame!, Men'e Negligee Sh
ine; color.
,
Worth loolible, , ed and plait, 
white this sea- 71a ft
, son's purchase; Reg. price $1 For !the finest Knox
 Al-
:, doz. white Negligee Shirts 
ill ijrt 2.00 only. real vain, 500.-Clean up Salo" price. pine Iltlit,Zell Vs .t., Vii
Regular he cent value. 
Li Thoy re samples and the "Ciean I 'p
sale" makes 'em 2.00.
For "Clean up Sale
" price. ,
39c
5c
lioys it'ottett
Pant-.
MEN'S
.FURN1SHI,NGS.
16 dozen Man's Negligee Shiite. air.
sorted styles and colors.
Regular price 46c to 50 et s. 25c
"(lean up Sale" price.
7 dozen Men's Negligee Shirts; good
patterns. attached and separable
; collars. Regular price
litic to 7r, cts.
-Clean up Sale" price.
.50
ODD VESTS.
Choice of 25 Odd Vests; taken front
$7.50 and $10 Suits; $ n
really worth $1.7s)
Clean up Sale price I st1
LINEN SUITS.
$1.50 for choice of 24 Men's Linen
Crash Suits, Regular
!price $2.50 to t..3.541. 150
, Clean up Sale prier. .
and Cansi-
purchase.
And $16.60
$ 1 01
Fine Wor-
oddly sizes
PANT.
SPECIALS.
$2.00 per pair for one lot
Dutchess Pants; 50 pairs
only. All one pattern;
fine, pure worsted; our
regular ri pant. Just to
make the "Clean Up
Sale" attractive we will
sell 'em at
$2.00
I Oc
One-fourth
off
ON BOYS' KNEE
PANT SUITS.
5 doz. menu finest negligee Shirts.
Some attached and HAMM
I SS& 150. Clean.rp price 1.00detached cuffs. Reg. price
doz. boys negligee Shirts, solid
body with colored plaited
bosom Regtilar price 50c
Clean l'p Sale price
Boys Waists.
off on all boys Shirt Waists,
worth 50 to 76e.
FUR HATS.
For any of our relebrated
Work Shirts. 
1,88 siut,..1,1 anMed. al hats, , nny
. _ 1 .1.1„an 
Up Sale"
t 
price
 ,, .1 48.Wertlt
1.# .1..zeti M..tii: 411.141 W41r1,- Shirts; 2 4
:Li ceilts•
well hunk. Regular priee STRAW HATS.
''('I.' an lip Si110- pr it..., C Half Price
An% straw hat ii. our entire stock
Finest Dress Shirts. • at half price.
-
Knox Straw Samples.
O0 
For choice of lit Knox
atnple straws. regular
I o 0 4.00 and 500 quality, this-
seasons purchase. "Clean Up Sale"
price IMO
I Oc
For choice of Oi dozen mens and '
boys straw hats, odds and ends, but
good styles, (twiner price 25 to 50e.
Ten per cent discount on any ar-
ticle in the entire Big Store. not
mentioned in this sheet.
Three Specials.
Diens full size extra fine quality
Cafobric handkerchiefs, 40 dozen in
the lot, "Clean' Up" price 4e.
Mena extra good lace stripe half
hose, solid colors, black, blue, red
and tan, clean up price 8 pair for 25c.
10c Doz. for mens colored stringties. regular price 20c.
UNDERWEAR.
6 dozen rnens bleached drill drewers,
regular price .50e "Clean Up Price"
35c.
5 dozen mens Balbriggan drawers.
regular price 25c "Clean Up Sale"
price 15e.
6 'dozen mens assorted colors and
plain Balbriggan drawers, regular
pricers. "Clean Up Sale" price 119e. •
HALF HOSE.
IS dozen fancy anti plain black half
hose. regular price 25c -Clean lip
Sale" price ibe.
es' Shoes. 'MISSES IND Dill- MISSES MO C1111.-1- • Men' Shoe
s.
30 pre. men Week sold tett Shoe*:
, Shore. emelt Doneola. turn moles; ( tort ritruo
ilaAr, 
%Mil AINI 11 only. R. 1650
ee' 2 25 i$4. Cleati Up si .• price • land I) laste; all size,.ItOgallnr prices 2 00 to 2 25. 1 76. Clean Up Sale priee ( lean l'io Prierprice 2 00 141 4 OW
ice s Clean l'p Sale price
, DDENS SHOES. DRENS OXFOR 1
, at!41 pgiqrnrieli:s*.Killaigh3t 1-UA:iiS1 1""ns' 18'4. 
•
and Hutton II 8 
4;614 t4;;.eanirtflii'll l're.' I 7 
MEN'S LOW SHOES.
75c 88 prs. ladies- tioest 4and t
unitei :
Olt
. 
i
I French li id Lac.. a 114118tarton Shoes
.. i 
i.ess. P price $
30 pre. mimic.; 2 button PitrnI) (lx- • -• 
Lace stiGes.14ises 3'.. and .1, H()illy. ft.-guitar e. en to I 50
ies' Oxfords.
Litee(tx-
litre 69c
I t,41 .re. mitoses leee atid bloom
childrens lace anti button
Shoe*. fitiest liongoin.. turn mole. C
, and last only. Regular 9nat,
prices I 50 to 1 75. Clean I 'p
1.1Sale price
ED prs. ladies tinest hand turn, I
Is, coin r.". French Kid. lace and but
ton Ox- !
dn n ferlir:Iva:;rsizaell:w8ritpriotetesliv!anis)t. nn
I Shill vt SO. clean up sale prfre I ',kW. A quick, sharp clean up
 sale, positively no further cuts
during this season, if you wait for it you'll be
 disappointed
.40 prs. inieees and chilling's slip-
pers in odds and enife. Sizes ii to 12
ottly. Regular price 75e to n
I 75, Our Clean Up Sale5UCPrice
ABARGAINFEASTNREIERIPATRON
There 11.0ve beet) t) 1 1 1 -plir
t unit i• s
io 1 hie attire b•-•Vi e. but ,,n7 ((
(,(- (4 ( in
has ever a pproache.1 t •tiferitige in I hi
••Oreat Clrell lip Sale" Rzmtnther thc
date, fursday, July ig trict c9rvtiouiss4
aaeekA.•
146 pr.. Mogi., leix calf
Slew:'. Clean cut and full
of style. Regular price $3,
Clean l'p Sale price
umd vici
.5
01 prot. tuella thit-st eustoin made
Shies. Sutcy .111sme eattrilee; sires
7 end 7. .ifl H lest. Tliu-
lent-lilt's styles. Reotlar
pries $5 Ic 6. Clean l'p prier in 7
REPAIRING
In tinier that The lirent I lean
Sale may strike everything in -The
Big Store." We will for boor weeks
put the lirie.s 1111 Shoe Re-
1 pairing:is ow wed 1:ailf sole.. best. Oak sole
for 75.3
Mena pegged soles 51.1c
I Women. seweil soles flOc
t%'oinetis s'andard SerNw Soli'- 10c
Misses and children,. peg ...des
50 pr. mewls good Dongola, Southern
Tics, broad toe, all sizes. .50
lie.rn far price 2 on. (lean
Up Sale price
40 pr. mins thiest Pat.' Kid and -
Vici Oxfoads; !Kee and a few Colo-
nial Tine. Regular priee4.00 to 5 60.
Clem, l'p Sale 'gee. '4 off'
WORK SHOES.
75 pr. Incite beet Kip. pump sole
itireise.0 stoek. Regular
' price 1 50. Clean Up Sate 
.25
go enens vea- 1 anti' Kip i;7411
'double sales. Regnikt 1.259fin
value. Our Clean Up Sale.
I 
price Li
10% discount du au shoe in the
entire Stock not mentioned above.
FINE MILLNINERY.
The wonderfully low prices on all remaining
 lines of Aillinery are made expressly to cle
ar !hi: stock and start the FALL
SEASON afresh. Now is the ime to ava
il yourself of these great offerings. Truly a 
harvest t im•• •1111.1NERY for you
Our stock is large, but so is our patronage, and )ou mus
t collie early in Alit- action if vou would get the 1
,ell henefit of all the BARGAINS
we advertise on this sheet
No approval tickets made during this sale Co
me prepared to try on ard he fitted We have 
salespeople in every department.who are
experts in their special lines, and they 
will be glad to give you the benefit of their experience 
in fitting
.II.Anderson CO
Cor. Main 0.10th Sts., HopKinsville, Ky.
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THE NEWCOMER ,
AT PICKVILLEt
[Original.]
PROF, TO1011
There ha a flutter among the wen of
I SOME FACTSthe niinhig town faretionsly dubbed 
Sinee the place has emerged
from the grub tramp, into the butterfly
ttowni thev have been but three won.-
en within ..ts eorporate and they
all marriee. Now (lames n young %vote
an styling herself Molly Clifton and
sets up a small store. , Mining 'amply
dealers and gamblers are among the
eligible men .in Piekville, besides a
young man. Arthur Huggins. in con-
sumption. who came to Kaye his life
and to save souls, though he ham nei-
ther choral' nor notary. The day after
Molly tirifjon's appearance every baeh-
'aloe In the town was agog as to who
would draw the prise. fur it was tate
for a moment supposed that any good
looking young woman would remain
long In such a community ,without be-
ing appropriated. The question was
sifted like an algebraic problem. The
parson Wail not eonsitteras1 at all; the
mine owners had wives in the east; the
merchants were none of them pro-
ficient with the gun: the miners were
too. busy to look after their interetas.
This left the gamblers to fight it out
&mous t hen v es.
The most drettaled among the-gam-
blers was vox Aruistrong.,anl when
he was observed to stop at *Oily Grif-
ton's store and buy up the drat edition
of the stock. cleaning out the shelves
entirety. the rest of the profession con-
cluded to keep at a safe distance. Rut
one man in Pickrille had the audacity
to buck teJainst Fox Armstrong, anal
he was a young prospoctor named
Stephen Bartlett. Stephen was the
only man in town who seemed to And
favor with the lady. aud. though be
had not the means of wooing by trade,
as in the ease of Armstrong. the settle
was turned in his favor •by malty
and honest bearing, his eheerful dlapo-
sition and certain ingenuous traits
which rendered him attractive to
men, lie H was warned by his friends
that no he valued his life be should
mrefrain from any attention to Miss
Molly.
As a firecracker has been known to
kindle a city. so a meek and lowly man
started She shooting that was bound
in time to take place on account of
Molly f:rifton. Fox, Armstrong one
night ceased dealing faro at 11:30
o'clock on aecount of an indisposition.
eoneluding that he vvon141 go to Ms
mroo and turn In for the night early.
Passing Molly Gritton's store. he was
surprised. though all 11'104 dark within.
to see the door stand inn ajar. Think-
ing that sonie one might Is. apprepri-
ating Moti3 - -. belongings awl tiny lea
might sin ,•11-dit with liar lay captur-
lug the thi,t. he sh11.,1 up to the dour
and lc-trued. Los 4111/0• from
the ras,1,1 Lehi lid the store a-Itere Niolly
hied. Ow one a womb:ill's. the other a
man's Armstrong vt Mice a mooned
that ids Bartlett WM: stealing a
mareit UptIll him and gut his revOlver
ha position to handle readily at the
exit ef the intruder epee what Ise con-
sidered Or wi..1)44 to rOltsiacr Ids own
1101161-01. rit•OrnIly the Iwo iln.111.• au.
ran.,..1 to the shop
-I mite.- %Hid the girl :elate it. Yen
are isoiling by refusing."
-lb. you -epitome I eouid mo-
ment among theac 1111.11 if they knew
you were furnishliw me with nbonry'r
the" dOtit know it."'
••%,ry well: I will take this. Next
Weil I Out 3:1.;!IX I., wets: with a pick
Mal shovel.'•
"You will do no 'well thing."
There Was the sound of a kiwi, anal
the mall stepped into the street.I
wat e es-ens; It Willi tale'964110r.11:
Unconscious of being observed for
lirtuirtrotig ...etude& a position where
be coult not be %rep—Arthur Huggins
wendest his way toward his rimm.
Armstrong followed bin' and when in
the eetir....r taf a bridge Herm.. the gulch
accosted him:
You ',white livered hypocrite"— 'he
was ls1wiii.g. but paused. A step
was heard sot the far end of the bridge.
and in a fen' moments Stephen Bart-
lett came up and was rPtIWIliZPli USD-
4,11'r the seirfleht.
rem Huggins aud Fox Arm
141N•M: together here at this lime of
mew Wien doses it mean?"
-That he has Oren skulking with
Molly 11rifton. which I don't permit."
-lie nag as good n right ism u yo any-
way," said Stephen.
You gbe nil- grist Joy in taking his
part.- leteed Annetmng. ean't
kill a Mall Wlill a WOOMI11.14 soul In
him, hut I ern take 'ewe .
The words were neverestinisht Had
be not h mad. toething of the contempt
for Bartlett that he had for the par-
sou he woanalld have tired tirst •n
talked afterward, Stephen knew fuN
Well that flrtng. and quick thing. Was
essential or he would be a dead man.
Armstrong dropped.
Molly tlrifitati heard the shot anal.
fearing that linggins might have Iota
waylaid, rushed upon the bridge.
"Stephen'. Arthur'. What does II
InPeln *:'•
-That dog.' said Stephen, "assumes
sole right to you. I have maintained
that Parson Miceli's or stay wan you
choose has an equal right."
...MIA 14 all my fault." (Teel Hug
gins bitietle as Molly is-matover the
wounded geml.ler to tie-al-at him. -Mol-
ly is thy %1Sif.r. I rams to neva-
er my health.. Having ne means. f
KUM at. in to return when she raise
out to help nit'.Knowitie that lb it
eonstnunity would not respect time for
beim, helped woman,lawoman,la. she took
anot her name and eoneeabsi onr rale.
tiom4u ii)."
'the neXt day the town of Piekville
was starticd with the news that Ste-
phen Barti-qt had downed Fox Arm-
stoma: and was going to marry Molly.
'11w rest of the story was not divulged.
MARAII PARKE TRIMMINC:11Abl,
ABOUT THE
NEW SUPERINTENDENT.
Led His Class at College.
His Success and Popular-
ity at Middlesboro.
Superinteteleto J. Ft. Taylor, who
succeeds Stipt. I. M. ItIeVartney as
superintendent of the Hoptionville
public seimole. is a native of Ken-
tucky. He is at grandson of Black-
stone Taylor. ante of tilt. iii.)14 suit-
uitanti:sh slid foreeful men western
Kentiteky isa his time.
Superbitetid. tat Taylor graduated
from the Southern ['Alain& Normal
college iii Ittre mei en* the rtrougest
member et the eines that 3-ear.
For a lorries' er five year's i iiii ned-
lately sm•ceeding he was viee tweet-
l'Unr. 1. R. TA V Lott.
a -gat Id West Kentucky Seminary at
Benver.Dam. Ky.. where his effi-
cient service's played au Importen t
part in bringing that Menotti  to
iv high ...tending. He realigned this
poeitiou to aecept the superintend el-
cy or the Middlesboro public schools,
from which place lie tentstis to Hop-
kinsville. His work at Middlesboro
Was all Un ',poker' success. .
He is at man ef fine attitude s.spien-
did perromil preeenee. and has ex-
hibited unusuni !net in deeding with
men. His friends predict for Mtn an
e • son sue-cot's in the suministras
t inn of the HopkInsville 'schools.
Since renehing this city Pref. Tay-
lor has nude ninny warm friends by,
his affable but digeilied bearing. He
inspressee one with the fact cleft he
is-a man who knows his business at
intends tat make it a success notwitIe.
attending the obstacles in the way -
I It was with many deep and sincereregrets than the people et Middles-
iboro contented for Prof. Taylor to
;keno- their city,
PEMBROKE ITEMS
Dr. J. It. Paine and Mrs. Maggie
T. Garnett were quietly married in
the preeeuce of only a few Intimate
friends and relatives at Pembroke
Wedneeday night at DIlin o'clock.
The earemony was pronounced by
'Rev. A. R. Bond, and as the affair
was very quiet there were no attend-
ants. Immediately after the cere-
mony 1)r. and Mre. Paine left for
points in the west via Chicago, and
will Iss att horne August 16th.
Dr.Paine is one of the leading phy-
sicians of Peinbroke as well as one
of its mood prominent citizens. The
bride is a lady possessing may ad-
mirable traits of character and is
very popular with all who know her.
The many friends of Mr. W. If.
Jernigan will tw glad to learn that
his condition has taken a tiurti for
the better tide morning.
Hen. John B. Brasher. of Hop-
kin* eounty, spoke in theinterest of
his candidacy for the Demok•ratic
nomination for congress. He spoke
iii the opera house, which was
etowdeal with- a very enthusiastic
audience.
The censtruction work of the Cum-
berland Telephone company is near-
ing eompletion. and the exchange
will then have over two hundred
subeeribers, snaking it one of the
best seconling to size of the town in
the territory of the company.
WERE RELEASED
Proof Not Sufficient To Hold
Federal Prisoners.
Dr. J. W. Aldridge and Ilaietiee
Blnekwell, of Clay. Webster tenuity.
were brought before I'. S. Commis-
sioner Harry Ferguson, Wednesday
by Deputy Marshal M. C. James, on
the eharge of being "retail liquor
dealers" without lieviug paid the
special tax required by law. The
evidence was not sufficient for their
detention and they were released.
The evidence showed that they were
druggists tad sold only a patent
medicine called *moan Bitters.
To The Asylum.
Th4. Paducah Register et yester-
day said:
'A young mini named Cieco, from
Livingston county, who had beets or-
dered to the asylum at Hopkinsville,
was brought here last evening by the
Evansville packet. He will be taken
to Hopkineville today.-
Jac* Russell's Body.
Dr. E. P. Russell has directed the
war department to ship the body of
his son, the late Jack •Russell home
as soon as p0Asitale. '-
,Exactly when the body will be
forwarded is not yet known. is the
THE ENCAMPMENT
WILL BEGIN AT MAM-
MOTH CAVE JULY 30.
The Hopkinsville Boys Will
Co There Aug. 9th For
Ten Days.
The annual State Guard encamp-
ment will he held at Mammoth Cave,
one of, the world's Wonders, begin-
ning July au and ending August 10,
111112. It is bemired to. make this
the most attractive and entertaining'
encampment yet held, and to this
end, the social feature,' during the
SICK MADE WELL:
WEAK MADE STRONG
-
1111ARvapus ELIXIR OF LIFE DISCOVERED
IT FAMOUS DOCTOR -SCIENTIST Test
CUltES EVERT KNOWN AILMENT
Weielertvi Cures Pre Affected Tsai Sera
Liks Miracles Performed-111a Secret
01 Lose Id. of Owes Ties**
Revived
Tao Ramsay Is Fr... To Al! wise lend
;sem, wad •dGrsaa
After rears of patient- study end
delvingInto the dusty record of the
past, as well as following modern ex-
periments in the realnueof Medical
science, Dr. James W. Kidd, MO
Bakes Building, Fort Wayne,
Indians.. makes t h e startling
announcement that he has surely
discovered the elixir of life. That
he is able with the aid of a myster-
ious compound known only to him-
self produced as a result of the years
he has spent in searching for this
encampment, will be (elite extensive.' .
Three "graini balls" will be given .
during each regiment's encampineih,
aside from the "hops- that will oe-
cur nightly, ne in ohonor of the
governor, one in honor of the adju-
tant general, and one in honor of the
officers of each regiment.
The satisfaction of viewing Main-
moth Cave, an education within it-
self, the pleasure of beating, fishing
and bathing. historic Green rivet,
together with the itunierous sedan
festivities, will make this an excep-
tional time for inekingthe trip.
war department usually keeps the The lowest rates ever given by the
DR. JAMES WILLIAM KIDD.
bodies of the dead heroes until there railroads of the state, will prevail prechttie life-giving boon, to cure
are enough to all a01810 returning daring the entire encampment, white any and every disease that is known
transport ship to San Francisco, to the human body. There is noequally an low rates will be given at
MODEST DEMANDS
Chas. Cox Just
Clothes and Cold Watch. !August and remain ten days during
_
doubt of the doctorts earnestness in
the hotel, and for cave fees. making his claim and the remark-
1 The Third.reginient—of which the able cseemsuresto thatarheht dally out setffectinvg
Hopkinsville company is a member His theory which he advances is one
Wanted of reason and based on sound exper-
-will go into camp on the 9th (lay of knee in a medical f
.An Earlington press dispatch has
the following to say lir regard to a
young maia who was brought to the
asylum here Tuesday :
-Charles Cox, who claims Cadiz.
Ky., as hishome. came Earlington
a few days afire and secured work
with the St. Bernard Mining com-
pany. He had been working three
or four days when his colaborers
noticed him acting strategeIy. Mon-
day morning he went to the St. Ber-
nard office and tusked for a suit of
clothes and a gold testate Bookkeep-
er Paul Price saw there was some-
thing wrong* with the man aud hu-
mored him by saying "he would fix
him-up as soon its he had time. •
Cox thers went down stairs mud start-
ed up the Bernaley road on a (lead
ran and ran all the way to Barnsley,
where he fell exhausted. The city
inarehel of that place brought him
over to F:arliugtasit and turned him
over tat Marshal Snlith, who carried
him over to Madisonville to be tried
for lunacy. He was tried this morn-
ing, declared insane and sent to Hop-
kinsville on the afternoon train. His
hither. who was present at the trial,
wished-to take the boy honie,but the
court would nbt permit him."
- -
-LIKED ICE CREAM
Louisville Negro Crazed By
Eating Only a Callon.
The Louisville Times says: ••Antos
Bridgewater, eolored, akred 'sixteen.
ate a gallop au f ice eream Ft Way and
lie was sent in irons to the asylum.
He developed violent 'symptoms Im-
mediately after eating the cream.
Bridgewater was a freshman at the
colored high school. amid IMO quite
bright. He WAS in the county court
during the itiquest. He is quite
wild, imagining lie is the mayor. the
goventer. Jesus Clarist, the police.
Theodore Romievelt and a mon-
the encampment many Ilopkinsville
people will kill two birds with one
stone—visit the boys and see the
•
cave at the same litne.
The state militia will be under ob-
ligations to the L. tit N. for the mans-
comforts they will enjoy, for the L.
& N. haw taken upon itself the task
of arranging everythiug at the cave
before their arrival.
' The Second regiment . goes to the
cave on July 31) to stay ten days.
People from all over the state
should and doubtless will tske ad-
vantage of the low rate and, visit
this great natural wonder between
July 30 and Aug. le.
--es- 
---st --
p ersonal Notes
From 1 huniday's daily
Frasier Williams. Tom Terry. Irv-
ing Frateier and Tom Trahern,
Christian oeuuty, came down to the
dance at the cave last night and •
spent the night in the city. Mrs.
Wolfe, and daughter. Miss F.:mma,
of Main street. left today for a visit
to Mrs. Irving Davie, in Kentucky
Miss Adelis Clifton. who has About eighteen months ago. while
been visiting Mrs. J. J. Hamlett, E. U. Fordyce was postmaster at
left this morning to attend the BoWling Green. burglars entered the
°teachers' assiociation at Monteagle.—
Clarksville Timee-Journid. 
postoffiee there, cracked the safe and
secured about $4000 in stamps and
Mrs. Elizabeth Keegan hap. gone to money. A postoffice inspector in-
Winchester, to visit relatives. -
vestigated and reported on the mat-
: M re. Geo. W. Phelps has returned ter. and as nothing else was heard of
from n visit to her parents in Owens-
hero. t until Mr. Fordyce had retired from
practice o ' many
years. It costs nothing to try' his
remarkable "Elixir of Life,- as he
calls it. for he sends it free to any-
one whe is a sufferer, in sufficient
quantities to convince of its ability
to-cure so there is absolutely no risk
to run. Some (Ve cures cited are-
very remarknb , tal but for reliable
witnesses woul lardly be credited.
The laine have thrown away crutch-
es and walked after two or three trials
of the rentedy. The sick given up by
home doctors have been restored to
their families and friends in perfect
health. Rheum/Ulan', neuralgia,
stomach, heart, liver, kidney. blood
and skin diereses disappear as if by
magic. Headaches, backaches, ner-
vousness, fevers, consumption'
coughs. colds, asthma. catarrh.
bronchitis and all affections of the
throat, lungs or and vital organs are
easily-overcome in a space of time
that. Is simply marvelous.
Partial paralysis, loconsoter ataxia
dropsy, gout, scrofula and piles are
quickly and permanently removed.
It purifies the entire system, blood
and tissues, restores normal nerve
power, circulation and& state of per-
fect health is produced at once.
l'o the doctor all systems are alike
and equally affected by this great
"Elixir of Life." Send or the rem-
edy today: It is free to every suf-
ferer. State what you want to be
cured of and the sure remedy for it
will be sent you free by return mail.
4ths(1-441ww-ly .
--•••••••••••--
Uncle Sam Wants $4,000.
! Miss Ciabrella Banks. who has,
beet, the guest of Miss Rosalie Oreett, j
has returned to her home in Mender-
sou.
Mrs. Ira L. Smith has returned'
from is visit to Humholt, Tenn. 
_
Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Peyton have
returned from a three weeks visit to
Providence, R. I. •
Mrs Polk Canister is visiting in Pa-
dlleall.
Mr. Charles O. Prows'. is s isting
friends in Nashville.
Mrs. Wooten,' of Texas. is the guest
of Mrs. Barbee near town.
key:- I Mr. Eton Zimmer, of St. Louis, re-
rest nting the Holwo.od Cash Regis-
The jump from the Roosevelt to .1
• ter Co.. is here for a fei• days visit-
the nionkey hien is not P411 great Its jug his parent*. Mr. and Mrs. N.
the ethers. Zimmer. His wife accompanied him.
..•••
Former Resident Dead
Mrs. Stolle Carmen died at Cliften
Springs, Tenn.. Saturday. where she
had gone for her health, after an ill-
ness et only a fewdnys. She was for-
merly Mrs. Henry lieszley,of Lafay-
ette. and was univereally populist tit
that neighleirhood.
.A.• 'X° CIO
Hoarser Ile KIM You Rae Arens keit
Itt,ouitsrs
of .4144e
• --esells
A. NI. Henry and two children left
today for Dawson.
Mrs. Philip WoslInce,of Padueatti is
visiting Mrs. Matilda Wallace. ton
16th street.
Sem Frankel left yesterday: for
line-son Springs for a few.days stay.
II has M innie Mallory Chamblise.
of Virginia.. it. visiting Miss F.:vie
Nasal on S. Virginia St.
I .11."— -It For the la-tat bread and the
best cakes, pieln and fancy, go to
Ranhold's Bakery (.n oth street opp-
office. it was supposed the matter
was settled, but it seems Mitt it was
not. The department at Washing-
ton has demanded of Mr. Fordyce,
who now lives‘itt Tuscaloosa. Ala.,
that he make good to the govern-
tnent the $4,001, and he refusing to
pay, demand has been made on his
bondsmen for the amount. They are
Capt. C. G. Smaillsonse, Dr. A. C.
Wright and Thomas N. Fordyce, of
Bowling Green. It is said the
bondsmen will also resist the pay-
ment on the ground that they. are
not responsible because the money
was lost through burglary.
-
A. Y. L. I.
The As You Like It club will meet
Friday afternoon at 5 o'clock with
Mrs. C. K. Wyly on South Virginia
street.
A Moonlight.
- —
A moonlight picnic ettended by
fifteen couples of young people. was
given at the home of Mr. W. B.
Blanc, at Pee Dee, a few nights ago
It was a highly enjoyable affair.
Clt AIL AN •&• CI1 R. X AL..
Bain the Tilltladho Haw Awn 111411
°site Methodist church. Agent for 8
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:
•-•
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KILLING IS 'JACK RUSSELL WHAT BAXTER
MYSTERIOUS IS DEAD IN THE WILL PROPOSE
PHILIPPINES, TO CITIZENS
FRANK WHITE SHOT NEAR
LAFAYETTE.
IT IS A STRANGE CASE.
His Brother Claims He Was
Fired on From
Ambush.
PROBABLY AN ACCIDENT.
Frank White was shot and killed
Saturday night near Lafayette.
Mystery envelops the tragedy.
Who was his slayer?
Was his death lite to assassination
or accident?
Was he murdered by an
person from ambush?
Did Johnny Knight shoot him?
Did he shoot himself?
Or was he accidentally
his brother John White?
These are some of the questions
that Lafayette people have been ask-
ing.
The verdict at the inquest was that
young White was killed by a person
unknown.
But common opinion inelities to
the theory that the fatal bullet (fame
from the pistol of the dead man's
brother, though it is not doubted
that the weapon was unintentionally
discharged. The devotion of the
White boys to each other was well
known. Their deep attachment had
often been remarked, and as far as
practicable they were inseparable.
Frank was twenty-eight years old.
and John about thirty-two.
Saturday the brothers attended a
barbecue at Big Rock, Tenn. They
started to return home that
Right. After going fir* to
the residence of their father,
Mr. Ruck White, they drove in their
buggy toward Frank White's home
where they expected to spend the
night. About 930 o'clock. John
White galloped into Lafayette on the
horse, having cut its harness .loose
from the shafts. He was greatly
excited, and with all possible haste
summoned Drs. J. F. Stone and J. J.
Ezell telling them that Frank White
had been murdered. According to his
unknown
killed by
veralub of the k iiiui. be was asleep
in the buggy anti his brother was
driving. When they reached a point
In the road half a mile from Lafay-
ette he was awakened by hearing
the report of a pistol, and he believed
that they had been fired on by some
one who was concealed in the corner
of the fence by the side of the road.
His brother said: "John, I am shot.
I am dying. Kiss me!" John said
he kismet! his wounded brother anti
then lifted him to the ground. Cut-
ting the horse from the buggy he
sped for doctors. John had been
drinking heavily and was considera-
bly under the influence of liquor
when he readied Lafayette.
Drs. Stone and Ezell accompaniee
him to the scene of the shooting. On
the way there they met Johnny
Knight, a youth well known ta
everybody in the nicinity.
When White saw the boy he cried:
"You killed my brother!" Pulling
his pistol. he flourished it as if he
were going to shoot Knight. He was
disarmed. John wildly accused oth-
ers of the shooting.: K night had no
difficulty in establishing an alibi.
The physicians proceeded to the
place the body lay•and made an ex-
amination. Life was extinct. The
ball had penetrated the left side.
and, ranging upward, passed through
the unfortunate young man's heart.
They found that the powder front the
pistol had burned through the elothes
to the flesh, showing it must have
been fired at very close range.
The body was removed to the late
dwelling of the deed man. His wife,
who was formerly Miss Davidson. is
popular young lady of Lafayette,
was in this city with her five-months-
old baby visiting Mrs. Lucy Sum-
mers, her aunt. The family had re-
tired when an attempt to communi-
cate the terrible news by talephone
was tnade, and the bell did not awak-
en them. Dr. C. K. Wyly. a neigh-
bor, was telephoned the facts from
Lafayette and he conveyed the in-
formation to the young wife. She
was prostrated by the shock and sor-
row, and it was three o'clock Sunday
morning before she could be taken co
her home in which her dead husband
An inquest conduct' ti by Justice of
the Peace J. F. Dixon, was held on
the remains, and the verdict was
that Frank White came to his death
by being shot by a person unknown.
Frank's pistol was found in his
pocket. One chamber was empty.
John's pistol had four empty eham;
hers.
Funeral services were conducted
by Rev. Mr. Pate, Mind the body was
interred in the new cemetery, near
Lafayette.
It is not likely that the full details
of the deplorable tragedy will ever
be known.
•CADIZ CON-
FLAGRATION.
lowing anything to be brought out.
, The Bank of Cadiz building, at the
opposite end of the square, had burn-
A S70,000 FIRE AT TRIGG'S 
eli in the meantime. This was one
of the handsomest two-story brick
CAPITAL. business houses in the city.
Besides the business houses sever-
al persons had rooms rented over the
different buildings for sleeping
rooms, offices, etc.
Drs. Meriwether and Cheatham,
dentists, located over Cobb's furni-
ture store, saved most of their instru-
ments, but lost office fixtures to the
amount of $100 with no insurance.
A. F. Frazer and Harry Robinson
roomed over the bank. They saved
a large part of their possessions but
their toes will reach $30 with no in-
scrance. Ben. D. Terry. insurance
agent. office over batik, loss pemo: flu
Insurance.
The heaviest loss outside of the
business houses was sustained by
Hon. Jas. B. Garnett. He owned
one of the most valuable libraries in
this section which was in a room
over the bank. 'Fhis was entirely con-
sumed. Loss ;1500 with no insur-
ance. Mr. Garnett was in Dawson
at the time.
Drs. /Bane & 'Bane. in the rear of
the bank, saved most of their instru-
ments but lost about $•Z worth of
office furniture with no insurance.
The lose to the business houses wae
as follows: Rank of Cadiz, building
and fixtures. PLUM with SLUM insur-
ance: brick building occupied by M•
J. Rawls and .,wned by Mile W. Is
Dunn, worth t2.0u0 with $1,200 Insur-
ance: stock of wines and, liquors
owned by M. J. Rawls, $3,500, with
$2,0110 insurance'; J. J. Garton.
building and &stock of dry geode,
valued at $5.01at with Mout/ insur-
ance; frame building occupied by II.
M. Garton A Sen. owned by Messrs.
Will and Harry e ty,eleti. valued at
111,5“0 with $1.1s10 insurance; builtiiimg
occupied by F. P. Cobb am I 0., ewneel
by B. Goodwin, $2,7,00 with $1.-
0i10 insurance ;stock of furniture. etc..
owned by F P. Cobb & v al ued
at $4,500 with $2,403o insurance; the
loos sustained by Wm Lynch on se-
' count of thieves a III be nomething
like $600; hotel building contains the
store rooms occupied by Wm. Lynch
and Cowherd it (happell. and cover-
ing nearly half of the square, owned
by Hon. Jas. B. Garnett and Mr. B.
F. Goodwin, valued at $12.151) with
416.000 insurance: J. It. ate sander,
breakage of teit.•! furnitur••. tjA NI C t
no insurance.
WORST KNOWN THERE.
Hotel, Bank and Several Bus-
iness Houses Were
Consumed.
THE INSURANCE IS LICHT.
Cadiz was visited by the most de-
structive fire in it./ history Sunday,
the flames making a total wreck out
of one whole square on Main street
containing seven of the largest busi-
ness houses in the town and the
Cadiz hotel. The losses aggregate
170,000, with $16,700 insurance.
The fire was first discovered about
3 o'clock yesterday morning by Mr.
Alex Randolith, who is a salesman
In the dry goods store of M. H. Jessie
on the opposite side of the street.
He was sleeping over Jagoe's store
and when he first saw the fire it was
only a comparatively small blaze in
the saloon of N. J Rawls but by the
time tie reached the street and gave
the alarm the whole, eiterior of the
room was in a blaze and nothing
could be done toward saving the
stock of wines aniti liquors. Mr.
Rawls and his younger brother were
asleep in their room upstairs over
the saloon and did not waken until
the stairway was on fire. They were
forced to cut a rope front the eleva-
tor and lower themselves front one of
the windows. They did not save
any of their clothicg or valuables,
Mr. Rawls losing a handlionie watch
valued at $60 besides other articles.
Next to this building, which was a
two story buck, was the one story
train.' building occupied by Mr. J. J.
Garton, and containing a stock of
dry goods. while on the other side
was the building of the hank .,f
Cadiz which is the last building on
the square in that direction. The
fire might possibly have been eon-
fined to the Rawls building if time
wall next to Garton's had not col-
lapsed and fallen directly on the
frame :building. This caught im-
mediately. as also did the bank, and
there was never any chance after
this happened for the fire to be got-
ten under control. Mr. J J. Garton
did not save any of his stock at all as
the building was crushed like an egg-
shell under the mass of fallen briek
and caught fire immediately.
The next building in the path was
the hardware establishment of H. M.
Garton & Son. They were aloe in a
one story frame building but they
had time to remose most of their
stock and their lose is very small.
The two story brick building occu-
pied by F. P. Cobb & Co., dealers in
furniture, etc. caught next. Mr.
Cobb locked his doors as soon as the
flames reached his 'building and
would not allow any of his good, to
be moved, preferring to have them
burned entirely rather than suffer
the breakage.
The store room in the hotel build-
ing, occupied by Win. Lynch earry-
ing a stock of merchandise, soon
caught from Mr. Cobtee bumbling.
He also managed to remove his
stock but thieves stole a large
amount front the piles in the street.
Nearly all the furniture in the ho-
tel was removed, but the loss on act-
eount of breakage will be very heavy.
The grocery of Cowherd & Chap-
was the last bnilding on the
block in this direction and it wan
I The fire hurried from :; ''lick until
9:30 yesterday teeming. Thd•re is a
. small system ester work- in the
town but the prd.seure as net suffi-
cient to reach the me•cde;(1 -tory win-
dows. Thie was abatitioneei ery
early and the citizen* fought the fire
with the old style bucket brigade.
The glass in the stores on the op-
posite side of the street *ere nearly
all shattered by the explosion of a
can of powder in the mere of Cobb &
Co. Loaded shells and cartridges,
which were carried by several firms,
were going off all the time but no
one was struck by any of the bullets.
Several persons had ,narrow es-
capes from the falling walls but be-
yond severe bruises anti scratches no
one was injured.
The vault of the hank assents to
hese withstood the fire very well
Th.• doors were not sprung any and
the officials think the contents wil
be found intact.
The citizens deserve great credit
for the heron. work they did, but
nothing short of a fire engine, and a
good one at that could have brought
the flames under control. It is a
wonder that they managed to save
the business houses on the opposite
side of the street. and the residence
,f Mrs. Trice.
The origin of the fire is an utter
mystery. It either started in the
PASSES AWAY AT MANILA
HOSPITAL.
WOUNDED IN BATTLE
Callant Young Patriot's
Death Will Cause Uni-
versal Sorrow.
SON OF DR. E. P. RUSSELL.
From Monday's daily.
Jack Russell is dead.
melaneholy new?: was received.
this morning by his father, Dr. E. P.
RusselLin a letter from a comrade of
the dead boy.
He passed away June 11 in a hos-
pital at Manila from the effeete of
wounds received in battle.
The announcement of Jack Rus-
sell's death will be read with the
deepest regret and sorrow not only
by his friends here but all over this
region, for he was one of the best
known and most popular young nien
In southern Kentucky.
He was about thirty years of age,
and bad lived since manhood in
Boa ling Green and Elkton where he
was engaged in the newspaper busi-
ness end practice of law. He was a
young man of splendid character and
tine intellect. Genial, generous, gal-
lant and brave he was loved and ad-
mired by everybody who knew hint
well.
Mr. Russell served through the
Spanish-American war as a member
of the Third Kentucky regiment,
and again enlisted as soon as trouble
in China was threatened He had
failed to pass the rigid physical ex-
a:nination each time, but by going
to Washington and personally lay-
ing the matter before the late Presi-
dent McKinley be obtained special
permits to join the army. His regi-
ment, the famous "Fighting Ninth
infantry," was under fire at Tien
where its commander, (:ol.
Liseum, was killed. When the troops
were iemoved from China the regi-
ment was sent to the Philippines
where it was in several important
engagements. in all of which the
young Kentucky soldier figured
prominently.
He was terribly wounded Oct. 16,
1901, in an attack made by boiomen
on a detachment of Company Ee
near Baug•aujou, on (Sanders river,
island of Samar.
There were only forty-six men in
the company and they were sur-
rounded by five hundred bolonaen.
Ten of the soldiers were killed out-
right and a number badly wounded.
Reenforeementsarrived on the scene
in time to prevent further slaughter
and routed the enemy, killing over
one hundred of them. At. the first
onslaught young Russell was fright-
fully wounded by a bolo, but he suc-
ceeded in getting his gun and, lying
in his own blood, helped hold the
natives at bay until aid arrived. It
is known that lie killed five of time
Filipinos and his words of cheer to
the men shout him and his unerring
aim had much to do with winnieg
the fight for the Americans. He
was so badly injured by the savage
thrusts of the bolo that it was found
necessary to amputate his leg.
He stood the operation apparently
well, and it was hoped that he would
soon be able to return home. Dr.
Russell was expecting to :hear any
day that he had sailed for the United
States and was totally unprepared
for the dreadful intelligenee that was
contained in the letter ilgi received
today.
SICK MADE WELL:
WEAK MADE STRONG
MARVELOUS ELIXIR Of LIFE DISCOVERED
BY FAMOUS DOCTOR.-SelENTIST THAI'
CURES EVERY KNOWN AILMENT
alesdertul Cure: Are Affected That Seem
Liles MiresIts Performed—the Seers,
Of Long Lite Ul °teen firers
Revived
The Semodr Free To All Wy,,
Nam, And Addr••••
send
After years or patiealt srucly and
delving into the dusty record of the
past, as well ISA followhig 1.0.elern ex-
periment!' in the realms of medical
science, Dr. .lifIllete W. Kidd. 2420
Bathes. Building, Fort Wayne,
Indiana.. makes t h.' startling
annotineement that he has surely
discevered the of life.. That
be is able with the aid .if a teyeter-
tome eompound knewii only to him-
self pnehiceel as a result of the ..ears
he his.. -pent eearehing tot this
lt hscl-athww-ly
es • es
Pills give cleor skin, rosy cheeks, WANTED.—A boy or girl a
t each
soon enveloped in flames. Mr. Chap- 
rich complexion. 25e at Anderson postoffice in the county. 
Write for
pelt followed the example of Mr. tek
 Fowler's, L. L. Elginas J. O. our offer at onc
e. Address New Era
Cobb and locked ids doors, not al- Cook'
s and C. K. WY17.61- Co. Hopkinsville, Ky.
DR. JAMES WILLIAM KIDD.
precious life-giving boon, to eure
any and every disease that is known
to the hums!' body. There is red
doubt of the doctor's earnestness ill
making his claim and the remark-
able cures that he lie daily effeeting
seems to bear him out strongly.
His theory which he advances is one
of reason and baited on sound exper-
ienCe in a medical practice ed many
years. It costs nothing to try his
remarkable "Elixir of Life," as he
calls it, for he sends it free tee any-
one who is a sufferer, in settle-lent
quantities to convince of its • ability
to cure so there is absolutely no risk
to run. Some of the runes cited are
very remarkable, and but for reliable
witnesses would hardly be credited.
The lame have thrown ewer crutch-
en and walked after two or three trials
of the remedy. The sick given up by
home doctors have been restored] to
their families and friends in perfect
health. Rheuntatism, neuralgia,
stomach, heart, liver, kidney, blood
and skin diseases disappear as if by
magic. Headaches. backaches, ner-
voutmess, fevers, 1'0111411111pr ion'
coughs, colds, methane, catarrh,
bronchitis and all affections of the
throat, lungs or amid vi,tal organs are
easily overcome in a space of time
t hat is simply marvelous.
Partial paralysis, lereennoter ataxia
dropsy, gout, scrofula and piles are
quickly and pe•rtmonently removed.
It purifies the entire system, blood
basement or on the ground floor of an tissue's. re'
store's normni nerve
the saloon, near the elevator, but be- power. (-imitatio
n and a state of per-
,
yond this nothing is known. eet lieelth 
is produced at 11111.1.,
Ti, he doctor all eystems are el i ke
and equally affected by this g,remit
What's Your Face Worth? 1"1,;16,,,. or Life.- Send for the rem-
Sometimesis fortune. but never, If edy today
. It is free to every set-
a • ferer. State what you want to be
you have a sallow complexion,
patches 
cured of and the sure remedy for it
jaundiced look, moth will be sent you free by return mail,
blotches on the skin—all eigns of liv-
er trouble. But Dr. King's New Life
.s...4406440akigiassitiwa,,,,,,sesselleisaasearsir
sikuisssJses
WANTS US TO CIVE RICHT
OF WAY
AND TERMINAL GROUND
Not Certain Tennessee Cen
tral Is Coming.
WHAT THE PAPERS SAY.
Apperently the pub-
lished in the Clarksville papers to
the effect that it had been definitely
decided to extend the Tennessee
Central railroad to a junction with
the Minting Central in this city was
premature. According to the Nash-
ville newspapers, this road will come
here only under certain conditions.
The Nashville News says: Noth-
ing has been done yet relative to
making a choice between the three
routes which the Tennessee Central
will follow in making entitle-ethic'
with the Illinois Central. President
Baxter said this morning that he
and Mr. Chapman would surely take
the proposed trip over the routes in
question next Monday, and would
then perhaps be in a position to
make announcement of selection.
The three points of connection
that have been surveyed are Hop
kinsville, Eddyville and • Gracey.
The Hopkinsville people went the
road badly. President Baxter field
that should the people of Hopkins-
ville grant the road rights of way,
and terminal grounds that oily would
probably be chosen as the junction.
This va-oulti make time road from
Clarksville to the Illinole Central
thirty-seven tniles in length. By
Oracey the railroad would be shout
a mile longer, and to run up u; Eddy-
ville would require prof/ably twenty
tnilets more of road to he construct-
ed. '
The Nashville American says:
The Tennessee Central announced
that the connection with the Hlinois
Central will be made at Hopk ins-
ville if a right of way through that
place, favorable terminal facilities
and enough money to erect a credita-
ble depot are given the railroad com-
pany. President Baxter has made
such a proposition, and will go to
flopkinsville soon to take the mat-
ter up. He announces that unless
lopk iney ille gives the things he Asks
the connection will be made at Gra-
ces.
The Nashville Banner says: The
Tennessee Central will probably
form its junction with the Illinois
Central at Hopkinsville. President
Jere Baxter has proposed to the citi-
zens and authorities of Hopkinsville
to come to that point from Clarks-
ville on condition that favorable ter-
minal facilities are given him. Ile
asks that the city give him the right
of way and enough money for the
erection of a creditable depoL This
proposition was made sometime last
week, and, it is understood, is looked
upon with favor. President Baxter
will go to Hopkinsville within the
next week, and the matter will be
taken up actively.
Tbe line to Hopkinsville from
Clarksville has been projected, and
Is the one printed on the map in the
Tennessee Central folder as the pros-
pective connection with the Illinois
Central.
-It will not be followed, however,
unless Hopkinsville grants the re-
quests made of it." said President
Baxter. ••A junction at Gracey
would be practically the same for
the purposes of the Tennessee Cen-
tral, and the road may go there."
Two corps of engineers under Chief
Engineer Gumetav Bottiger will lo-
cate the line between Clarksville
and Hopkinsville at once, and it is
now the plan to construct the road
between Nisei-wine and Clarksville,
and between Clarksville and the
junetion with the Illinois Central at
the same time.
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BAD
DICESTION
Imperfect digestion Is more
serious and far-reaching in
its elect than is generally
understood. This stale 01
health is like an open gate-
way to disease because
germs that may be in the
air we breathe at once seize
such an opportunity to
attack the vital organs
They slowly undermine the
strength ime energy, and •
collapse come•—deunliy at •
time when a strong healthy
body ill most needed.
PRICKLY
ASH
BITTERS
is a bur reguiating twin_
which fitters through the
body. casting out injurious
matte r, stimulating mhs
disc-e.t.a and nourishing
a n d strengthening every
weakened part. It also purl-
des the blood, sharpens the
appetite and creates energy.
• In this way it restores the
systeni to per.:ct order.
fur lreedular bowl no.,
swot.. re.notlpalsor
be•ch.n.1, foul
b A, .04 • •
due ta ii, ligeo..• or .•6-
111,11.4.••11 a dre 5,
k y 201 31,111.6, 1. •
Co re
SOLD AT DRUGGISTS.
R. C.
Loo Per Bottle.
Hardwick, Special
Good Horse Sense
will tell you that old eggs and glue are not things
you want to eat; yet some coffee roasters glaze
their coffee with such things. Not no with
, Lion Coffee
It's just pure, unadulterated, undisguised coffee;
never covered up with any glazing of any kind.
000
Ualform quality and freshness •re insured by the sealed package
.6
KENTUCKY LEADS
ALL STATES IN TOBACCO
C R C) Wi N C.
It Is Third In Output of the
Manufactured Pro-
duct.
FROM DAY TO DAY_ • A bulletin issued by the United
true story of an aucident of  
of Candidate John it.
Couldn't Brasher'sbuslawback-
Vote For tug trips in North
Brasher. Christian is going the
rounds, and is causing
much aninsenneet. Tito Hopkins
(empty man tackled a well known
old Democrat for his vote.
"John." was the reply, "you arc A
good enough fellow, I reckon, but I
can't vote for you this time."
"What's the mammon you can't?'
"'Jell, you see, its this way: You
are too dern ambitious. Just a few
months ago you got elected county
clerk, and now here you are running
for 'Congress. Suppose we'd send you
to V: aehington. I t wouldn't he ttmrete
months before you'd want to quit
your job as congressman and rim for
president."
Prof. Ricloird H. Wilson. formeris
of this city, author
Julian of "Mazel," emend-
Hawthorne. ing the summer at
St. Maureles-Foseete,
Seine, France, and will resume his
chair of romance languages at the
University of Virginia next fall.
Prof. Wilson's HopkInsville friends
will read with interest what so turn-
potent a crItii as Julian Ilawtherne
says of "Maid."
The quality of humor in the book
has nut been equalled in our genera-
tion: It is of the sphere of Sterne land
Cervantes, and is also independent
and origiuel. Its virility is refresh-
ing. The author's education and
general powers make his future /mai-
ne•nee certain, when emnbitied with
this rare Imummoun gift—so utterly
different from our emitemporary out-
put."
Here's bow the talented editor of
the Dawson "Oracle"
A Thrilling ui:liagtitbi:ze
thmst
Scene. 
,
horning ft l welling
there: •• Early ,NVednesday morn-
ing while all Dan stun springs
was embraced in the arms of Mor-
phus, a succession of ringing shots
and cries of fire rang out on the still
morning atmosphere. 'People hur-
riedly put on their clothing and Hush-
ed into time streets tem ascertain the
cause of the alarm, a hen it was,
learned that Dr. A. G. Darby's; new
residence was on fire. The fiend had
gained considerably headway before
it was discovered."
Following are some notes from
• 
a would-be New Era
How They
Write- - wrou, them in gond
eorreepondens h 11
faith front a flourish-
, Mg community in Christian county:
-They had a grand party at Mr.
Willie 's Sat:night. Then
fellowe ti list of thomie who -went
; 'softie" With one another.
"Miss  has a new bow.
-The three young mei' from boulen
green are hatelien at Kelley.
"Miss has took the big
head over mothing.
-Mr is very low at this
rit!%ari.. ss
 
 
--is a nice little flint'
; There are a desert 11111)fel items like
these.
William H. Moody. secretary
of the United States
Moody's navy, oontributes to
Suggestion tze.irouNcyinsguaerirleortn
-What a Young Man Should Read
Today." Mr. Moody believes heartily
in every man's accumulating all-
brary of the best books. He strong-
ly advises the perusal of a good news-
17;z:every tiny. in the following%0
Every man should read one good
newspaper each day. I do not mean
of course., that he should read every-
thing in it, but he should go over the
entire contents, carefully making his
selectiotis and reading attentively
the articles which give promise of
being helpful or instruciive. The
weekly, and, more particularly, the
monthly reviews nee also of great
value, from the fact that they famil-
iarize their readers with current his-
tory—which, after all, Is the must
important history—while at the :saint!
time possesmiug some advantages
over the daily newspapers. because
the editors are not compelled to ac-
cept first reports, and al(k) have op-
portunity to correct any inaccuracies
which may creep into intrriedly pre-
pared discussions of subjects. Never-
theless. these reviews must ever but
supplement the daily newspaperisfor
we are not content, in this age. to
wait until the end ot time month for
our news.
General Storo of Major &
Son Destroyed.
BEVERLY FIRE, lUmmission, f'sSALE.
From Monday% Dane.
The general store of G. H. Major &
Son it Beverly was totally destioyed
by fire about 5:30 this morning.
There was no one in the store when
the fire started. Mr. Majorv and a
eustomer were standing out in front,
and.the blaze began in the rear of
the building. The loss will amount
to about POE with $1.0110 insurance.
The building was the property of
Mr. Rob' Adams. Resides the store.
seven rural free delivery mail boxes,
which were just in front of the store.
were consumed together with their
contents.
—.all" • •••...- -
Commissioner's
SALE
Chiistian Circuit I otirt. Kentucky.
Columbia Finance & Trust
Co., asaegigatianeest, I
- Equity
S. C. ilannin. „
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian Circuit Court,
rendered at the September term
thereof. iS99. in the above cause I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the
comma home door in Hopkinsville.
Ky.. to the highest bidder at public
auction on Monday, the 411k clay of
August, l9(I2, at II o'clock a. nis or
thereabout being County Court day
upon a credit of six months the bil-
lowing descritwel property, to-wit:
A eertain house amid lot situated he
Hopkinsville. Christina, county, Ky.,
on the east side of Liberty streetand
is bounded as follows:—Beginning at
a stake on the east edge of Liberty
street, said stake stands in tite direst-
Lion /4. 22% W. tiats feet from the F.
W. corner of a is acre lot sold anti
conveyed by F.. A. Stites to Alice J.
Tett. running thence parallel with
Jackson street S. g7 L5 E. 284 feet to a
stake 011 A line with the Meat edge of
Clay street, thence with a line- on the
west edge oh said street S. t215 W.
4114 feet to a stake on the west etige
of said street, thence N. 67t  'W. 264
feet to a stake Iti the east edge of
Liberty street, thence with estat edge
of Liberty street N. 22m, E. 41,4 feet
to the begiaining. ano (entraining I,
of au acre.
Or sufficient thereof to produce the
owns of money ordered to be made,
amounting to $1.229.57. For the pur-
chases price the purchaser must exe-
cute bond with approved surety or
eeeurit le'*, bearing legal interest risen
the day of sale ',snit paid. awl hav-
ing the fume and effect of a replevin
mend. Bidders will be prepareel tie
comply promptly with theee terms.
ill ta'2tNiaster Commissioner.
FRANK RIVES,
Corn missionn
SALE,
Christine' Circuit Court, Kentucky.
Sfathew Layne's ExCe,
Against Equity.
James B. Hancock.
By virtue of a judgment and erder
or sale of the ( Tahitian Cireuit Court,
rendered at. time June term there'd,
19112. in the /above cause I Abell pro-
ceed to off r for sale at the court -
house door in Hopkineville, Ky., -to
the highest bidder, at piddle auction.
on Monday, the 4th day of Augmed,
1902, at II em'elock a. in., or e,e; ,'-
about, beim. County Coart day t up-
on a credit of six month"; he follow-
ing described property te wit:
A certain tract or parcel of land,
situated in the eameni portion of
Christian county, Ky.. en the Enid
Fork of Little River. and adjoining
the Renein Grey farm and the old
• • John tirahain farm"; and being the
same laud which a-as eonveyed -ts
the said James M. Hancock, by Rob-
ert Armstrong. by deed dated Aug.
11th., iiO4, and recoreed in the Chris-
Hata comity c'lerk's offiee iii Deed
Hook No. 67, page I/42, and contain-
ing 152 acres, more or less. err suffic-
ient thereof to produce the sums ef
money ordered to Is' made. amount-
ing to $lesii. For the purehase price,
the purchaser must execute bond
with approved surety or securities,
bearing legal interest from the day
of sale until paid, and having the
force and effect of a replevin bond.
Bidders will be prepared te comply
promptly with these terms.
Frank Rives,
Agt I JI9w8t Master Commies
:ismer
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
Alice Corneal, ffunrdisn • ke I
kitsliset Equity
R. Emmett Carnes! and
Eirell L. Carneal. • )
By virtue of a judgement and tirde
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
rendered at the June term thereof,
1902, in the above (emote I shall pro-
ceed-to offer for sale at the court
house door in Hopkimoville, Ky.. to
the highest bidder,at Public Auction,
on Monday. the ttli day of August,
leir2, at 11 e'clock a. ulster thereabout
(being County Cottrtdayt upon a cre-
dit of silt months the following de-
scribed property, to-wit:
A certain tract or parcel of load
lying and being in Christi/au county,
Kentucky. about five miles from
Hopitinsville, Ky., Slid about half
way between Hopkinsville and Pem-
broke, on what is. known as the Ed-
wards' Mill road, and on the south
side of the east fork of Little River
and beiiiir the saute land conveyed to
R. P. Carneal by W. M. Bronaugh by
deed recorded In Deed Book 7.3, at
page 291, of the Chrititian county
clerk's office, and therein supposed
to contain 12)4 acres ;nor.. or less, ex-
cept lin acres sold off the east side by
said IL P. Corneal to T. L. Graham
by deed recorded in said clerk's office
in Deed Book 74 at page 389. By re-
cent survey the said land contains
6147„ acres, and for a more complete
description of said land by meet-sand
bounds, reference, is here made- to the
said decree. f ;
The said land is to is...field foe' the
purpose of rehavesting the interests
of the infant defendants herein in •
home in Pembroke. Ky., and will lie
sold free (rein all ineumbt a cast.
For the purchase price, tile
purchaser muet execut e bond
w.th approv..d surety .or securi-
ties, bearing legal inteiest from the
day of sale mitti paid, and having
the forme. and effect of a Replevin
fiend. Bidden( will be prepared to
comply premiply with these teams.
JOHN C. DUFFY, .
States census beireeet rebottle tee the
manufaseture of tobseco ;Meeses the
tobacco product for Lena at ens 182.'275
pOunds.
Kentucky. North Carolina, ‘'ir-
ginia, Ohio suet *Pewee:nee. in the os-
deo. named. were the greened five to-
bacco growers, whosie esombineet crop
was 679,791,15)0 pounds. or 7S.3 per
cent of the entire production. ,Ke.em-
tucky al • prod steed 36.2 per cent of
the entire crop in the United States.
Time genesis of American tobacco
culture was in t'irginia, wed that
state exces•ded atmy ether iii quantity
grown emit 1871i, when Kentueky
took first place'.. .4einotig time leading
producers North Carolina 14110tred
ttla greatest percentage or increase
for the decade between the eleventh
and twelfth censuses and in 11MO
ranked second in quantity grown,
t'irginia being third. The total pro-
duction of the United States was
valued at $56.91t1.003, or ate average of
6.6 cents is pound. This was grown
from 1,1e1s4tti acres of land, distribut-
ed among 3t5tal7 farms, the average
crop being i1la.2 pounds per acre.
Kentucky produced2t49,0150
pounds.
During the year theetate manufac-
tured 66.137.660 cigars and cigarettes,
thn number of. cigarettes belug Deis
000. The number of cigar factories
was ISO; the capital employed. $1,-
105,3413; average number of wage
earners, 1,349; wages paid. $351.004;
miscellaneous es x pent:004296,11Ni cteit
of materials, $514.943; seine of pro-
ducts. .506.559.
The chewing and stnoking tobacco
establishments were fifty-nine in
number; capital employed.$3.485,793;
number of wage-earners, 3.1S7 ; wages
Paid, $850,018; miscellaneous expen-
ses, $7.182,022; cost of materials. $.1,-
221.257; 'value of products, 04,948,192.
According to the bullet he the great-
est five, producers were Missouri,
North Carolina, Kentucky, Virginia
and New Jersey, in the order named.
These states together produced
206,663,178 pounds, or 68:7 per cent of
the total output of the -United Stetted.
They do not quite correspond in rel-
ative position with time five states
which are first in value of products.
because of the difference In the form
and value of their manufacturent.
St. Louie, Louisville, Winston, N.
C.; Richmond, Va.;- Middleton, 0.;
Jersey City, N. J.; Martinsville,Va.;
Petersburg, Va.; Danville. Va., and
Detroit. Mieh., were the leading ten
cities iti the manufacture of plug
chewing tobacco in 1900, arranged
according to the magnitude of their
production.
The number or stemmeries and re-
handling factories in 1800 was 98,
capital invested, $4,860.&29: cost of
materials used, 4.025,464;, value of
products, $5,467,360.
In 1900 there were eight states hav-
ing more than three establishments
each. The industry was largely
limited to the states. of Virginia,
Kentucsky, Ohio. Tettneasee and New
York, in that order. These live
states combined represented $17,098,-
056, icr 51.5 per eent of time total value
of products.
CP Ai. Erri" R. I AL.
Bears the he (Ind Yoe Have A limyr
lilignstese
If 14t.v
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Educate Wear Bowing With Convene,.
Candy Cattortic, cure constipation forever.
We. ze. c tad. druggists ref Old mosey.
cATAR RHU
eon sinet.i.vo
C13 MK TOM
CATARRH
ELY'S
Cream Balm
Easy 61111 311.,21..4t1
to WO-. ttintruns Lau
Uljurine's drug.
lt Is quickly absorb-
ed. calves Relief at
once. It Opens rind
Cleanses the NAMt
naassit.s attays in-
eftarnmation. Meals .OLD 'pi HEAR
and protects th- membrame Ite.rr,res the
Sense of fast, and ?smell. Large site AO eta
at druggists or by mull Trinbalae lO cent5
by marl
F H 601Ns'.iir‘roaraksit. 
Virginia College
For YOUNG LADIES
Roanoke, Va.
'pelts Sept is. net. ose of lb.' immune
mcbools for YOUng Ladle. in Hie /400h. New
buildings. pianos sou equipment. ['ampu-
tee acres. Grand mountain settisrey Is %Mild
ley of Va., famed for Wraith. European and
American teachers. Full te.uree. conver-
%Ivory advantaires in Art music and Elo-
cution. tuudents nese thirty Olives. For
c3talogne address
if A PT' l' ii A it utms, e'reildent.
)111-nw Itostriok.. "a
SENT FREE
Speciel Commiasioner, to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Corn missioner's tractCo of Beef
SALE.
(71aristiar Circuit Court, K entecky.
Zephin Childress. steuirelisin. •
ate' others.
against Equity
Harry N: Childrese awl
, others.
Rv viruie of a judgment and order
of male eif time Christian Circuit Court,
rendered at the February term there-
of. in time' above cause I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the. court
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
time hishest bidder. at public auction,
on Monday. the ith day 11 August,
1902, at 11 o'clock, a. tn.. or there-
about, (being (Stunts- Court day; up-
on a credit of six and twelve monthe,
time following demmeribeel property, to-
wit:
A certein treet pareel of hind.
situated in Chrietiton eminty. Ky.,
amid bounded as follows:'
Beginning at Street S. W. corner
et a tract of 100 acres sold by Saltiii-
stall told L li. rtilishaw; thence,ec S.
set., poke to a Stein" the
eriginal line of sitrvey ; theme. N. 1,,
E. 'N) poles to a Atone. in the line eif
Weavers' heirs; theme, N.891 W. 24
poles to a stake in the inkldIe• of the -
Ext
Book
PI 11 lig how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
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osteopathy; consisting of four terms
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Hunter Wood. Hun t er Wood Jr
Hunter Wood 41 Son,
Attys-at-Law.
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over Fainters' Bank.
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If You Dont Buy Your Clothing From
'
You Don't Buy Clothing Right.
Cettin
Ready 
-Inventory
417 AVOrt July 1st we will commence
tatting our semi-annual inventory
and we have
\Iv 160 Suits klPf I
,1.6,That we do not want to invoice.
We had rather close them out and
count the money. We prefer not to
carry over goods from one season to
another. Of course, you can stay
away from
.0.oIf you want to but you will be the
looser, not us.
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DAWSON SPRINGS.
RCADIA 11[OUSE
Dawson, Hopkins County. Ky.
LOCATIoN• 'Mese celebrated
 Chalybeate and Salt Springs
• are situated immediately upon the Louisville
& Memphis division of the Illinois Central railroad 
;Sinner's-
Chesapeake, Ohio and southwestern Railroad it; mil
es west of
Louisville Ky.. and 58 miles east of Paducah. Ky.
THE ARCADIA HOUSE 
wItlit\h-ew apancdi NeaotlyetEau,rnstaiinhiet,nig
MX) persons. The owners of the hotel are also owne
rs id the
Springs. and the guests of the Arcadia House have fre
e access to
the eprings without extra charge. Invalids should 
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ges to per-'
sons visiting these Springs. For pamphlets, etc.. appl
y to
N. .M HOLEMAN & CO., PROPS.
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lic June I st.
Bath Rooms And All,
Conveniences.
1\- rite fur further information.
E. Y. Pool &
Cerulean, Ky.
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with these terms.
FRANK RIVES,
wat Master t'ommissioner.
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46 TYPICAL I'nrielancrowd." said Dar.
reit. imlicating by
an alnmat impor-
p.eeptible gesture
the pa sating throne
upon the pose-
client -"always
animated. various,
full of life and color."
"Interestiug because interested." De-
Joined Gordon, slowly twirling his
wineglass by the stem-"interested iii
a vast range ot small matters, the tri-
fltng affairs of the moment."
"Not a bit like New York," Darrell
continued. "and always new to me.
Se those young fellows, clerks, I sup-
p se, going home. Would you see any
so light hearted on Breadwar? Why.
every mother's son of them would be
gnawing his mustache with fierce de-
termination. and if an hnneSt answer
could be bad you might ask one ques-
tion of fifty of them in succession and
get the same answer every time. •NV hat
are you thinking about?"lni think-
ing about a scheme to got hold of some
money.' And if two u talking it
would be of busineee of girls, perhaps.
once in hut of liusinese nine
times in ten. Look at the people sit-
ting around these tables" -
Darrell shifted his glance with the
last words, and there was a pane be-
fore he added in an altered and much
lower tone:
"Now, that's a little more like what
we're accustomed to see at home."
Gordon turned a cautions eye toward
a table upon their left.
"You mean." he said. "your Russian
friend and the black whiskered pirate
Who Is talking to him?"
Darrell nodded.
"From a snatch of their conversation
which I overheard," said Gordon. -I
judge that your friend has been losing
money M a gambling club and is aux-
Iona to return and lose some more.
The other is dissuading him."
"Then I beg the pirate's pardon.- re-
plied Darrell. "I thought he '-as try-
ing to tied Getehikoff a gold brick.
That's what reminded me of New
York."
"What's his name?" asked Gordon.
"1 didn't catch it."
"Ivan Getcbikoff," was the reply.
"He's the son of the governor general
of Stavropol, in the Caucasus, and colo-
nel In the czar's army. I met him
through Braybrook of the British em-!
bossy. He seems to be a gentleman.
'but be's no friend of mine. His so-
ciety is a little too thrilling for me in
My present state of nerves.-
Wanted you to assist at some sort
of a duel, didn't he?"
"Yes, but I succeeded in dodging it,"
said Darrell. "without getting into one
myself, as usually happens over here
when a fellow attempts to evade those
little social obligations. No more of
that mart of thing for me. Bob. there's
nothing in it, and nobody knows that
better than I do."
Gordon nodded several times slowly
and with a glance that may have tie-
trayed a trace of envy.
"You've had adventures in all quar-
ters of the globe," be said. "while 1-
well, I married early and settled down,
and I've been thoroughly happy," he
added almost defiantly.
"I shan't marry," replied Darrell,
"but I shall certainly settle down. In
fact, I have. I've seen a good deal of
hie in the last ten years. No dissipa-
tics, you understand, or as little as a
man can get along with. And really
It was all luck. Wherever I went
something was bound to happen."
"And If It didn't," rejoined Gordon,
"you made it. I know you, Jack. I
knew you through and through. Ad-
venture is your natural food. Was it
hick that got you-into that last awful
Jig in Wall street?"
"No; but it was luck that got me out
of It" said Darrell, with a laugh. "Up-
as my soul. Bob, I was near losing
every tent I had In the world. and
then-well, I think it was the winning
that broke me down. At any rate, I
was a wreck when the thing was all
cleaned up. I have the doctor's word
for it, and if my mother bribed the
doctor to say It why, so much the bet-
ter for the doctor-and for me if I take
his advice. 'Absolute rest,' he said,
and he was right. If a fire engine goes
by In these days. I turn my back to
avoid' the excitement, though there's
nothing nervous in the sight of a Paris
engine plodding along. But this man
Getchikoff is another proposition. Hel-
lo, be's getting out his checkbook! I
knew it was a gold brick game: Wait-
err
He took a passing servant by .the
sleeve and whispered to him:
"Lt that Russian gentleman asks you
for a pen and ink, don't get them. Do
you comprehend? This for yourself."
And he put some money into the fel•
low's hand.
Ten seconds later Getchlkoff was
asking for writing tools, and the oblig-
ing servitor was promising to fetch
them instantly. But he did not do it.
Getchlkoff had been drinking more
wine than was good for loin and had
passed into a condition where a friend
might prevent him from spending his
money foolishly by any deivice that
seemed adequate. He %dere at the
waiter for returning without the pen,
and it was while relievng his feelines
in this way that he first saw Darrell.
to whom his back had been te:•iii.d
when the two Anieriseurs -so dewa.
Arising.unstendlly. he apprea i
table, with extended haul.
Darrell slowly raised hi.. :tit a
glance of mild ettriosity quit.. ,•liaric-
teristic of him. Ile had the fii..e of a
student and a gently questioning man-
ner. He seemed a person of 1.•:-Iir••ly
and safe conclusions and en.' who took
a very serious view of all things great
or small. In reality his manner was a
mask and the man behind it a bora
Jester. Be was enlfeene at that !no-
no-ut the 4411.11.11, .1 117;4111,:7",..r the
derous. yellow Russian.
lug It meatally r Ilse its eine. ,oecy
that should set a ienti..r party of geed
fellows roaring,. Lit ne man could
have guessed it.
He gre•-ted Getehreeff with gravity
and Introdtivol 1:ot(101/. With the result
that the se-arthy and f•,rznidable indi-
vidual hitherto called -the pirate- was
summoned and presented. it Ill s':2
that be was a captain nit.1 i.e..* his
patronymic Was LUfliN10 v. Ife spoke
French like one long acenstoweil to its
Ube. anti the conversation offered DO
linguletic difficulties. It luid, indeed,
scarcely began when Getchikoff sud-
denly spied a stylographic pen in Dar-
rell's waistcoat pocket and requested
permission to use it. Thf• pen wa•
a Teri large one, nod a good three
Inches sr It protruded from the pocket,
so that It was quite conspicuous as
Darrell sat there with his mat thrown,
open-
"Pen" cried Darrell, annoyed by the
incident and determined to save Getchl-
koff from a folly If possible or at last
to avoid assisting him in the eemmio
*ion of it "That Isn't a pen: It's it
musical instrument."
And he put it to his 14,s ZIA 1.!1,• h.dds
SI flute. Getchikoff. whose Witt V•ere
by DO means 111.111% to (-reset
this fiction without 11114.-1:(11/. Indeed.
as Darrell knew, he A'.3.4 a man who
would believe anything of an Anierl-
ran, even to the eceentrielty of cat-
rylog a little flute in a waistroat pock-
et.
"It is munch used In my country," said
• Darrell politely. -Yen might almostcall It the national instrumeut."
"I never saw one before." replied
Getehlkoff, with perfect seriousness,
and the pest was In a fair way to litiSiv
successfully when Ladielov, leanieg
upon the table and looking keenly at
Darrell, said:
"I would give much to hear you play
upon It."
Gordon glanced at Ladielor in sur-
prise, being laced that the
man tool smug tut& °etch Ikeff
142s draping fac be had
,sieS* .
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CH. ER I. distinctly beard him speak agaiusithat
ceurse.
"Woruld you?" said Durrell. redden-
ing at this obvious attempt to put Ilium
in a difficulty. "Then you shall be
gt athirst."
And softly. but with a clear and very
agrecabh• tone, he played "Hail, co-
lumbia!" in a manner that was a per-
fect illusion. It was a trick that Dar-
rell hail learned long ago. In ...Mee
days. when his repertory of imitations
hail included many Instruments. Gor-
don, to whom the performance had
been familiar in those old times, could
not remember to have heard it better
-1 do not laic your American jukes."
done, and he experienced a boyish de-
light in the titter surprise and confo
pion of the captain.
having finished the air. Darrell smil-
ingly passed the pen to LadIslov. a pro-
[veiling not unsafe, for the cap closed
and opened by means of a spring not
easily discovered. Incident to this
mechanism there were two perfora-
tions of the outer shell, which might
sCelli to connect with the Inner parts,
tlusagh they did not.
"That's where you blow." said Dar-
rell. pointing to the holes, while Gor-
don controlled his countenance with
considerable difficulty.
ladislov fumbled with the pen, and
he became red with wrath.
"A clever trick," he said In a very ow
pleasant voice. "an accomplishment of
the vaudeville."
"I do not like your tone, sir." said
Darrell calmly as he extended his band
ter the pen.
"And I do not like your American
Jokes," replied Ladislov.
"Among gentlemen there are certain
views about lying"-
Gordon expected to see lAdialov's
htniS go 1l3 lug over the table behind
bite, for he knew Darrell of old as a
man exceedingly prompt In such mat-
ters. But Darrell merely put the pen
Into his pocket as if he had heard noth-
ing offensive, and, leaning back in his
chair, he regarded ladisloy with an
agreeable smile.
"You steiald not permit yourself to
become exeited." he said. "I have been
informed by my physician that it is
exceedingly bad for the health."
Getchlkoff was staring stupidly. un-
able to comprehend what was passing.
Seeing Ladielor standing, he staggered
to his feet.
"You are right." be said. "We must
go. Gentlemen, we regret that we
have not more leisure."
And he struggled clumsily with his
watch. Ladialor remained for a mo-
ment scowling at Darrell and seeming-
ly at a loss for words; then. taking
Getchikoff suddenly by the arm, he led
him away among the tables and into
the.eale bevorpl. Ten minutes after-
ward the waiter whom 'Darrell had
bribed vain.' up behind him and said
In a cautious tone:
"Monsieur. I did as you told me, but
they found pen and ink inside. The
man with yellow hair signed some-
thing for the other."
"A cheek?" asked Darrell.
"No. monsieur; It was scoe-e sort of
decinnent which the ma , with the
black beard took from his pocket."
"Thank you," said Darrell, reward-
ing him onee more.
"They say-," remarked the wafter.
"that monsieur and the man with the
black beard had a quarrel."
"They lie." said Darrell, addressing
Gordon rather than the servant. "No
man-can quarrel with me, and the next
one that tries It will get his head bro-
ken. I am here for rest."
lie tapped gently on the table with
his clinched flirt to emphasise this state-
ment, and Gordon laughed.
"You will go with my wife and me to
the students' ball this 'evening." he
said. -That will be restful after the
company in which you probably at-
tended the last one. And, besides, we
shall leave before the trouble begins.-
CHAPTER II.
ertzscras vERA'S COACHMAN,
HE Gordon* had spent
the winter in Paris
awl had occupied a
house In l'asay, mod-
est considering their
Illea1114, but exceed-
ingly comfortable and
convenient. They were
people of a wide ac-
quaintauce, and their home had abet-
ter-ill wally guests. moistly Americans
making brief visits to the Freticb
capital. At the thriel of the inci-
dents herein deseribed there were but
two, Darrell and Miss Edith Lorrimer.
The young woman was cousin to Mrs.
feerdon and, like that lady herself. a
student of art. Mrs. Gordon. indeed.
ens eoniething wore than a Modem.
neveng won the beginttinge of a name
among paintere. As to Mien Lorrimer
and Darrell, the Gordon* had enter-
tained a hope that had recently taken
un the (rotor of fear, for a match Im-
plies the 41:•sire of two, and the worst
that Va mu happen is that the W411117111
WIMP S11:111 (”I'l it.
When Center' and Darrell returned
to the villa after the incident just de-
scribed, they learned that Mies Lorri-
wee* 1lLiek and aunt bad arrived in
Paris earlier than they bad been ex-
pected oral that the young lady had
gone to take up her abode with them
In one of the big hotels. It was in the
nature of a fligot: and not evell Darrell
himself could be blind to the fact. his-
suffered the pangs of remorse-- that
particularly flistreesing remerse which
does not permit a man to mention his
fault to his own soul, since the confes-
sion must he tainted with preemption.
Indeed. a getith•man cannot even plead
complete innocence. for to may' to his
CODNeletiee that be has n-on a heart
without attempt is to flatter his own
vanity and slur the lady as too willing.
The party of four for the bell was
broken up. The Gordous attended.
upon their guest's insistent-v. leaving
the house about 10 o'cloek. sod Darrell
rode with them in their carriage a lit-
tle way. alighting near a .'ltd,. which,
upun ascend thought. he Old not rime
Instead be spent seine hours roaming
aiicifeiely about the eity. a prey to
great diseonifert and full of the hest
resolutions (3,neerning the a VOldalat'.• mit
all ellalitlinlif•-1110a24 Willi Wellatia that
should go beyond the yea, yea amid nay.
nay approved in holy writ.
It may have been about midnight
when he vilindered into a dark street
which attradeed iiim because it seemdel
to lie deserted. theligh the boulevard
from which he hail just come was all
alive. A earr:aar passed him at a smart
pace, mei he lenked after It with a
vague maim.; of smoethitee unusual.
Ti, . impressiiin gradually beeame more
deiiitite. and he perceived that his at-
tention had los.n attracted by the pm"
collar nolse intill0 by the tiquIparre or,
to be more aevitrate, by the lack of "If I may restore you to your
DOW.. The Wilv•els rolled silently, and friends"- Darrell began. "Tell we
the beat of the horses' hoofs was unit trim,* to &Kiss- at I"-.
flail. tatter:Iiist !rote te.. mita w•11 IT() HE CONTINUED.)
In front of 'sue of the few"-utinps upon
the way. Darrell di.eovt•red that the
street nag pa% 0•41 with Wisoluti blocks,
and then be remeinhered basing read
that an letigli•li rompany was euihniv
oring intnalece a nett' INI'VelUellt and
had furnished a sample gratuitously
As h. need staring, a Ith true Ailicr
lean curifieity for anything partakiug
of the nature !if an invention. a spau
of home's drawing a closed carriage
swung around fano the boulevard. and
route small outcry was reified. Theo
from within the vehicle there etune a
single sharp scream as of terror. a
OluilD's %o'er raised and siustat in-
stantly checked. Obviously here was a
runaway. surd in two seeonds Darrell
was hanging upon the horses' bridles.
firagessi snit trampled and very nearly
111/11n the ft ir the auimals
hail seers's] jinit as he hail sprung to-
them. bringing him mueli more
tepee eiy In front of them than he had
Wheeled to he. IIIIIwever. he atteeeed-
oil in halting the team without sustain
lug serious injury. •nil as they showed
IS) desire to bolt again he atemwil away
Clem their heads and back toward the
v 4.1114
lie wad, &sent to speak when sudden-
ly the coachman leaned far forward
reins his seat and struek violently with
II, at ruck ri(44 nti y with a heory whip.
a heavy whip. The lash cleared Dar-
rell's head as he dodged forward under
It and came flown with great forte up-
on his back. The sharp pain and, above
all, the unexpeeted and unnatural ade
itself inspired Darrell with a purely
inetinctive wrath. lie leaped to one
side, avoiding a second blow. Lnd then
sprang up in such a way as to get a
momentary footing on the forward
wheel. whenee be passed on upward
as If upon wings, alighting against the
coachman, who, rather from surprise
perhaps than from the force of the
shock, lost his balance and fell to the
street.
It was lucky for Darrell that the fel-
low did not carry the reins with bine
for the horses nearly jumped out of
their harnees, frightened by the whirl-
illg whip and perhaps by the volley of
curses with which the road.hinan had
re-enforced the blows that be had aim-
ed at Darrell's bead. The team bolted
frantically, and it was a matter of life
or death for the man on the box. His
own safely. coupled with a fleeting
thought of the woman whose cry be
had heard, kept Darrell busy with the
horses, and he had no time to look back
to see whether the emii.lnuan had bro-
ken his neck. There was a clear infer-
ence that he had not, however. for it
could hardly have been any one else
who. at the moment when the fright-
ened animal% sprang forward, dis-
charged a pistol that had the resonance
of a small cannon and shook the win-
dows of thmiarrow street.
Fortunately, the way was absolutely
clear. Moreover. Darrell was a strong
and well trained master of horses, and
he had not a particularly mettlesome
team to deal with. He had secured
something near to eontrol of the brutes,
though he could not yet stop them,
when he reached the end of the street
and turned into the avenue. It was not
a right angle. but the carriage was iin
two wheels lei It went round. Easeriel
by fortune, lie found another unfre-
quented street couvenient for his need,
and before he bad come to the end of
It the horses were weary of the strug-
gle. Yet for the sake of safety Darrell
turned them up a bill, upon the crest of
which he brought them to a stand.
Upon the last part of the course
Darrell had had time for reflection,
and there were many puzzles whirling
through his mind. Granting that he had
stopped a team that was not running
away, it watt natural, perhaps, that the
driver should have remonstrated with
him, but hardly so vehemently, with
such blows and maniacal curses. Why
had the woman sereamedi? How bad
it happened that a Paris jehu had been
so prompt with his revolver? Why
had be not fired a second time? Why
had he raised no hue and cry?
At the moment of turning into the
avenue Darrell had had a glimpse of
the street, and he had serer two figures
running, one undoubtedly the coach-
man, the other perhaps a chance way-
farer. but both Cleat. That they
should do that amounted to an ab-
surdity, for either he was running
away with the horses or they were
running away with him, and in one
case or the other It would be natural
that the pursuer should cry out. More-
over. there had been no sound front the
Interior of the vehiele *Mee the nio-
tnent when the horses luifi made their
first plunge. Then Darrell had fancied
that lie had heard a stifled ereana and
even the rattling of the catch upon the
door. but from that Instant there had
been silence.
The spot where he hail stopped the
hendee was unfamiliar to him. It was
quite dark, though a little farther on
were seteral cafee, awl there erre
cabs upon the 'meet. Ills own equi-
page excited 110 attelition. for there
imil 1110:111g 'west, tional about the
ascent oor tile hill Indite•d. time run-
away hail creme.) no ..onnuotion ez•
cept upon the avenue shich had bees
crofter'. and %..ry little i.‘ en there.
Darrell got down from the box. bull-
ing the rein') in hie hand. and ,ip-
proachioll the door of tl.e ,'aim, 1[11,0".
dilitely the window was lowered. and
he saw a woman's rave.
It I: rein:triable. ism tree, that th•
deeenee Lit 511 advent me. ehanges the
Instant that a beautifnl a °nem imp-
pears iu it. Though the ein.unistancee
ntay be mom nufaverable nir rolunue..
and the man as veld as he eau le. and
et lire. there will be no eseeption to
the rule.
aWheu Darrell saw the! nee at the
Artiste window, everything efts .lif
fm-rent. Even the past was changed.
and in an Melanin paiime hia oenei
tionfi ef the last ten minutes hurried to
rearrange themeelves. - It !weenie a
fine thing to have stolen a ('at) Mill a
pair of horses iii • moat unuisual !nail
tier and to have gone careering through
the streets of Part, at the risk of sine's
neck
The woman bad large and dark eye*,
with •oich a warm lintel' of band lit
there that it was chip& even In so
bail a Inclit. Her face was well model-
ed, turfing and full of meaning, the
brows them cut, the Inge rather fadl
aud deep tinted, the nootrits &Witte
and tremislouse as l'ile sees them beat
among the Greeks. But. upon the
whole, the mutant:me*. impressed Dar-
rell as that of a lady of his own land,
and he was greedy surprised to be ad-
dtreeeed he Ruesian, a language of
whieh be bad a fair eomniand.
...t hung n•ny ill the snow," said she
and paused, eying him intently.
Thh wools could have no possible
relevancy, considering the *velem and
the eurroundlings.
"In the snowr repeated Darrell. "I
afti afraid that I dim not understand."
"Von Sr.' not Riendlan." she said In
French. "Why have pm done title?"
"I don't elearly know what I have
done." be replied. "1 saw some hornets
running away. as I supposed, and
beards woman's voice that seemed to
call for help. 14,1 I mopped the horses,
and then die efiaeliman hit me on the
head a ith ilk whip. so I pitched hini
off his meat, and then the hfirsee ran
•way, anti here we are."
"W*e shell be followed:" she cried.
"We must get away from here!"
s
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TO HOLD PRIMARY ELEC-
TION ON AUCUST 2. 
PROPERTY ABANDONED WHEN DROP IN SILVER EVERY TRAIN CARRIES
VISITORS THERE.CAME.
List Was Made up by the
County Committee
Saturday.
lit pursuaitc.. to the call ot
man Green the Democratic county
committee met in the city eourt
room Saturday and appointed the
°Bowing officers in the various pre-
cincts to hold the congressional pri-
mary election August 2:
Hopkinsville Ni,. 1.-Sheriff, ft M
Hurt; judge*, Geo H Merritt, Martin
Davis; clerk, H W Tibbe.
Hopkinsville No. 2.-Sheriff. Sam
Walker; judges, F S Meacham, Cor-
tez Leaven; clerk, Geo Bradley.
Hopkinsville No. ;I.-Sheriff, F M
Byars; judges. Will W !titre.. W
Southall; clerk. Henry D '1% allaee.
Hopkinsville No, 4.-Sheriff, W H
Faxon; judges, N Barnett. Dave
Tandy; clerk, Frank Bassett,
Bennettstown-Sheriff, J M (700P-
,r; judges, C Pace, J SJobe;clerk,
W t4 Fox.
tiordonfield-Sheriff. N‘3ble Allen;
clerk, T M Harker; judges Walton
liarrott, J W Allen.
N. Pembroke-Sheriff, W W Ed-
dins; judges, J V Gray, Sr.. F M
Chilton; clerk, A 0 Dority.
S. Pettibroke--Sberiff. Waiter Rad-
ford; judges (Ii Smith, E H Led-
ford; clerk. Isaac Garrott.
E. Crofton-Sheriff, Milton Hicks;
judges, Julian Bosley. 0 A West;
clerk, M V Dulin.
Longview-Sheriff, L 11 Garrott;
judges Sam McKee, P H Aliens-
worth ; clerk, E T Steger.
N. Crofton-Sheriff. A It Long;
judges, Warner Henderson. J
Shelton; clerk, A B Johnson.
Concord- Sheriff, Livy Nichols;
judges, Jim Hayes, W C Davis;
clerk, W H &miter.
Brent's Shop-Sheriff, Ed Stowe;
judges. Jim Moore, J W Cal-loss;
clerk, W B King.
Latayette-Sheriff, T J Moore;
judges, Walter Garner, Q A Elliott;
elerk, Robt Thacker. Jr.
Palmyra-Sheriff, M H Nelson;
judges. Jno Childress, Buckner Lea-
ven; Clerk, II Nelson,
Casity-Sheriff, Thos J Garnett;
judges. W T Bronatigh.R P Claxton;
clerk, Alex Winfree. •
Beverly-Sherifi, Jim Medley.
judge, CI H Major,: judge, ;Geo V
Donnell; clerk, Wallace West.
Newstead-Sheriff. F (' Clardy;
judge, CS Coleman; judge, Matt
Jones; clerk; A M Henry.
Dogwood-Sheriff. P A Thomas;
judges, N 0 King.' W liates;clerk.
Cavanah Thompson.
Perry's School House-Sheriff, J
E Stamps; judges, Irving Foster, B
C Foster; clerk, Henry Miller.
I antrip-Sheriff, Andrew White;
judges,Frank P'Pool,T T McKnight;
clerk. John Sallee,
East School House-Sheriff, R W
,Vaughn; judges, Jno T F.aist. Jessie
Payne.
Edwards M ill
-Sheriff, W L Park-
er; judges, Milton Wright; E W C
Edwards; clerk, Jim H Wade.
Bainbridge--Sheriff, R C Hopson ;
judges, 0 A Bryant. T P Dunning;
clerk, J L P'Pool.
Bakers Mill-Sheriff, Jap Sisk;
judges. Melvin Jordon, J Wright;
clerk, R A Ray.
Howell--Sheriff. ( E Si vely ;
judges, E Radford. Jack Barnes;
clerk. W W Radford.
Bluff Springs--Sheriff, Foster Mc-
Cowin: judges. Nick Lacey. J 51
Rice; clerk. Dave Smith.
Graeey-Sheriff. J P Meacham;
judges, tieo Wilsoii, Boll Baker,
clerk. Gip Watkins.
Judge Long.
Mr. Clifton Long has been elected
-pedal city judge by the bar to 'pre-
side during the absence of Judge
who is in Paducah to attend
the appellate convention.
Kentucky Fair Dates.
Richmond, July 14-19,
Georgetown, July 22-•AS.
Danville. August 6-8.
Hopkins County Fair and Careival
at Madisonville, August 5-e.
Lexington, August 11-16.
Lawrenceburg, August 19-22.
Shepherdsville August 19-22.
Maysville, August 20-23.
Shelbyville, August 96-29.
London, August 27-29.
Florence, August 27-30.
Germantown, August 27-ati.
Bardstown, September 2-6.
Elizabethtown, September 9-12.
Howling Green. September lie-13'
Glasgow, September 10-1:1.
Ewing, September 11-13.
Louisville, September 22-27.
Hartford, October 1-4.
Camp Meeting, Eddyville.
On account of above mentioned
occasien the Illinois Central R. R.
will sell round trip tickets to Eddy-
ville, iiti July irg,h. to Vile, limited
to) July 28th. for return, at rate of
one and one third fare 01.76e
SLEEP
R BABY
AND REST FOR
MOTHERS
Sleep for Skin Tortureu Babies and
Rest for Tired Mothers, in
Warm Baths with
And g_entle applications of Cuti-
cura Ointment, purest of emol-
lients and greatest of skin cura,
to be followed in severe cases by
mild doses of Cuticura Resolvent
Pills. This is the most speedy,
permanent, and economical treat-
ment for torturing, disfiguring,
itching, burning, bleeding, scaly,
crusted, and pimply skin and scalp
humours, with loss of hair, of in-
fants and children, ever com-
pounded.
11.1.10s. or PEOPLE INKC nc *i.e.
assist.-i by CUTICVIIA OINTMENT, for beautl-fi ing the skin, for eksasidng the *Alp, and
tile ',topping of falling hair, for softening,
whitening, and soothing red, rough, and sore
hands, and for sit the purposes of the toilet,
hath, and nursery. Millions of women use Cr-
111., R C Song lo baths for annoying Irritations.
I nflaminutions, and chitlings, ts.o free or "gift.
sive perspiration, In washes for ulcerative
wmikne...es, and for MAO,' sanative, antisepticpurposes which readily suggest themselves,
bald threudneet tis world Lase, ais . Oorretatcr.Mei firma. IF-111„Chaelsransakihi..
..«.• sTst.r*T•rsass
EVANSVILLE POLICE AID
A SICK WOMAN.
The Es *needle Courier of yester-
day contented the following :
elan Thimipsen. a wuuumnn from
Hopkitisville. Ky., may slid- *before
she stieceeds in reaching her 'da-
tives at Waiihington. Ind. She is
suffering from consumption of the
throat and Pollee Surgeon Wafter
says her death is liable to occur at
any time.
The woman came to the city Sat-
urday. She miesed her train and
not knowing what to do, remained at
the depot all day and night. Sunday
she was still sitting on one of the
benches in the ladies waiting room
when the depot employes came to
work. They questioned the woman,
but were unable to learn anything
about her. After she had remained
at the station almost all day the em-
ployes of the depot telephoned to po-
lice headquarters to learn what was
best to be dotte with her.
After learning the nature of the
ease Chief Heuke immediately sent
the petrol wagon to the depot and
had the afflicted woman brought to
police headquarters where she was
given the best of attention.
In her story to Chief Heuke Mrs.
Thompson said her huslauld had
died sonic time ago. leaving tier des-
titute and that she ham desired to
reach her relatives at Washington,
Ind. The chiefs believed the story
told by the wutnan and ordered her
placed in a comfortable bed until
Monday morning, when she will be
placed out a train and sent to her rel-
atives at Washington. Ind.
Inquiry at the local police office
failed to reveal anything as to the
identity of the woman mentioned
above and it will be noticed that the
Evansville paper even fails to say
whether the woman is white or col-
ored.
"•'"
The shove signature is on the wrapper of
every_ _bottle of the genuine OWENS PINK
MiXT1Jee-the baby's friend (torn birth
antil he has his teeth. All druggists.
Found Now to be Rich in Cold, it Has:Been Secured For
Development by Local Parties. Big Thing
for Evansville.
The final teinsuninustiou of the mining deal promoted bly Evansville
people took place Wednesday. Feb. 26th, 1902, when the combined twenty-
five lode mining claims on Alps mountain adjoining the celebrated and
world famous Lamertine mine, passed into the control of prominent men
of Evansville, Ind. 'Few people realise what this will mean for Evansville
and the surrounding country. Most people -think It will benefit Colorado
more than the Hoosier state, but such is not the ease, because the control
of this vast property is vested in Evansville parties, and when it comes to
the distribution of from 650,000 to $75,000 annually in dividends, ninety per
cent of Which is paid to citizens of Evansville and the surrounding terri-
tory, one begins to realise what it means to the fortunate holders of stock
In the Consolidated Alpine.
The consummation of this financial and mining deal has turned the
eyes of the investing and moneyed world upon this section of the country.
All the great journals over the country have commented upon it and
prophesy that another producer has been added to the world's gold and sil-
ver production, thereby increasing the wealth of the world by froni $6400
$100,0010 a year.
Negotiations have been pen iding for a year to buy this property n a
quiet and unostentatious way. In the 70's when silver was commandin
one dollar and twenty-nine cents an ounce. this property was worked to
its silver values alone. Miniug methods were very crude in Unmet days.
The owners never knew that the ore carried gold values alinost equal to its
silver, and as a consequence much of its value was thrown away, and when
the panic eeme and silver sank to twenty cents an ounce, the ehaft and
property was abandoned. For years it lay Idle. Its original owners had
traveled to the eternal city and tbe ownership passed into the hands of
so many people who were heirs, some of whom lived in the east and south,
and hardly knew where the claims were located. As a result this valuable
property lay neglected and unoperated for many years, its levels filled with
water which gradually crept higher and higher in the shaft until it ran out
of its th it seemed as if the mine itself wept over being neglected and
forgotten 
Twelve months ago a lease was secured upon two of the claims. the ones
upon which the eltaft was sunk, and then began the slow, laborious and
dtuisrerous task of unwatering the mine. It took three months of constant
work before the last drop of water was out of the bottom of the shaft, and
•it was safe to trend men down, and when they did go down it was found
that many tons of rock had caved in and obstructed the levels. Nothing
daunted, the parties who took the lease set to work and cleaned it out, and
soon their efforts were rewarded by beginning to make shipments of ore
that yielded from twenty to one hundred and fifty dollars to the ton clear
profit after all expense* were paid. And there is today on the dump, from
one to five thousand dollars worth of ore ready to be shipped to the smelter.
Knowing that with their limited capital the property would not pay as
It should and would do if it was extensively developed, they decided to buy
the claim* outright and also to secure as much of the land on the vein as
possible. Without tench talk or noise. options were secured on twenty
three other claims which run on and paralleled with the vein, and when
these were secured, a tunnel site was located at the foot of the mountain
which gives them over two iniles of the famous old Alpine vein.
The next thing was to Interest enough capital to buy the properties and
consolidate the whole into one big proposition, and to keep the control in
our neck of the woods. It took but a short time ti get the ariginal incor-
porators together, and the entire property of twenty-five claims or one hun-
dred and thirty acres, embracing over two miles of the vein, was bought.
The incorporators are all men whose names are household words in
Evansville and in this section of the country. and whose honesty of purpose
and sincerity of intentions can not be questioned, and are composed of the
following well known gentleinen: Otto F. Jacobi, Frank Foster, Henry E.
Gumberts, Dr. M. H. Martin, Jacob Hartz, Louis 0. Reach, PhilipJ. Euler,
.1. C. Huebert. Louis Legler, M. Uhl, Ed. Roach, Dr. W. S. Pritchett, An-
thony Dietricb, Wm. Swormstedt. William H. (filbert. M. 1).. and Thome'
B. Crow. of Idaho Springs, Col.,
The business of the company will be handled by a board of nine direc-
tors, consisting of the president. 0. F. Jacobi; vice president, Louis Legler;
treasurer, Philip J. Euler; secretary. William H Gilbert; Thomas B. Crow,
William Swormstedt. Jacob Hartz, Joseph C. Huebert and Dr. M. Martiii.
The management of the mit.e will be under the direction of Thomas B.
Crow. a practical mining man, a graduate of a school of mines and an en-
gineer of well known repute in the mining world, who has Invested heavily
in the property himself.
Some idea of the neighborhood in which the Consolidated Alpine mine
is located, can be gained when we study the map of Clear Creek county,
Colorado. It is only thirty-six miles from Denver, located on the Colorado
Southern railroad, and it was at Idaho Springs, Clear Creek county. where
gold was first discovered in Colorado forty years ago. The same mines
that were worked then are still producing, which goes to show that the
veins there are true fissures and that a worked out mine is a timing unheard
of in that district. The Clear Creek district has produced more gold and
silver than any other camp in Colorado, Cripple Creek not excepted, and is
today in percentage of gain in production, greater than any camp in the
United States, laming produced to date over $2410,000,0011 in precious metals.
The lamartine mine, whose property adjoins the Consolidated Alpine,
ham a production of over 46,000,000. and for which the owners have refused
$20,000,000. They have at present over $12,000,000 worth of ore blocked out
and in sight. The Freeland, about a mile east, has a production of about
wawa. The Donaldson,*about half a mile west, a production of over
$800,000, and if being located properly has anything to do with the value of
a piece of mining property, the Consolidated Alpine is in the hest of com-
pany.
Mr. Walter H. Wiley, who was for years the expert for Marcus Daly
before he died, and is now the expert for Senator Clark and the Britis
Exploration company, in his report on this property said: ••1  he vein is a
true fissure in granite country rock and will average over two feet in width
and in many places is wider than that. Although the assays themselves
do not represent any considerable amount of ore, yet they do prove beyond
a doubt the unusual value of the ore. The character of the vein taken in
connection with the unusual value of the ore found makes this an excep-
tionally promising prospect. It is very probable that deeper development
in connection with lateral drifting will disclose oonsiderable bodies of ore,
and, considering the raehne re ss of the o already found, largo profits should
follow."
In the last six months active development work has been frying on in
the Alpine. the shaft has been sunk spottier hundred feet, a new plant of
machinery capable of a depth of a thousand feet for hoisting a the2 ore in-
stalled, the shaft retimbered from top to bottom, levels driven off from the
shaft many hundreds of feet, opening up ore continuously all through the
mine; in fact, not a barren foot of ground exists in the whole underground
workings.
Last June, in the west second level, a body of ore was discovered that
assayed higher than $1,000 per ton. Another level is beirig driven at the
300 feet station to catch this ore at a greater depth. A great many people
from Hopkinsville and the surrounding country have gone out there to in-
spect the property and all have come back satisfied and have increased
their holdings.
quite a number of Hopkinsville peeple have become aatiociated with
the Evansville men and the New Era eongottulates them all upon the suc-
cess of their investment.
WHO IS SHE? A MOTHER
MURDERS
HER CHILD
(Special to New Era.)
MADISONVILLE, Ky.. July 22.
-Mrs. Ellen Turley, who lives in
the county, not Tar from town, today
killed her four-year-old child and
then shot at two of her other child-
ren but failed to hit them.
She then shot and killed herself.
She is believed to have been insane,
as she had not been well for some
time.
COMMERCIAL CLUB
Has Several Important Mat
ters on Hand.
From Tu eeday'a eau/.
The Commercial club held its reg-
ular meeting last night and several
eommunications of intAest were
read and discussed.
A letter was read from Mr. Jere
Baxter, president of the Tennessee
Central railroad, saying he would
visit this city at an early date to dis-
cuss the probabilities of bringing the
Tennessee Central here from Clarks-
ville. A committee Vtliti appointed
to meet Mr. Baxter and show him
the city and inducements offered.
They will try to definitely determine
the cost of the right of way through
the town and terminal facilities for
the road.
A letter was read from parties de-
siring information in regard to con-
structing a trolley system for our
streets and suburban freight and
passenger service.
A large hosiery manufacturer was
present with an assortment of sam-
ples of his goods and will bring his
factory to this city if proper Induce-
ments are offered.
A gentleman exhibited samples of
different preparations and remedies
that he was manufacturing he Is
making an effort to locate his labor*,
Wry here.
Many Popular People Now .
41INon Hand--A Highly Enjoy-
able Dance.
Cerulean, Ky., July 21.
Everything is on the boom at Ce-
rulean. Each train brings a fresh
relay of guests, for those who know
what is good and want the best, nat-
urally, sooner or Jitter during the
season, blow in at old Cerulean. A
large crowd visited the Springs last
Sunday. After a rather stormy
morning, the sun shone in all its
splendor and the day was ideal. All
the towns within a radius of fifty
miles were represented and both
belles and beaux were in evidence.
On Thursday night of last week
one of the most delightful balls of
the season was enjoyed. It was de-
cidedly the largest affair of time sea-
son and the dancing floor was crowd-
ed. Many pretty girls were present
and some of the gowns were exquis-
ite. The dancing eontinued until late
hour and the girls all declared they
had a glorious time. Grace and
beauty reigned, beaux paid homage
to belles, "love looked love to eyes
that spake again"-and all went
"merry as a marriage bell." Anoth-
er of these delightful dances will be
indulged in next Thursday night. It
is also whispered among the young
pooch. that a smaller, but equally
enjoyable dance will be sandwiched
in, as it were, tomorrow 4Tuestlay
evening.
There are some charming people
summering at Cerulean. One of the
most general favorites among the
married ladies is Mrs. Ben Rawlins,
of Hopkinsville. Mrs. Rawlins ie.&
truly delightful woman and a friend
of all the young folks. She is al-
ways ready to listen to their chatter
and is so sunny and bright that it is
a tonic to be in her presence.
Mrs. C. F. Jarrett,of Hopkinsville,
is another popular matron and with
her bright smile and attractive man-
ner, has won many friends.
Mrs. Laben Edward Smith, of Col-
orado, is among the most 'agreeable
guests. She is widely known as an
authoress and is an exceptionally
cultivated woman. Mrs. Smith is a
fine musician and adds greatly to the
pleamire of the guests. Her little
daughter, Adeline, is a violinist of
decided ability, and her playing. Ac-
companied on the piano by her tal-
ented mother, 1st greatly enjoyed.
A goodly number of meat
were among last Sunday's visitors.
They were interesting and agreeable
and were all devotion to the dainty
maidens and beautiful women whom
they were :a fortunate as to meet.
It seemed impossible for them to
tear themselves away, and many who
had intended leaving Sunday even-
ing remained until Monday morning,
held captive by "Woman. lovely wo-
man." That "the whisper of a beau-
tiful woman Can be heard further
than the loudest call of duty" was
thoroughly exemplified by these ad-
mirers. Business was forgotten. and
they lingered by beauty's aide. ,
Among these gay beaux were Col.
"Billy" Wilgus. of Hopkinsville,Col
Charlie Pepper and Mr. Lucian Carr.
of Princeton, Messrs. Mott, of Chica-
go, and Clark, of Paducah. Although
those winners are greatly missed we
still have with us Messrs. Lambert,
of Henderson, and Bartlett. of Chi-
cago. These specimens of inasce-
linity are agreeable and attractive
and are "it" with the girls.
Dr. Anderson, of Hopkinsville, and
his charming niece. Miss Lail: An-
derson, of Madisonville, are among
the popular visitors. This petite,
black-eyed maiden is a crack shot.
he performed the feat of bringing a
arge-sized frog to an untimely end,
sending hint into oblivion at the first
slant.
The office is one of the most at-
tractive places at the Springs. The
reason is apparent. This favorite
place of rendezvous is presided over
by Mr. E. K. Dabney and be is de-
cidedly a drawing card. Courteous
to all, genial, pleasant 'end accom-
modating, he has deservedly gained
the very top of the ladder of popu-
larity. What's the matter with, Mr.
Dabney? He's all right. And this
is the sentiment of all the guests at
Cerulean. S. M. W.
- --eseseeds-eas- _
Take a look at my line of cakes
and see if lean make cakes. Rau-
bold's Bakery 9th at-reel opposite
Methodist church. d I twt
Hag') &
Ferguson
No. 205, North
Main Street.
Real Estate &
Loan Agents
We have anything in the
way of a house and lot or a
farm you want. 13e1ow ar
a few; we have many others
not advertised. Tell us what
you want; we can supply
you.
800 acres of land 3 miles south of
Hopkinsville on free pike, well im-
proved. Will sell all in one body or
cut to suit purchaser in tracts rang-
ing from 60 acres up, improved or un-
improved. Price from $22.60 (0 136.00
per acre. WW exchange the proper-
ty for desirable city property.
196 acres 1X miles from town, well
Improved and in a high state of cul-
tivation, for sale or exchange for city
property. See is for price.
4-room house on E. 9th street, large
lot., $1,160, easy terms.
5-room frame house on W 18th St.,
a splendid little house, $1,100.
4-room Douse on WIWI street, PM.
A cheap house on Jackson street,
one on Broad street and one 01, 'Vest
2nd street.
A new 6-room brick -house on K.
7th street this city; an elegant '•
Price, $2,100.
128 acres of land 6 miles east of
Crofton, Ky. Well improved; 76
adres of bottom land; a splendid
farm. Price $800.00; easy terms.
A two story block of buildings in
business; portion of Hopkinsville.
store rooms all rented "rice
3,0010; easy terms.
80 acres of land well improved 8
miles from Hopkinsville on Butter-
milk road. Price 9460; a cheap place.
100 acres of land on Cole creek
8 miles North of Haley's Mill, Chris-
tian county; 86 acres good timber;
$300; timber is worth the money.
4 room house on west 2nd street:
lot 68 feet front by 196 feet deep. $800.
6 room frame house on Jesup's Ave
Lot 802206; corner lot In good condi-
tion. 61600; easy terms.
Place your property with us for
sale or exchange. We advertise free
of charge. Call aud give us an op-
tion.
HAZELIP &
FERGUSON
•
•
Headquar-
ters For
Ladies' Underwear,
*Dimities, Batistes,
Dotted Swisses
and Lawns.
The Best Line of
White Goods
own Hophinsville. Nice line of
Ladies', Children's and Gentle-
man's Hosiery.
New Floor Coverings.
Carpets, Rugs, Matting's, Linoleum', Oil Cloths, Etc.
Big assortment in every line to select
from. All are welcome.
'T. M. JONES.
HopkiLdvilie, Ky.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
ANY OF T1-1$:
Town
Libraries
???
SIC
It
8..
IF SO, BUY YOUR WALL PAPER, st_
eC,WINDOW SHADFS AND PICTURE at-
FRAMES FRO1 US AND
Get a Vote i
With Every I0c t
Purchase. t
Hopper & Kitchcll. t
MAWNWN9WYMPARP
diffss.d For
("IT"
Polkkeezu ng
Penintripte/
Typ_fdrilarf
,Sh 0 ra /2 d:
Plefedri hey
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seN en experienced teachers, each one a specialist in his line. We "ere
now in our new home N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut streets. The finest
and best arranged schod building in the South. Visitors always welcome.
School open all year. Students can enter at any time.
714doddiwly E. J. WRIGHT. President.
W. P. Winfree T S. Knight
Winfrec & Knight,
REAL ESTATE.
The seaman of the year when people want to buy- real estate is at hand,
and we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and - will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to them
Come to see us if you want to sell, it costa you nothing if you fail.
60 acres of fine land 1!.., miles from with 16 acres of ground. house 6
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good rooms, good chitern, stable, poultry
spring and barn, fenced and has 20 house. carriage
etc.. everything in good repair.
house, m
 
ilk house
acres of timber. Very desirable Complete set of fanning implements
go with the piece. 
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in 141
mile of mill, poet office and eh-arch.'
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable. 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
good orchard. Fenn in good condi-
tion and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain.
Good farm 228 acres out NasitvilLe
road. 7 miles from Hopkinsville and
3 miles from Peiribrotre, good two-
story brick dwelling. 6 rooms, good
well. 2 large new barns, stablee lied
grammar.'. This farm will be sold at a
low price and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two
' acres of ground fronting on first
street and running back to the river.
s 135 acres of lond 6 miles from town
near Princteon road, dwelling, two
tobacco barns and other out build-
rice $5 per acre.
residence on corner of Main
and 1st streets, fronting 60 feet on
Main by 100 feet deep. House has six
rooms, good cistern, tita,ble and ne-
on public road within 2 miles of Ora- cessary out-buildings• For sale.
evy. Ky Will be sold at a bargain : 85 acres of fine land just our 
acre
' 
toll-gate
racts°onf 
Palmyra
eart ;deli 
pe 
n ettaitOwil ,nientn 4 Miles from Hookinsville 
on'
mad1761:oresvilloof 
road. 
wciitiheapimpsroi2oove- .
 
about 300 acres Will be converted in-
A beautiful home; two stoty brick to two or three tracts. Sold on easy
teArmsn.iee
cottage on 4th St.,four
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath
new rooms and kitchen, porch. good out-
room with bath fixtures and all mod- l
houses and cistern. price $990, 
ern conveniences; everything
and in excellent repair; house piped
St. in Hopkinsville, well located.
Two good residence lot,,on Main
electricity; good cellar, cistern,
for water and gas, and wired for
1 The only vacant lots on West side of
star
i Main St. for sale at a low brice
ble and all other necessary otttbuild-
i Elegant lot 141x200 ft. on Jesup aye-
Inge i nice shade trees. This proper-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
ty will be sold at a bargain.
2 porches, cistern outbuildings. shad
' We have the f-ollowing Florida
I and fruit trees, Price $1,4410.or exchange for fanning land ill this
is) acres in Paw) county, Ion acres, land. on good public road, in one of
lands that we will sell at, low price
section: Mil acres in Paseo county,)
160 acres fil l the best neighborhoods in South
An elegant farm of 115 acres of
In Hernando county
Hillsboro county. One of the above,
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
Christian. convenient to postofflee,
schools and churches, in a high statetracts is heavily timbered with the
and hall,one large tobacco barn ,good
finest yellow pine, and another is
stables and cow house, buggy house.
heavily titnbem: sith the pine from
2 new cabins, smoke house, henfurther description, etc., see us.
which they make turpentine. For
One of the most desirable houses
orchard, pea, rasp
-berries aud
house, new wire fence, nice young
in the city for boarding house;. cen-
trally located. convenient to !rum-
ness and depots within 'siluare
of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles.
400 acres of desirable farming land .
nut street.from Bennetstown Ky. Good house
in Montgomery county. Tenn, heavi-
3 rooms, tenant house, good well,
large tobacco barn, good frame sta- lv timbered, 10 miles from liowell,ble 214x110 feet,44) acres in fine Limier.
Fine farm of 2:42 acres it). neigh-
Ity. price $6.00 per acre.
convenient to schools and churches
good level land and a desirable fig-1n
borhood of Howell, Ky., at a greatand on good road.
bargain,
Very desirable suburban residence,and Broad street*. 7 rooms, good Out-
Nice cottage on corner of Brown
house two stories, 8 roman-. new andbuildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
on reasonable terms. in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
Stock of goods, store house and just outside the city limits on one of
residence for sale at good town on the best street.
L. & N. H. R. First-class paying A nice residence at Casky, Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
borhood, churches and school
business, nice location, good neigh-
two room office itt yard; goodoon-
venient, residence e rooms, water servants house, large good lee liottec.
large stable and carriage houee andworks and modern improvements,
ten acres of nice ground with real- all necessary out buildings; splendid
dence, good reasons for gelling.
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carri-
age house dhd all necessary outbuild-
ings good cistern and orchard. Two
acres of land adjoining South Ken-
property.
- A splendid farm of 210 acres on
turnpike road 5jse miles from Hop-
kinsville- New eight room dwelling
with three porches, well arranged
with hot and cold water, bath tub,
water closet, etc. 2 good stock barns,
granary, cabins, Ike., with windmill,
branch of never failing water through
the farm. All under good wire fence
and in a bight state af cultivation and
in excellent neighborhood. A model
stock farm. Will be sold cheap.
Farm of 270 acresin Caldwell Co.,
Ky., 4 miles from Scottsburg and
1. C. R. R. and 8 miles from Prince-
ton Ky. This farm Nola good frame
dwelling 10 rooms, good stock barn,
tobacco barn, granary. good out
houses, 2 good wells and fine spring,
00 acres of the land is in tine large
White Oak timber.
A splendid farm of SO acres, good
d welling with 8 rooms, stable, tobacco
barn, apple and peach orchard, extra
fine well, good cistern, plenty of
stock water, walled cellar, land ter-
tile and in a high state of cultivation:
strawberr es,plenty of water, very,
desirable, will be told cheap and on
easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant lots on 'Wel-
shade and fruit trees, never failing
well, good cistern; convenient to de-
pot, school and church; 6 miles from
Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
the whole distance. Splendid locat-
tucky College, $1,600. ill *ell this ion for a doctor.
An elegant farm of 120 'scree bnplace at low price and on easy terms. 
Cox Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkin-Elegant two atory residence on
corner of 14th and Campbell streets,
fronts I124 fe et on Campbell street
by 186 feet to alley, house has /I rooms
and all necessary outbuildings, nice
shade trees, fine garden and grape Valuable store room on Main
street. One of the best business iota..
I improved suburban place tions in the city.
sville; well improved, good dwell-
ing, 6 rooms, stables, granary, corn
and all necessary out houses; first
class land in fine condition.
WINFREE KNIGHT.
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